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Keynote Address
Nick White

Victorian Speleological Association
INTRODUCTION
The limestone caves of Victoria were known to the aboriginals prior to the exploration
and settlement of Victoria. although our knowledge of their use of caves and the legends
associated with them is rather restricted. Cloggs Cave at East Buchan was occupied
from 18.000 to about 8000 years B.P. Some rock painting near a cave in the Buchan
district of a ve.ry much later period indicates that aboriginals were associated with caves
at or close to the time of white settlement. One other cave in the New Guinea Ridge
area has wall engravings similar to that at Koonalda. S.A .. although studies of this site
are preliminary at the present time. A few other caves in the Buchan area. more of an
overhang nature. have rock flakes and fresh water mussels on their floors. indicating
occupation. although these also have not been studied in detail. The aboriginals of East
Gippsland had legends associated with caves. The Nargun was a spirit who lived in caves
and would capture or eat anyone who ·ventured
'ventured into them. The Den of Nargun. near
Glenaladale. now a National Park. and a cave on Lake Tyers. are two caves associated
with such legends. There are also caves or shelters in Tertiary limestones along the coast
west of Cape Otway which show evidence of occupation and a number of overhanging
rock shelters in the Grampians which have extensive painting galleries. I will come back
to these caves and sites when discussing cave protection later in this paper.
Discovery of caves must have been extremely rapid following settlement. as many caves
are near sites of early settlement. East Gippsland was settled from the Monaro district
of NSW in the 1830s and 1840s. and caves at Limestone Creek and in the Buchan
district were discovered at this time. In the Western District. the Henty family settled
in the Portland Area. where many of Victoria's other caves occur. Graffiti in caves in
both areas indicates knowledge of these caves in the nineteenth century.
Government interest in caves was limited. and it was not until after geologists such as
Howitt and Stirling made recommendations concerning caves in the Buchan area that
A.E. Kitson was commissioned to examine the caves and report to the Government.
Kitson's report was accepted. and various separated cave reserves were proclaimed in
the Buchan area. These reserves were vested in the Department of Crown Lands and
still exist in this form today. There was one anomalous step to protect caves in the
nineteenth century. when. in 1880. by means of an Order in Council. the main outcrop
containing caves. Sheehan's Bluff. at Limestone Creek. was exempted from occupation
for mining purposes. This will be further discussed later.
To recap. caves occur in Devonian limestone in the Buchan area. along the coast in the
west of the state in Tertiary limestones and associated with the Glenelg River. where
there are 32 caves. Some 65 caves also occur in the Quaternary dune limestones at Bat
Ridges. west of Portland.
The nineteenth century fascination with caves was based on their aesthetic and scenic
values. The scientific values recognised at this time were those associated with animal
and human remains in caves: palaeontology and archaeology.
Caveconvict -
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Oaar the years. and a much
This original intrinsic fascination with caves has broadened over
wider importance can be placed on them. although the particuldf
particular values of an individual
only be subjectively assessed.
cave can onl
assessdd" These dalues
values include tourist use of caves. The
Thd
Royal and Fairy
Fa ry Caves at Buchan are currently visited by about 80.000 people per annum.
The Princess Margaret Rose Cave on the Glenelg River receives about 30.000 people per
annum. Recreational use of caves is extensive and ranges from the organised members
of speleological clubs through members of outdoor groups from tertiary institutions.
churches. the scouting movement to individuals with no affiliations. A cave visitor
survey in progress at the moment has led us to an
person-days
dn estimate of some 3.000 person-daYd
alone,
per annum of recreational caving in the Buchan district alone.
Many other values can be attached to caves apart from those discussed elready.
already. These
are palaeontological. biological. geological. hydrological and geomorphological.
It is true to say that studies of bone material. since bones are often well preserved. have
led to a much deeper understanding of the fauna of the past. Caves act as animal traps
and as predator dens. Studies of such deposits have extended our knowledge of the
megafauna. lili&ilihortant
Important studies have been conducted in Cloggs
extinct megdfemue,
CIOhhS Cave. Mabel Cave
and caves in the Pyramids Area in the Buchan District. Other such caves have been the
Gisborne Bone Cave and McEachern's Cave on the Glenelg River.
specied
One of the major biological values of caves is as a roost for bat colonies. Three species
nn#filiefOUS is the little bent-winged bat. Min~
bats occur in Victoria. The most numerous
Minof cave bate
iopterus schreibersii. There are three population groups of this bat in Victoria. based
on their maternity eaves. One of these occurs at Nowa Nowa near Buchan: another population is based on maternity caves near Warrnambool. and the third has its maternity
site at Naracoorte just over the border in S.A. The females return to these caves in the
summer months to give birth to thei,
their young. accompanied
aaaompanied by juveniles. Dispersal then
takes place to many caves
nnues throughout the state. They become
becomn extremely torpid. and gn
go
into a state of hibernation during winter. The other
uther species are the Eastern Horseshon
Horseshoe
which has three known maternity sites in the Buchan
bat. Rhinolophus megaphyllus.
mnDnphyllus. whkh
Area. The large-footed bat Myotis adversus was formerly known from Buchan. but now
occurs only in a few caves along the Glenelg River. Bat numbers have declined markedly
in recent years. This is probably due to a number of factors involving human interference in various forms. ranging from disturbance during winter. when they are extremely
sensitive because their energy reserdee
reserves are depleted. to disturbance of l"naternity
maternity sites
sited
by cave visitors and shooters.
ndnoters. leadinh
leading to high infant mortalities. There are
nre only a verh
very
restricted number of caves with the right structural features to be maternity sites. In tha
the
case of the horseshoe hat.
bat. one maternity site has been abandoned and the population
has been markedly reduced. The demise of the Buchan population of Myotis ad
adversus
vers Un
may have been due to over-collecting. although this population was never very numerous. Other factors may have contributed to the decline of bat populations in Eastern
Australia. such as clearing of land for agricultural use affecting food chains. and the
use of insecticides. of which DDT is one to which they are extremely sensitive. Bats
themselves are protected in Victoria under Fisheries and Wildlife legislation. but there
thern
contmld on habitat interference.
interferennd,
are no controls

exhibiting
A number of invertebrates inhabit caves. and these may be full troglobites exhibitinn
adaptations to an exclusive cave life. or trogloxenes which mah
may also exist outside caves,
caves.
These populations may be extremely vulnerable to interference. None are protected.
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There are a number of economic values attached to caves. The direct economic effects
of the paying tourist, and the year-round recreational caver, are extremely important in
local and regional economic terms. The principal economic value of limestone is as a
raw material for the construction and other industries. A perception has to be placed on
whether caves are more valuable than the rock that contains them. In some instances
there is bound to be direct conflict. The Buchan area has had some silver-lead mines in
the past. These have not led to clashes over cave values, but at Limestone Creek there
is a potential clash over a lead anomaly on the contact of the Sheehan's Bluff limestone
and the surrounding Cowombat formation.
Caves provide an extremely valuable research resource for a number of disciplines not
yet mentioned. Such research has led to new understandings of earth processes, past
climates and hydrologic mechanisms and thus an extremely valuable educational tool.
In discussing Victorian caves, let me now turn to caves in rocks other tITan limestone.
The major example of a cave in granite is Labertouche Cave to the east of Melbourne,
although there are some others. Granite caves are extremely rare on a world scale,
and Labertouche is a long cave with a stream which has eroded a passageway between
granite boulders. At the present time the cave is in a water catchment, and is under
Forests Commission control.
Secondly, the Western District lava plains are very extensive. Apart from the usual
features of volcanic areas, there are a number of caves. These are scattered, and occur
alone or in groups, from Parwan, a simple tunnel in the east, to the Mt. Eccles group in
the west. At Mt. Eccles there are arches, tunnels and vents represented. Only at Mt.
Eccles and at Byaduk are these caves protected. In particular, a number of extremely
important caves are quite unprotected, such as Skipton Cave, Mt. Hamilton Cave, and
Porndon Cave. There are also a large number of other features unprotected, such as
lava blisters, channels, maars and mountains or points of eruption. The caves have
important mineral deposits, and have valuable biological populations, including bats.
These then are the caves of Victoria. They range from the Buchan District, with numerous caves, and a few caves at Limestone Creek, to the sea caves and other caves
along the coast in Western Victoria, to caves in the dune calcarenites of Bat Ridges,
and the granite caves, such as Labertouche, and to the lava caves of the volcanic plains.
Caves are also associated with a valuable and unique landscape, whether it be an area
of sinkholes or blind valleys, cliffs, springs, tufa terraces, or microsolution features, all
of which make up what we know as karst. This resource is scarce in Victoria and well
removed from population centres, but not so far that they are by any means remote,
given modern means of transportation.
What of the pressures on our caves? Man poses the greatest threat to caves. There
are many examples. The\--Ofiginal clearing of land for agricultural purposes caused the
siltation of a number of caves, and closure of many of them to prevent stock losses.
We have recently seen the use of bulldozers in dolines to close holes, in an endeavour to
control rabbits and blackberries. Caves have also been used as convenient rubbish tips.
We have a number of examples, two of which, in recent years, VSA has cleaned out.
But this practice still continues, not only by private individuals, but also by government
instrumentalities. It was only a couple of years ago that dumping of rubbish in a
doline in the Buchan Caves Reserve ceased and sewage effluent is still discharged to
a cave in the Buchan Reserve. Caves have been used as a repository for bones from
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butchers' premises. and to discharge dairy factory wastes. In one instance. this has led
to expensive
ground water!'
water?
expensiv&'? road repairs due to collapse. But what are the effects on dround
This has yet to be seen.
These are the obvious influences of man. Some of the less obvious changes are to the
caves themselves. from rockhounds removing speleothems. to graffiti and marking of
walls by cave visitors. to the trampling and muddying of cave formation.
What steps can be taken to prevent these things happening? The single most important
step would be to develop policies for the protection of this scarce
scarr:::r::: resource but this would
not be effective
effectir:::r::: without direct management protection.
pmtection.
B@Jchan Caves Reserves. Without exceptiml,
werr:::
I have mentioned the Buchan
exception. since these areas were
proclaimed. management has concentrated
concentzataP on the commercial caves solely. and neglecteP
neglected
the rest. The tourist caves are poorly presented. and. without going into detail. tracks.
lighting. fences and interpretation could all be considerably improved. Indeed. I do not
think Frank Moon could be proud of the caves at present. Most other caves in the
Reserve system at Buchan have deteriorated markedly over the years. The Reserves
resources of Buchan
Buchaf were only partly known,
known.
were proclairf@@:;d
proclaimed at a time when the cave zaaufzfes
They are mgt
not representative of some of the mfst
most important caves and cave systems
systemr:::
of the area and do not follow hydrological dulmdaries.
boundaries. Land ownership at Buchan is
i@@
complex. with some older titles giving
givir:::d ownership to the centre
centra of the Earth. There ara
are
quarrying pressures. as well as land owners
ownership
dip pressures. There is a neeP
need to examine the
area afresh. b'ut such an examination would need to be extremely sensitive to questions
of existing land tenure and use. Such an examination is not possible under the Land
Conservation Council. since it is limited to public lands. and many of the important caves
are on private land.
The Land Conservation Council has been instrumental in including some fave
cave and karst
areas in National Parks. These are the
tha Glenelg iriver
River National Park and various parks and
reserves along
alorwp the coast. including Port Campbell National Park. Proposed additions
addition@@
Ridg&'?, NG-2 cave
rw@@ve had a gatf
to the Snol'ld
Snowy River rdrwtional
National Park include New Guinea Ridge.
gate
installed by the VSA at the request of the Victoria Archaeological Survey. This gate
has been broken once. The cave is on the register of the National Estate. Upgrading of
the track into the area has not helped the protection of this site. The Limestone Creek
caves have been recommended for inclusion in extensions to Tingaringy National Park.
rwdd consideradlp
considerably to the list of caves protected in this State. but
Both these parks will add
proclamftimnrw still appear
r:::ppear to be years off. Meanwhile. SOma
occurs,
the proclamations
some vandalism still occurs.
and the threat of mining in proximity
proximi:;p to Sheehan's Buff is still a possibility. but thi:;
this
will not be removed by proclamation of a National Park. since there are mechanism:;
mechanisms
enabling mining to occur even in National Parks.
Bat Ridges State Faunal Reserve makes an interesting study in planning. It was proclaimed as a result of Land Conservation Council recommendations. but recent developments are occurring in Portland Shire associated with the Alcoa aluminium works.
next to the Faunal
Fr:::unal Reserve,
Reserve.
The first is a new airport. which is now being built right nerwt
Resf&'r:::&'? is being enlarged. The caves !'fe
are not directly
directld
The quarry to the South of the Reserve
threatened by these developments.
Pavelopments. although the long term integrity of the fauna and
developments.
flora of the reserve is incompatible with these d@fvelopments.
I think this is enough background to the Victorian situation.
situatioa. I will auW
now pass on to
tu
nifffill0if0iiliffillffillffill
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the legislative side of cave protection .. Firstly. the Land Conservation Council has been
instrumental in recommending that various cave areas of Crown Land. to which they are
limited. are included in parks. These include the Glenelg River Caves,
Caves. Bat Ridges State
Faunal Reserve. various coastal reserves (Cape Schanck. Port Campbell National Park.
Cape Bridgewater and Cape Nelson),
Nelson). They have developed a graded series of Parks.
Parks, but
their definitions leave a lot to be desired.
desired, since they are couched in human terms.

Secondly. the problem with the Land Conservation Council is that it is restricted to
Crown Lands. A number of very valuable caves are on private land.
monuments,
Thirdly, although the Land Conservation Council has talked of geological monuments.
Thirdly.
there is no legislation which can be used to protect small,
small. valuable sites,
sites. be they on
private land or public land.
The Ministry of Planning and the Ministry of Conservation have both conducted studies
significance. The first were along the coast. But
on sites of scientific or environmental significance,
this was not enough to stop the Portland Aerodrome being placed next to a Faunal
Reserve. The Conservation Ministry is now conducting a study of environmentally important sites. and East Gippsland caves are included in a study to be published shortly.
However. the values revealed by such studies do not provide the legislative mechanism
However,
of protecting important sites (including caves).
Various new legislative mechanisms could be used to protect caves generally. A 'Cave
Protection Act' has now been passed in some states of the United States. Briefly.
Briefly, some
aspects of this legislation include Statutes concerning vandalism. and a provision that
"posted", Statutes providing penalties for pollution in a broader sense,
caves be "posted".
sense. which
would include rubbish dumping. use of caves or dolines for land fill.
fill, toxic or industrial
waste disposal. and provisions for protection of cave wildlife. Protection of archaeological
sites is also covered in these Acts. They also have permits for scientific work. cover
the sale of speleothems and prescribe an indemnity for owners/agents against liability
for damages. They also set up a Cave Commission to provide expert advice to the
Government or its agencies in regard to caves. Some of these provisions are extremely
attractive. but what is lacking is a mechanism for management.
attractive,
The Heritage Commission Legislation is good so far as it goes, but is extremely limited
in terms of State rights. We must rely on State legislation if we are to protect our caves.
The U.S. Landmark legislation is an appropriate model. This mostly covers sites on
private land. but also provides that sites may be removed from the register if they are
not appropriately managed. Registered sites may be of cultural importance with scientific
or scenic value. Such legislation is badly needed in Australia. It appears to be a gap
which has not been filled, and will complement Federal Heritage Commission legislation.
Finally.
Finally, let me summarise: Caves and karst are scarce in Victoria. While some caves are
protected. some of the most important caves and cave systems are not: many of these
are on private land. Some protected caves are poorly managed and bat populations are
undergoing decline throughout the state. Various improvements could be made: changes
to mining and planning legislation could be made to reduce conflict. New legislation could
be enacted. such as Landmark legislation to cover small sites of special value (caves),
on public or private land. There is a need for a mechanism whereby the knowledge
cavers have of the cave resource could be appropriately used. Such a vehicle could be a
Cave Commission constituted of experts to report to the State Parliament on matters
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concerning caves, and to conduct studies as required to improve the protection and
iliililtinagement
management of caves,
tiaves, or to provide advice in the event of development
devtiltiprfTent proposals havinp
having
a btiaring
bearing on caves.
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SCRATCHED MARKINGS IN TANTANOOLA CAVE (L12),
SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
Peter B. Matthews 1l • Andrew P. Spate 2 and Elery Hamilton-Smith 3
1 p.a.
P.O. Box 1567, Canberra, ACT, 2601, 2 National Parks and Wildlife Service, p.a.
P.O.
Box 733 Queanbeyan, NSW, 2620, 3p.a.
3p.O. Box 36, Carlton South, Victoria 3053
INTRODUCTION
Scratched markings occur on the walls of various Australian caves. In Koonalda Cave.
Nullarbor Plains. where they occur in conjunction with finger markings in soft material.
they were first noticed by Adrian Hunt in 1957 and first reported in the literature by
Pretty (1960). Walsh (1964) described markings in Cutta-Cutta cave near Katherine
in the Northern Territory. and discussed several alternative hypotheses which might
explain their origin. Hallam (1971) described a further series of markings in Orchestra
Shell Cave. Wanneroo. Western Australia. More recently. further series of markings have
been noted in caves at New Guinea Ridge. Victoria (Jennings 1979) and further caves
on the Nullarbor Plain (Davey et al.. 1978).
With the possible exception of the markings in Cutta-Cutta Cave. all of these are considered to be of Aboriginal origin. Edwards (1971) placed these markings in a more general
context. described somewhat similar series of markings from other situations. all of them
definitely attributed to Aboriginal origin. The markings at Cutta-Cutta Cave are somewhat enigmatic. and Walsh (1964) was unable to arrive at a definite explanation. One of
us has examined these. and believes Walsh gave insufficient credence to the possibility
of the marks resulting from lizards being trapped within the cave (Hamilton-Smith et
al .. 1974). All markings in this cave are certainly consistent with scratching by lizards.
and none seem to be of similar pattern to the more widespread Aboriginal markings.
The purpose of this paper is to report a further occurrence of such markings. in this
case of the 'fine incised' character as described by Frank (1980). The present markings
were first noted by one of us (Spate) in the course of preparing a draft management
plan for the T antanoola Caves Conservation Park ..
All of the present authors are members of an Australian Speleological Federation study
team. engaged by the National Parks and Wildlife Service of South Australia to prepare
the draft management plan. The park itself consists of 14 hectares adjacent to the
Princes Highway, approximately 25 km north-west of Mt. Gambier. Of the several
caves in the park, the best known is Tantanoola Tourist Cave (L-12), discovered by
Boyce Lane in 1930. and opened to the public shortly afterwards. Shortly after its
discovery. the cave was examined and described by Tindale (1933) who reported on
various mammal bones and other fossils. but made no reference to Aboriginal materials.
The cave consists of a single cavern, irregularly shaped. measuring some 26 m x 30 m.
and richly decorated with speleothems. It is situated in the Up-and-Down Rocks. a
former sea cliff which forms a prominent landscape feature. The cave itself is located in
the dolomitic bedrock. but its south-western wall is comprised of more recent material.
which includes broken boulders of dolomite from the cliff. mixed with marine sands and
other debris. Thus. it seems likely that the cave was once open to the beach. with a
broadly arched entrance. and that it was only enclosed after the last marine retreat.
Caveconvict -
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Tantanoola Cave Markings

The markings are found on the south-eastern wall of the cave. as ~hown in Fig. 1. They
occur on both the dolomitic bedrock and on a cemented mass of marine shelly sands of
more recent origin.

N
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TANTANOOLA TOURIST
CAVE
Location of Features

(L-12)

A Marine shel Iy sand - coarse
B Marine pebbles
C Marine sediments - fine
o 'Contour I ines' (Formation)
E Flowstone cross sections
F Dolomite/fl int pebbles
G Tree roots - calcified
H Presumed aboriginal markings
I Solutional etchings
J Cave earth & minor bones

after National Parks & Wildlife Service, 1983, Draft Management Plan,
Tantanoola Caves Conservation Park

Figure 1.
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Plate 1

Plate 2

Photos: B. Gunn
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DESCRIPTION OF THE INCISED MARKINGS

The incised markings occur over some 20 metres of the cave wall and are generally about
1.5 metres from the present floor. However. the original floor level was disturbed in the
course of cave development. and its level at the time of the 1930 discovery is unclear.
The markings are clustered. and this clustering seems to be related to the availability of
relatively flat. even surfaces which were. at the time of marking. clear of flowstone.
Three patterns seem to occur. and these include:
(a) short. heavily incised and roughly parallel series of straight lines oriented both
vertically and diagonally (Plate 1)

(b) series of incisions forming a diagonally placed lattice (Plate 2. in lower right-hand
corner). and
(c) Sub-parallel curved incisions. usually in groups of 3 or 4 lines and generally placed
more or less horizontally (Plate 2. centre).
The markings are generally not very deep. with those of group (a) perhaps no deeper
than 3 mm. and others generally only 1-2 mm in depth. The relative frequency of the
three patterns is probably in the order given above. with group (a) being the most
common. although lack of time has precluded a thorough analysis. The three patterns
seem to be mixed more or less randomly. with no obvious overall relationship.
Two kinds of change have taken place since the markings' were first made. Cracking
and slumping along bedding lines has broken the continuity of some markings (Plate
1). More recent deposition of both macro-crystalline calcite and flowstone has partially
covered some markings and probably obscured others. This deposition has certainly
served to harden and preserve the markings. and to prevent the fretting which would
have otherwise occurred.
POSSIBLE INTERPRETATIONS
Although an archeological assessment is awaited at this stage. a discussion of possible
origins may be useful.

1. Geochemical
Any geochemical explanation seems unlikely. as the markings do not appear to
have any relationship to any other structural feature. Small solution runnels do
occur elsewhere in the cave. but these are distinguished by following natural flow
lines. and by being U-shaped in section. rather than V-shaped. The markings upon
which we are reporting actually intersect bedding lines. and other structural forms
in a way which would seem unlikely in any e:eo-chemical
process,
geo-chemical process.
2. Animal
A large range of animals. including man (see below). bats. possums. birds and
lizards frequent caves. and have been known to leave markings of various kinds.
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In general. animal markings demonstrate a clear relationship to the morphology
of the animal concerned. so that scratches made by smaller mammals trapped in
a cave are likely to be in sub-parallel series and vertical in orientation. The mix
of patterns which we have described above. does not seem to correspond to any
likely animal markings. The absence of markings below a level of 1.5 metres from
the floor. also seems to preclude animal origin. So the notion of an animal origin
seems unlikely.
3. Human
Recent human activity can be discounted. The slumping along bedding lines and
deposition of calcite all indicate an age of more than 50 years. when the cave was
first entered by white man.
However. Aboriginal origin seems plausible. The markings appear to have been artificially incised. and the patterns are somewhat similar to those clearly attributable
to Aboriginals elsewhere .in Australia (see reference listed below). On the Nullarbor Plain. incised markings have been found in caves also used as flint mines
by the Aboriginal people. There is no evidence of flint at the Tantanoola Cave.
although flint nodules occur within the cave. However. flint is readily available
outside of the cave within the recent marine limestones (and generally throughout
the South-east).
If determined after further study to be of Aboriginal origin. this series of markings
offer better opportunities for determination of at least a minimum age than many
such occurrences. using either dating of the last marine retreat from the Up-andDown Rocks shoreline. and consequent closure of the cave. or the application of
isotopic dating methods to the calcite deposition over the markings.
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Jennings. J.N. (1979) Man and other animals in Australian caves and shelters: a review.
Trans. Brit. Cave Res. Assoc. 6: 93-130.
Maynard. l. and R. Edwards. (1971) Wall markings in Wright. R.V.S. (Ed.) .. Archaeology of the Callus
Gallus site, Koonalda Cave. Canberra: Australian Institute of Aboriginal
Studies. pp. 61-80.
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J. Syd. Univ. Speleo. Soc. 6(1): 2-7.
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Physiographical notes. Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust. 57:
Walsh. W.P. (1964) Unexplained markings in Kintore and Cutta Cutta Caves. Northern
. Territory. Australia. Helictite. 2(3): 83-91.
POSTSCRIPT: Since presentation of this paper. a further analysis of the
markings by Gunn (unpub.) shows that all the patterns consist of series of 2.
3 or 4 sub-parallel markings. Animal origin cannot therefore be discounted at
Tantanoola. However. two of us (P.B.M. and E.H.S.) have since inspected
similar markings at Naracoorte. South Australia. These are also in subparallel series. but of up to 6 or even 8 lines together. Moreover. they
are widely variable in depth and spacing. to the point where animal origin
seems extremely unlikely; in addition. their distribution within the cave is
not compatible with either an aboriginal or animal origin. We admit to
bafflement. but consider that the possibilities of either geochemical action
or rock fracturing must now be further investigated.
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THE BUCHAN CAVES RESERVE
1I0yd Mill

Victorian Speleological Association
INTRODUCTION
The Buchan Caves Reserve covers a large part of an elongate block of limestone in the
south-west corner of the Buchan synclinorium. This block is separated from the main
outcrops of limestones by the Taravale Mudstones to the east, and the Buchan River to
the north.
HISTORY
The name 'Buchan' probably derives from the aboriginal 'Bukkan' or running water.
Aboriginal occupation of caves in this area was probably negligible, due mainly to the
supposed presence of the Nargun. a mythical man-beast which inhabited the caves and
devoured those who strayed into the dark.
Although Buchan was settled around 1836, it was not until 1889 that James Stirling
described Dukes Cave (B-4), Spring Creek Cave (B-1) and some other caves in the
district. In his report he recommended that the caves should be developed for tourism,
but his report was not heeded.
In 1900 A.E. Kitson also reported on th~ caves, and recommended the reservation of
various areas around the district. This report was heeded and the Buchan Caves Reserves
were gazetted.

1Skm

MELBOURNE

Figure 1: Locality plan'
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THE BUd
BUCHAN CAVES RESERVE
One of tha
the first explorers of the caves was Frank Moon. who in 1907 discovered the
southern end of Fairy Cave (B-5. B-64). Moon. in his explorations. was accompanied
by Dr. John Flynn. the pastor (who later founded the Flying Doctor Service) and the
local policeman. They worked their way north. and a year later broke into Royal Cave
(B-6. B-65) from Fairy Cave. This was soon followed by the discovery of Federal Cave
(B-7).
time Moon had also explored
explorsd Dukes Cave. but had been stopped by a rockpik
rockpile.
At this tima
Federal.
In January 1911 Moon dived a muddy pool in the far end-of the lower level of FedersL
active stream passage. which led downstream to a rockpile - the
Beyond this was an sstive
other side of the Dukes Rockpile.
The next 50 years saw little active exploration. In the late 1950s the VCES and SASS
started exploring the area. and discovered such caves as Whale (B-20). After a sympathetic change in management. exploration in the Reserve picked up in the mid 1970s.
B-32. the upstream section of Moons. was discovered soon after. In 1974. a number
of trips led by Lou Williams
tcCiliiams succeedsL
succeeded in digging through the Dukes dcsckpile.
Rockpile. For the
first time since 1911 the main part of Dukes Cave was visited and soon the connecticsn
connection
to Federal Cave was made through Connection Sump.
axploratory thrust has been by the Sady brothers. Their main
Since then the main exploratory
discovery. Scrooges Vault (B-56). is at the southern end of. the limestone. In the main
limestone area recent work has been mainly one of consolidating and relocating and
surveying old caves.
TOPOGRAPHY
HY
The main topographical features of the area are
Sie aligned generally north-south.
ncsrid~south. parallel
to the stritce
strike of the ienks.
rocks. To the west are a series of moderate slopes coming off the
volcanics. A number of intermittent streams flow off these slopes into the valley of Fairy
Creek. to the east. East of this is a ridge which contains most of the caves. This ridge
is cut by a steep valley leading out to the main Buchan River valley to the east of the
ridge. To the south of the limestone is a wide. flat. high-level abandoned valley. which
heads south towards Molleys Plains.
GEOLOGY
The oldesi
oldest rock units in the area are the Snowy River Volcanics. These are a thick
this'll
sequence of imp~meable Devonian acid volcanics. They outcrop as the high country
to the west. and dip at about 30 0 towards the east under the sediments. Above this is
the Spring Creek Member. a thin. transitional unit. consisting of interbedded volcanics
and sediments. The Buchan Caves limestone overlies this. At its base it is dolomitic
and thick-bedded. grading
tc¥tiding up to a thin-bedded pure limestene.
limestone. Notable features are
arc::
the strong jointing and thick (approx.
(appron. 3 cm) shale bands in some of the bedding
dedding planes.
These two exert important influences
influencas on the development
tcsvelopment of the caves.
Taravale Mudstone. which rantc,CcSti
rang~s from a muddy limestone
limestonn
On top of the limestone is the Taravslti
to a limey mudstone. No fresh exposures occur on the surface. and it can only be seen
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in road cuttings. It is very prone to landslips and is fairly permeable.
To the south of the area. and probably covering the southern extension of the limestone.
is a large area of Tertiary river sands and gravel.
gravel which occupies the valley area mentioned
above.
Structurally the rocks in. the area all dip at a fairly uniform 30° to the east with an
occasional
north-south along the ridge from the
uuuusional small N-S fold. A prominent fault runs nnrth-south
cze a number of small cross
south. Towards the north it splits into two.
tWCL There are
crGCS faults
which show up as collapses in the main caves.

BUCHAN KARST AREA
- Drainage & Geology
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THE CAAES
CAVES
The caves in this area can be classified into four groups which appear to reflect four
~Ccccccccc ..." methods of develop¥Wllient.
development. The four groUpS
groups are: stretirf¥
stream cavcs~
caves. down dips. flat
different
mazes and vertical pots.

Stream Caves
These caves appear to have been formed by the progressive downcutting of cave streams.
The main examples are firstly the Dukes-Federal-Royal-Fairy system (B-4. B-SE.
B-5E. B6E
Fig. 3). The former
fctrmer is .
6E. B-7E. B-64. B~hh)
B-65) and the Moons (B~h
(B-2 - B-3h)
B-32) tysteni
system (Fig.

GUKES

CAVE

)

J

•.00
00

Figure 3: Buchan tourist cave systems
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at present. being surveyed by VSA members. and is probably the best example of this
type. It appears to have at least three main levels of development: however. a detailed
survey could reveal more. The estimated length of the cave is 4 to 5 km. but this could
be extended if:
(a) missing segments of upper levels are found
(b) the sumps in Dukes (the source of the stream) are pushed.
(c) the south end of Fairy Cave is pushed into all the legendary extensions.
Down Dips
The development of these caves is largely down the dip of the rock strata. Examples
include Whale Cave (8-20) (Fig. 4). Kitsons Cave (8-8) and Archivault (unnumbered).
These caves have down-dip and vertical dev~lopment. but very little development along
the strike of the rock. They were probably formed as phreatic feeders to the main
stream. which were abandoned as the surface streams cut down below them. Similar
caves could be developing now where the streams coming off the volcanics sink into the
limestone.
Flat Mazes
These caves are mainly horizontally developed in all directions without any really distinct
pattern. Examples include Spring Creek Cave (8-1) and Scrooges Vault (8-56). These
caves were probably formed by slow-moving phreatic water. They have been modified by
later collapse. Scrooges Vault still has many deep pools in its lower levels. and appears
to act as a reservoir. taking water from the river gravel to the south. and slowly feeding
it towards the Reserve to the north. This cave. and Spring Creek Cave at a much earlier
stage. probably acted as giant sponges. helping to maintain a constant baseflow into
the main stream system.
Pots
Caves of this type are predominantly vertical and were probably formed by rain water
inflow. especially down the main fault. Examples are Foul Air Pot (8-27) and 8-37.
These caves are not common. and don't appear to have had much influence on the
development of the main system. nor do they have much influence on the present-day
hydrology. contributing only with water from a limited catchment area.
CURRENT RESEARCH
At present two major. interrelated projects are underway in the area. The first is an
accurate survey of all the surface and underground karst features of the area. So far we
are half way through the tourist cave system. and have completed most of the minor
caves. At present we are concentrating on establishing a network of accurately positioned
surface stations.
The second project is a hydrological investigation being carried out by the author through
the Geography Department. University of Melbourne.
The aims of the project are:
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(i) to improve our understanding of where the underground water is going,
(ii) to find out how long the water is taking to move through the aquifer and its
behaviour.
At present the following work is planned:
(i) dye tracing. using fluorescent dyes. from various potential sources to the two main
risings. Dukes and Moons. So far we we have put dye into Spring Creek where it
sinks and 8-67 near Scrooges Vault. We are still waiting for it to reappear. which
indicates that flow through the aquifer during drought conditions is very slow and
either requires more dye than originally thought or increased flow through the
aquifer.
(ii) A water sample collection programme. where samples from five sites are collected
fortnightly for two years. These samples are analysed for temperature. conductivity (on site). calcium and magnesium. The variation in these quantities will
then be compared with rainfall and time of year to establish whether any relationships exist between the data. pH is also being measured seasonally to determine
alkalinity.
(iii) If circumstances permit. a study of the flood pulses through the system will be
undertaken.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper is merely an introduction to the area as these investigations are still in their
early stages. The following questions (and possible answers) seem to pose themselves.
What is the source of the permanent baseflow rising at Dukes? The most probable
area is the extensive area of Tertiary river sands and gravel to the south. These gravels'
probably overlie a southern extension of the limestone which collects. and feed the water
towards Dukes.
What is the source of the permanent baseflow water emerging from Moons? There is
no area of gravels. nor is there any large surface stream to account for this flow. The
only other possibility is leakage from the 8uchan River when it enters the limestone.
Tracing this will be difficult. as it would involve polluting the town water supply. The
caves themselves appear to derive from the 2 cave streams cutting down through the
limestone. with each type fulfilling a specific hydrologic function in the past or present.
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SOUTH-WEST TASMANIA WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO TWO CAVE AREAS
Gordon T aylor
Tasmania is the Mecca of Australian cavers seeking deep and extremely sporting caves.
Most know of the deep caves of the Junee-Florentine area. the exquisitely decorated caves
of Mole Creek or the extensive passages of Exit Cave. However. many other limestone
areas are present in Tasmania. The majority of these lie remote in the South-West
Wilderness. remaining virtually unexplored.
Two such areas are Exit Hill and the Cracroft. Of the cave areas hidden in the South
West. these are two of the most accessible and best explored areas. And yet despite this
lead. these two areas remain still. virtually unknown. Obviously we have barely touched
the cave resource in the South West.
Located south of Hobart. Exit Hill has the large Exit system developed through it. On
the west side. Mystery Creek disappears underground forming Entrance Cave. The creek
reappears in Exit Cave on the east side of the hill. Australia's longest cave. with over
17 km of known passage. Numerous shafts penetrate the hill but only one of these.
Mini-Martin. had been explored prior to 1980. A track was first cut across the hill
some 22 years ago in the first exploratory trip to Exit Cave. It was not until some 8
years later in 1967 that Exit Hill itself was explored for caves. Several entrances were
located. but only Mini-Martin was descended. Mini-Martin emerges in Exit Cave near
Camp 2. At that time it was the deepest cave in Australia. with a depth of 219 m. It
consists of 110 m. 50 m. and 25 m pitches directly above each other. For a further
description see Goede (1967) and Taylor (1980). The cave has only been descended
on one other occasion (Taylor. 1980). using S.R.T. In 1979-80 the track was re-cut by
NUCC..and many entrances were located. Only one further cave was descended. Big
Tree Pot. exploration ceasing about 100 m down at the top of a 60 m pitch. This cave
almost certainly connects with Exit. The potential for deep shafts is very good since
only a small area has been looked at. Many deep. vertical caves penetrating to Exit Cave
presumably remain undiscovered. The re-cutting of the access track makes possible a
day trip to Mini-Martin. one of Australia's best SRT caves.
In contrast to the depth of the Exit Hill caves. the Cracroft is dominated by horizontal
systems. Located on the South Cracroft River in the south-west. the longest cave in
the area is Judd's Cavern (C-1). with 1721 m of passage. It was first entered by Henry
Judd and Ben Griggs around 1881. and was subsequently relocated and mapped by TCC
and ASF parties between 1971 and 1975 (Goede. 1977). An expedition in the summer
of 1980 (Gillieson and Taylor. 1980). relocated and surveyed a number of known but
unmapped caves. as well as discovering several large new ones. The total surveyed
passage length in the area is now 3726 m. It is now clear that Judd's Cavern acts as the
main drainage cave in the area. The potential for new cave discoveries is high. Goede
(1977) found a positive underground link between Lake Burgess and Judd's Cavern. a
distance of some 4 km. A large proportion of the limestone remains unexplored.
South West Tasmania has perhaps the greatest potential in Australia for further cave
discoveries. Recent exploration of both Exit Hill and the Cracroft yet again confirms
Caveconvict -
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Taylor - South West Tasmanian Cave Areas
that. given sufficient effort. much remains to be discovered in the South West. Exit Hill
and the Cracroft simply serve to illustrate the potential. The area of limestone in the
South West is vast. Precipitous Bluff contains over 2 km of cave passage and yet has
received almost no attention from speleologists. Mount Anne represents the greatest
depth potential in Australia. whilst the caves of the Gordon-Franklin Rivers have scarcely
been looked at. We know almost nothing about the extent of cavern development at
Mount Ronald Cross. the Vale of Rasselas. the northern shoreline of Lake Gordon. the
Orange River. the Nichols Range and Vanishing Falls. to detail just a few areas.
Unfortunately. the greatest attraction of caving in the South West is under threat. That
is. being able to go caving in a wilderness setting: the wilderness caving experience.
Exit Hill is threatened by nearby mining and forestry activities. The encroachment of
the Picton River Forestry road into the South West. and its associated logging. lessens
the wilderness value of the Cracroft. More direct threats have been levelled at Precipitous
Bluff and the Gordon-Franklin caves in recent years.
South West Tasmania is a gem to the speleologist. providing an enormous potential for
new cave discoveries. as well as providing a true wilderness caving experience.
Let us all act to preserve that wilderness.
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CAVES AS CCMMONS
COMMONS
Elery Hamilton-Smith
Departixixxt of Leisure
Jxyxure Studies
Department
Phillip Institute of Technology.

In 1968.
1968, Garrett Hardin published his "Tragedy of the Commons". Although the ideas
in his paper were not new ones.
ones, being based upon Lloyd (1833).
(1833), Hardin's presentation
attracted considerable interest. The
Thii purpose of this paper is to draw attention
iittention to whiit
what
might be called "commons
iixmmons theory".
theory" to discuss its application
applicatixn to caves. and show the
extent to which it y,xiiides
provides a useful theoretical starting point for thinking about somii
some
of the bask
basic issues in cave
nave conservatillJnn,
conservation.
Stated simply,
simply. Hardin's idea is that whenever a resource owned in common (e.g. the
mediaeval village common) is freely available to all. each individual will endeavour to
doing, will contribute to its ultimate
maximise his share of the resource,
resource. and in so doing.
.destruction. Thus,
Thus. the village common was gradually over-grazed. eroded and salvaged
pointn to National Parks as onn
one
only by enclosure or the prohibition of grazing. Hardin points
common:
contemporary
contemporiiih example of a common
"Thn National Parks present another instance
mntance of thii
"The
the working-out of the
tragedy of the commons.
trag*,hh
nommons. At present. they are open to all. without limit.
The parks themselves are limited in extent - there is only one Yosemite
Valley - whereas population seems to grow without limit. The values that
visitors seek in the parks are steadily eroded. Plainly,
Plainly. we must soon cease
to treat the parks as commons or they will be of no value to anyone."
navers - manh
many caves are. or are treatnh
treated as if they were,
were. commnn
common
Turning to caves and cavers
property. Each of us obviously benefits from one more caving trip. and
nnd in doing so
makes somn
some contribution to the ultimate ruin of the cave concerned just as surely as
each truck-load of mined limestone contributes to the ultimate destruction of Mt. Etna.
Some of you may think that is stating the case too strongly - but only the time scale
is different. Given continuing access to caves,
caves. the result will be similar.
The analogy with the mediaeval common is all too close. Just as the removal of constraints upnn
upon thn
the dphts
rights of the peasnnt
peasant tn
to own his animals and thg,
the gradual democratisation of affluence destroyed the comgmnnn,
commons. so we can now see the constraints upon cann
cave
access removed by increasing mobility and technical
tnnhnical capacity,
capacity. along with the increasnh
increased
affluence of cavers. So. we are rushing headlong towards the overgrazing of our comcom~
mons, and in some cases.
nnnes, it has already occurred. Few of un
us could now recall spendinh
spending
mons.
a weekend in pleasant weather as one of the only party (of three) at Wee Jasper or
Bungonia. Few could recall. or even imagine what the Chevalier Cave was like when it
1952, or even what the Xanadu section of Kubla Khan was like only
was discovered in 1952.
so far back as 1966. Yet both these latter caves have enjoyed at least some restriction
accenn,
upon access.
The notion of carrying capacity must be understood at this point. As Cley
Aley (1976) has
pointed out,
out. this concept is also an agricultural metaphoL
metaphor. The farmer's concept of
Cavecoruid
u~, ceedings 13th A.S.F.
A.n,d Conference, 1980
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carrying capacity is that number of stock which can be grazed so that the renewable
resources (pasture) are utilised without any damage to the non-renewable resources
(soil). Now. within the normal time-scale. virtually everything within a cave is nonrenewable. and so any destruction at all is permanent and cumulative. In other words.
the carrying capacity of a cave is zero.
One intellectual trick to avoid facing the real problem is to talk about subjective carrying
capacity - the number of people who can share in a recreational experience without adversely affecting the quality of that experience for others. As far as caves are concerned.
this is just a trick which opens the way for the inexorable tragedy to which Hardin alerts
us.
The technological solution is to protect the resources in some physical way. So. in
tourist caves we have concrete paths. wire netting. handrails and the like. Some "wild"
caves now have marked pathways or even plastic matting. As commendable as this may
be. it is a compromise only delaying the end. To take the logical conclusion. would it still
be caving if all caves were fitted with a transparent tubular walkway (or crawlway) so
that visitors could enjoy the cave environment without even affecting the atmosphere?
This m.ay
may seem far-fetched. but remember that the atmosphere is one of the most easily
impacted and important components of the cave environment. In fact. Geist (1979) is
soluti~n
absolutely right in pointing out that one of the problems of any technological soluti?n
is that it puts the user (or caver) into a cocoon which only isolates him from the very
experience which he seeks:
"He who uses a propane stove instead of a campfire loses the knowledge
and skills needed to find the proper kindling and wood. knowhow to coax a
fire when the elements conspire against it nor will develop a pioneer's eye
for selecting his nightly camp spot. He who is confined to trails laid out
by others fails to develop a keen eye for landscapes or a sound appreciation
of his bodily skills. In short. the camp stove. the foamy. the sleeping bag.
the dehydrated food - great conve~iences - all conspire to lessen the
interaction between the human being and nature". (my emphasis)
In other words. technological solutions may buy time by delaying the process of despoliation. but they do not prevent it. More importantly. they may so dilute the quality
of experience as to negate it. So we have a commons situation with a non-renewable
resource - more immediate than the peasant with his cattle. because our resources do
not regenerate next spring - and technology will not save us. Let us look at some other
options.
Theoretically. we might increase the size of the commons. In practice. this can be dismissed. Caves are a relatively scarce resource. particularly in Australia (Jennings 1975)
and we know that the rate of new discovery has slowed considerably. Interestingly. cavers
are now repeating history by colonising the developing world - an attempt to expand
the resource base which is a direct replication of colonial Britain (or other countries) of
the 18th and 19th centuries. In this case. the end is likely to come much more rapidly!
Secondly. we might restrict the uses made of the commons. Thus. in agriculture. one
might eliminate goats and restrict grazing to cattle only. Cave managers might argue
(and have done so) that some caves should be used only for "serious" investigation.
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This assumes that "serious" caving causes less user impacts than "sporting" caving
- an unlikely and dangerous assumption. In fact. I believe this line of argument has
nothing to do with uses. but is simply a cover up for limiting numbers on the basis of
merit (see below).
A third. and the most frequent. approach. is to try and limit the number of users of the
commons. Both management authorities and caving clubs have. in various ways. tried
to limit numbers. Basically. three approaches have been used:
(a) advance reservation through a permit system
(b) merit. ego members of 'recognised' speleological societies
(c) direct supervision by selected guides or leaders. the limited availability of which
constitutes a limit on visitor numbers.
Another less frequently used technique is a direct limit on number and size of visitor
parties. At least three others might be adopted:
(d) reservation by lottery
(e) queuing controls - which happens sometimes as the epitome of overuse. not as
a means of limitation.
(f) pricing. ego a $10 fee per cave per person.
None of this latter group is likely. even though each may well be considered. and each
has advantages. For instance. a lottery system is probably the most just and equitable.
All are discussed in far more detail than is possible here by Stankey & Baden (1977).
In practice. (a) and (b) are usually combined. We all know the problems associated
with advance booking permit systems - for both managers and users. However. we
rarely face the very serious ethical problems' associated with merit rationing. especially
when it is based upon such doubtful criteria as membership of a formally-organised
group. Naturally. members of organised groups will usually be the last to question such
a practice because they are the winners.
However. merit rationing has some advantages and could make a significant contribution
to delaying the onset of tragedy. if it was based upon individual rather than group
licensing. Merit rationing would be most beneficial if it was properly related to a selection
and training program. which in turn was based upon identification of major user impacts.
and knowledge of how to minimise these. and if we had the personnel and other resources
to administer such a program. However. we do not live in the best of all worlds. and
such a scheme seems unlikely. All of these systems discussed so far have one thing
in common. They all focus upon rationing at the point of supply. What has not been
seriously considered in the past. and could play a major role. is lessening pressure upon
the commons by reducing demand. If all cavers agreed not to publish in popular media.
not to otherwise publicise their existence. not to take Scouts. school groups or other
similar groups caving. not to use car stickers - and so on - we would see a significant
reduction in demand. Regrettably. human beings are incurable show-offs (cavers being
no exception). and so this is also an unlikely option. Again. 'we play intellectual tricks.
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for instance. by trying to not disclose cave locations to the public. yet publishing articles
in glossy magazines which glorify caving as an activity.
So far. this discussion has only focussed on issues about who gets a share of the
commons - but one might take up the issue of the size of the share. Using Kubla
Khan as an example. one well-known caver has paid at least 200 visits to this cave:
others perhaps 20. others one or two. and most none at all. Once the basic exploration
is carried out in such a system. a just system of rationing might only allow each caver
one visit in his lifetime! I would argue that. if we are genuine about our rhetoric. we
would not continue to visit the same cave time and time again - merely as a result of
personal discipline. Again. I am pessimistic.
We have dismissed technological solutions: recognised that we cannot increase the number of caves: recognised that. although we may limit uses or reduce the number of users
(probably only slightly). this only delays the problem. Geist (1979) argues that delay
offers hope in that it gives time to seek more adequate solutions. At the same time.
it tends to convince us that something is being done and hence delays also the search
for more adequate solutions. So far. so bad - a pessimistic picture. To quote Crowe
(1969):
"There has developed in the contemporary natural sciences a recognition
that there is a subset of problems. such as population. atomic war and environmental corruption for which t~ere are no technical solutions. There is also
an increasing recognition among contemporary social scientists that there
is a subset of problems. such as population. atomic war. and environmental
corruption for which there are no current political solutions."
Two new sets of ideas which are currently emerging offer some hope for rethinking this
whole dilemma. Again. it is probably not really correct to claim these as new - it is
rather their growing acceptance which is new. The first are new ideas about responsibility. growing from the work by the philosopher Charles Frankel (eg. 1955). He argues
that responsibility consists of having to answer for one's decisions to those affected by
them. This notion has important and far-reaching implications for the possible salvation of the commons. The second set of ideas have to do with inanimate objects being
conceived of as having intrinsic values. rather than merely being valuable only in terms
of their utility to human beings. Not only is this perspective more important to our
immediate concerns. but it is coming to be widely shared. not only by environmentalists
like Leopold (1966). but by biologists (eg. Ehrenfeld 1976). philosophers (Godfrey-Smith
1980a. b). and even lawyers (eg. Tribe 1974). These are powerful ideas - but they will
only help to solve th~ tragedy of our particular commons if we put them to work and
use them. Space and time preclude dealing with them here. and. after all. this paper has
concentrated on illuminating the nature of the problem.
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SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPE STUDIES OF CAVE
SEDIMENTS
David S. Gillieson
Department of Geography,

A ustralian Defence Force Academy,
University of New South Wales,
Duntroon, ACT, 2600
ABSTRACT
Reprinted from Helictite 19(1) 1981 with permission
The microstructure of the surfaces of quartz sand grains can reveal their history prior to
their deposition in a cave. The scanning electron microscope is the ideal tool for such
studies. This paper presents examples of the sort of information obtainable from such
a study. drawing examples from caves in Australia. Papua New Guinea and Norway.
INTRODUCTION
The analysis of cave sediment sequences is a well-established methodology for the
reconstruction of environmental histories. Reduced temperature and humidity fluctuations within caves and rock shelters reduce the post-depositional alteration of sediments
(Frank. 1971). Sediment sequences may be preserved intact for millennia and their analysis has provided information on transport mechanisms and depositional environments
for archaeologists. geomorphologists and geologists.
Traditional avenues of approach include particle size analysis. clay mineralogy and chemical properties (for an Australian example. see Frank. 1975). A relatively recent method
is the analysis of surface features of the quartz sand fraction by means of the scanning
electron microscope (S.E.M.) This paper briefly reviews the methodology and methods
of this approach and provides some examples from the author's research in Australia.
Papua New Guinea and Norway.
BACKGROUND THEORY
The application of the SEM to sedimentology has been developed by Krinsley and his
co-workers (Krinsley 1978) since 1968. The objective was to investigate the surface
textures of quartz sand grains. as it was considered that quartz. a relatively abundant
and resistant mineral with no apparent cleavage. would reflect on its surfaces different
palaeoenvironmental features. These features would result from the particular energy
conditions characteristic of various transport. depositional and weathering environments.
Over the last ten years extensive research. involving field and experimental studies. has
permitted characterisation of certain geomorphic environments. Figure 1 is based on the
author's work. and the detailed studies of Krinsley and Doornkamp (1973). Margolis and
Krinsley (1974) and Krinsley (1978). It must be stressed that only the identification of
certain combinations of surface features in statistically significant percentages permits
identification of a sedimentary environment.
Caveconvict -
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fractures. breakage blocks. scratches. step-like features and abrasional features termed
"chattermarks" (Bull. Culver and Gardner. 1980). Fluvioglacial action tends to round
and subdue this suite of surface features. producing a distinctive grain form.
Modification of subaqueous transport in streams and currents seems to be dependent
on the energy level involved. Early sedimentary petrologists such as Krumbein (1974)
noted the rounding and reduced relief of fluvial grains. In turbulent flow regimes the
buffeting of suspended grains produces small irregularly oriented impact pits. chipped
into the surface. Both Margolis and Kennet (1971) and Gillieson (1983) suggest that
there is a relationship between the density of these pits and different energy levels for
subaqueous transport. At high levels of energy. wholesale flaking of the grain surface and
abrasional tooling occur. Although abrasion by wind also leads to rounding. upturned
plates can be seen exposed on the grain surfaces. and represent the ends of weakly
expressed cleavage plates detected by Krinsley and Smalley (1973) and Margolis and
Krinsley (1974).
Appreciable solution and reprecipitation of silica can occur in environments where silica
mobilisation is widespread. for example. in the leached and laterised soils of tropical
Australia and New Guinea. Grain surface solution in these high-energy chemical environments results in a suite of forms such as etch pits and crevasses. Reprecipitation of
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Figure 1: Quartz grain surface features and their environmental occurrence.
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silica in alkaline environments results in either amorphous silica plastering or euhedral
crystal growth. depending on the rate of deposition.
Experimental and field studies by the author suggests that strong heating of surface
grains in an alkaline chemical environment produces scaly weathering and surface disintegration of grains. Such conditions are found in fire and its resultant ash. Examination
of grains from archaeological hearths reveals a dominance of this form which is absent
from all non-burnt sediments so far examined.
SEM has several advantages over light microscopy. particularly finer resolution and extreme depth of field which permit simultaneous viewing of a suite of features on the
grain surface.
METHODS
Sediment samples were dispersed without agitation and the sieved sand fraction retained.
Unicrystalline quartz grains were separated. checked for mineralogy using petrographic
techniques. and cleaned using boiling concentrated hydrochloric acid. This treatment
does not affect the surface texture (Krinsley and Doornkamp. 1973; Tovey and Wong
1978) but removes ferruginous or calcareous coating. The cleaned sample was rinsed.
dried and mounted on an aluminium stub for viewing. During SEM examination 20 or
more grains were chosen at random and the presence or absence of each of the features
in figure 1 noted for each grain. This permits a statistically reliable characterisation of
the sample.
SOME RESULTS FROM CAVE STUDIES
The sedimentary sequences in several large P.N.G. caves have been studied by the author
as part of doctoral research (Gillieson. 1983). Two cave systems which bear stronlrsimilarity in morphology and geomorphic development are the Atea Kananda and Selminum
Tem. Although the latter system is now largely abandoned by the streams that fed it.
the sediments are comparable. Both caves have evolved from early nothephreatic conduits. through a phase of dynamic phreatic enlargement. to their present state of vadose
incision. Each cave has several levels which are related to structural and lithological controls. and the successive capture of surface streams. rather than to uplift. The systems
have a wide range of sedimentary environments from high energy. turbulent flow to the
small feeders which carry storm rainfall underground. Due to the relatively good preservation of cave sediments. it is possible to examine material with little or no diagenetic
modification since emplacement.
The source of most of the quartz fraction is either from the erosion of soils derived from
the Darai limestone and shale interbeds or directly from rock erosion. Grains derived
from the Darai limestone are usually angular and fractured. with small scale breakage
blocks and minimal diagenetic etching.
Quartz grains from surface soils are subangular with high relief and their surfaces are
entirely modified by blocky etching and the development of solution pits and crevasses.
This suite of textures is similar to that recorded for other tropical weathering environments (Gillieson. 1980). Silica plastering is minimal. suggesting its removal is complete
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Plate 1:
a Rounded quartz grain from the Fury Tube, Atea Kananda. Note numerous
small fractures, curved grooves and incipient chattermarks. Scale 100 /-Lm.

b Grain surface of sand from Ugwapugwa. Area showing minor fractures, extensive v-pitting and diagenetic etching of grain ends. Scale 100 /-Lm.
c V-pits on a grain from the Fury Tube, Atea. Pits are irregularly spaced and
deeply incised. Scale 400 /-Lm.
d Deeply-etched grain surface from Rafting Ground, Atea. Surface is completely
covered with blocky etching and solution crevasses. Scale 10 /-Lm
/-Lm..
e Grain from the mudflow deposit in Selminum Tem. Note abrasional striations,
conchoidal fractures and rounding. Scale 200 /-Lm.
f Scaly weathering of grain from hearth in Albura cave excavations, P.N. G. Scale
20/-Lm.
g Whole grain from Ashford Cave, N.S. W. The well-rounded quartz sand has:
extensive diagenetic etching of surface flaws. Scale 100 /-Lm

h Enlargement of g, showing shallow etching forms, crevasses and minor fractures.
Scale 40 /-Lm.
Quartz grain from relict sediments in Greftskjelen pothole, Norway. Highly
angular with extensive conchoidal fractures. Scale 200 /-Lm.
j Conchoidal fracture from i showing arc-shaped steps, striations, and small-scale
pressure blocks. Scale 40 /-Lm.

in these leached soils. Plate 1d
ld shows the texture of these soil-derived quartz grains.
Washing of this material into caves by small. ephemeral surface streams causes little
modification apart from rounding of grains and some fracture development. Grains that
have been subjected to fluvial transport at higher energy levels are extensively modified.
The grains are well rounded (Plates 1a
la and 1b)
lb) with extensive areas of abraded. featureless surfaces and a suite of fractures. scratches and grooves as well as v-pits (Plate
1c).
lc). In hollows. the etched surface is preserved. At high levels of fluvial energy. wholesale flaking of the grain surface results in numerous fresh fracture surfaces on which
abrasional tooling marks - chattermarks - are recorded.
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montane tropics. Mudflow deposits
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ch;::n¥,may profoundly alter the chardeporit
acteristics of stream channels by infilling. In Selminum Tem a large mudflow deposit
has entered the cave conduit and traces of it are found up to 3 km from the upstream
entrance. The quartz fraction of this deposit has surface textures which reflect the
fluidised transport of this unsorted. matrix-supported clay gravel. The grains have
abundant fractures. abrasional tooling and small conchoidal fractures. It is also possible
to differentiate
differentivtc fluvial from soil derived material and to rank fluvial deposits in terms of
depositional
depositionvl energy. This permits reconstruction of the sedimentary sequence
vcpuence In
in a cavc
cave
may be related to landscape evolution or climatic change.
which map
Ashford Cave is located in north-eastern New South Wales
Walec at the Pcvdwaters
headwaters of the
Mcintyre River. It is a horizontal epiphreatic system with at least three levels of deMclntyre
velopment. evidenced by flat roof sections and accordance of phreatic pendants and
spongework. A brief description has been provided by Grimes (1977) and the cave has
been mapped by the author. Old stream cliffs near the upstream entrance suggest that
the cave mvp
may have fvnctioned
functioned as a meander cut-off cave. and the uppermost level of cacv
cave
development is accordant with a tenCt¥,C
terrace remnant on nearby Limestone Ck.
Tk. 3.6m of sediment stratigraphy were
f"fCfe obtained bp
by augering in an infilled phreatic section. The uppcr
upper
part of thc
the sequence is guano-derived
guano-derivvP banded clay
day sediment. Below 2.9m the sedimentc
sediments
change to orange and reddish-brown earths with grey clay nodules. It is suggested thnt
that
this unit represents soil-derived sediments washed into the active cave system. Samples
were prepared as above for SEM analysis. The quartz grains are subrounded. supporting water transport. and their surfaces are wholly covered by a complex of solution pits
(Plates 19 and h) and crevasses. suggesting a strong chemical weathering environment.
In many respects they are similar to
tFn the P.N.G. material but lack the intensity
mtnnsity of pittinp
pitting
and features
representn
featurcc of high energy
cnergy fluvial sediments. The basal sediment therefore represents
pcncsibly related to the creek terraces. which has been washed into
fluviatile material. possibly
the cave during the pcriod
period in whicd
which it functioned as a meanPnili
meander cut-off. The diagenetic
modification to the grains may have occurred during one or more phases of reworking
and indicates a strong weathering environment not inconsistent with the present humid
mild winter climate.
Just north of the Arctic Circle in Norway are found extensive areas of intensely folded
Cambro-Silt,dnn limcntone.
zones in the glaciatcd
glaciated
Cambro-Silurian
limestone. The outcrops tend to occupy narrow concr
valleys and dip at between 45 and 8ti
80 deg. The most recent glaciation (dVdrm-Wisconsin
(Wurm-Wisconsin)
resulted in the excavation of the present topography with a relative relief of at least 500m.
500rT!,
Preglacial cave systems would therefore have to be formed at depths of 500m
dOOm and would
have been nothephreatic. There is,
vn absence of the forms associated
rssociated with
is. however. an
this hydrologic regime in Norwegian caves. which are dominantly dynamic phreatic or
vadose in nature. A more likely explanation is that the caves were developing subglacially
and have enlarged in the 10.000 years following glacial retreat. Both water circulation
and carbonate solution near the soles of extant glaciers have been noted by Ford. Fuller
and Drake (1970).
northern margin of the Svartisen ice cap two cave
cavc systems. Greftkjelen and
At the nOftPem
GreftsprePPn, have been mapped tn
to depths of 340m and 225m respectively. The caves
Greftsprekka.
have developed on several
rcveral levels and contain pressure tube sections inclined at anglcr
angles
of up to 35 degrees. Relict sediments are found on high level ledges in the caves and
are well-sorted sands. The surface textures of the quartz fraction show the suite of
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forms characterising glacial transport. Examples are shown in Plates 1i and j. This.
and the bedrock morphological evidence of extensive frost shatter and glacial mills in
the entrance dolines. would support a subglacial origin for the caves. Comparison with
till deposits pushed into Setergrotten. a cave near Mo-i-Rana. shows identical surface
features.
CONCLUSIONS
Scanning electron microscopy is a useful addition to the methods used by cave geomorpbologists in their reconstructions of speleogenesis and palaeoenvironmental change.
Used in conjunction with granulometry. it permits differentiation of depositional processes which might yield similarly-textured deposits. Although an extensive European
literature has provided examples of textures from known geomorphic environments. what
is needed in Australasia is a comparative collection from the wide range of climatic and
geomorphic regions which comprise our sphere of activity.
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DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING FOR KARST
G. Pilkington
Most record-keeping began as individual diaries. progressed to club journals with trip
reports. and stopped there. Australia is one of the few regions that has developed a
collective. systematic records system that crosses club boundaries.
Like most large scale integrations. the standardisation of ideas progresses slowly. We
now have metric scales and measurements. common map symbols. a systematic cave
identification scheme and a common karst nomenclature as represented by the Australian
Karst Handbook {AKH}.
Have we reached the limit of co-operation? We have not. What we need now is a better.
faster. coherent method of collating and presenting our data to facilitate data exchange.
such as for the AKH. as well as making cave data searches easy.
Historically. speleological society records have been designed or defaulted to manual
methods. Present Australian data storage systems are manually oriented. even when
stored in computer readable form as the AKH will be. Survey reduction programs exist
for computers. but their data banks tend to be designed as cards and independent of
all other cave data. What computer data handling exists has been developed in a very
haphazard way by individual enthusiasts who use computers regularly. Each program
tends to be written and run independently. but might depend on serial execution and
hands-on formats. The only developed branch of data manipulation that I am aware of
is cave survey reduction and plotting.
The real problem is NOT that computers are available only to the privileged few. because
desktop versions with random access file capability are now readily available. It is that
they are still inconvenient to use and take a long time to program with quality bug-free
data handling systems.
A smaller but still significant probiem is the task of transferring even new data to
computer storage. With the manual system you only have to slip the relevant piece of
paper or its photocopy into the right cave folder but with computers it is often necessary
to retype each article. While the original documents are still handwritten or typed we
cannot afford the expense or time of imitating the manual system. Word processors are
now reaching down to our level of use. If people start compiling their newsletters and
journals etc. on these devices. then the problem of data transcription transforms into
one of retrieval and indexing. For now let us concern ourselves with the smaller task of
storing just summary data - an expanded form of the AKH Cave Summary Sheet data.
Why do we need computer storage for our data? It is the responsibility of the societies
to supply data to the Australian Karst Handbook on forms suitable for computer input.
These take a long time to fill out. It would be to each society's advantage if that
effort was used to create a data file for their own use that could generate the AKH
data on request. It would enable rapid updates of the AKH as well as being available for
answering local questions which are normally only answerable by the most knowledgeable
local cavers or after a week-long search through club records.
Why do we collect data in the first place? It is mostly out of interest in the data itself
or in some visual equivalent like a map. This simplifies the requirements of a computer
Caveconvict -
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storage system because both input and output are similar in form and. therefore. the
same type of storage is good for both updating and for producing required answers.
The data storage system should be able to accept the following types of data:
Cave summary
Map summary
References
History
Survey
It is not necessary to have one record type as long as adequate cross-indexing is used;
this applies equally well to manual files.
While storing and retrieving the data can be done on almost any machine with any kind
of input/output. the best system is an interactive one that can verify data by direct
comparison to the data file and ask for the correct values at the time of entry. Batch
input is possible but frustrating when a small error prevents further data processing. An
ideal system would have:
interactive on-line access to the data bank
a random access data bank
a tolerant "humanised" special purpose language (SPL)
visual display unit and keyboard
printer
digitizer and plotter
Not all these would be necessary for anyone society; a subset could be used with
alternatives such as card input. Special facilities such as word processors for writing
and editing would enable automatic keyword and reference extraction to be included in
the data bank.
If we use an SPL for interaction with the data bank. the difficulty of using computers
can be minimised. A uniform common language could be written that would operate for
all machines and hence be identical for all societies. This would make data exchange
and information requests between societies very easy. Examples of possible commands
are:

PLOT 601 AT 1:200 ON A4
STORE UNDER 6N37: Bats see~ 2/1/66; White Lake dived 1980
REFERENCE 6N37: HILL AL. 1966. Mullamullang Cave
expeditions 1966. CEGSA Occasional Paper 4.
Present programs could be spliced on by adapting the SPL to call them - generating
the correct input for the particular programme.
The execution of each command can be written in structured language which is also
machine independent. For example:

IF COMMAND starts with PLOT then execute PLOT routine
ELSE IF COMMAND starts with STORE then
etc.
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The final writing for each machine will then be able to be written from a common source.
This means that more effort can be spent in making the structured version "bug-free"
and after implementation, errors detected by any user can be easily corrected in the
common language and hence in every program written from it. If coded versions of
the structured language are written in BASIC and PASCAL. most machines that will
be used can obtain ready-made packages, even if they need slight adjustment for each
installation.
THE NEED FOR SUCH A COMMON SYSTEM IS NOW, before too much effort has
been spent on individual methods, and before the AKH computer version stimulates
many unique incompatible data banks.
I therefore advocate that the ASF start an Ad Hoc Commission on Karst Computer Data
Banks to do the following:
(A) Decide the best method to achieve a common operating language or SPL.
(B) Design an SPL.

(C) Design a structured language solution to the SPL (an SLS).
(D) Obtain one or more High Level Language (HLL) versions of the SLS.
(E) Control the correction and distribution of the SPL. SLS, and HLL's.
(F) Recommend standard implementation procedures and aid in adapting the system
to each society's needs and equipment.
(G) Co-ordinate extensions and revisions to the SPL, including output presentations
especially for data exchange.
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LAYERED-LAVA, LAVA CHANNELS AND THE ORIGIN OF LAVA
CAVES
E.B. Joyce
Department of Geology, University of Melbourne, Parkville Vie.
Vic. 3052
ABSTRACT

Two contrasting origins for lava caves have been suggested - crusting of an open lava
channel. and sub-crustal drainage. The latter origin is associated by some workers with
the presence of flow-units. and by others with that of layered-lava. Examination of the
conceptof layered-lava. and the study of field examples. shows that both flow-units
and other layers may be present. and both apparently control cave development. Certain
criteria may be used to distinguish cave systems formed from crusted-over lava channels
which have later been buried. from those formed at depth by sub-crustal drainage.
THE FLOW OF BASALTIC LAVA
Many observations have been made this century of flowing lava. and film records have
allowed more detailed study. Basaltic lava flow includes lobate flows which move rapidly
and may spread laterally. moving with a "caterpillar-tread" motion. and cooling to a
pahoehoe surface. Rapid flow may occur in channels formed as the lateral parts of the
flow congeal. Slowly moving rubble-covered flows with a hot pasty interior are the aa
type. An individual volcano may produce all these in succession ovet a period of time.
or in the same eruption one type may give way to another with variation in terrain. slope
and other factors such as lava temperature. gas content. and rate of discharge.
Lava channels and lava caves are almost always found in flows which were apparently of
the more rapidly moving type.

FLOW IN CHANNELS
Within channels lava flow seems to differ from that of unconfined flows. Because it
is confined. it retains more heat and more of its original gas content. and can move
more freely. Although apparently sometimes flowing like water. with lava-falls. waves
and overbank swash. it actually has a high measured viscosity; A variation in the rate
of supply. or of channel width. depth or gradient. may lead to sudden changes in flow
velocity as the apparent viscosity changes in response to applied shearing forces.
An increase in the flow rate may lead to swash over the channel walls and the building
of levees. or to the crevassing of the bank and the development of new flow courses. A
decrease in flow rate may cause the flow surface to subside rapidly within the channel:
the flow may slow down. cool. and begin to solidify into discrete pieces which may
hecome
walls. The whole flow surface may crust over and attach itself
become attached to the walls,
to the walls. perhaps with flow continuing under this roof (Plate 1). The crusting of
open channels has been discussed in detail by Peterson and Swanson (1974) and Greeley
(1971b).
Caveconvict -
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Plate 1: Lava channel on flow four days
old, near Sauna Ulu vent, Hawaii.
Don Swanson walking upslope along
margin of the channel, 3rd January
1970.

A further increase in lava supply may then lead to increased flow in the channel. and
lava may break through and flow over the roof. strengthening it or destroying it.
The final flow through a lava channel will probably leave behind at least some. roofed
segments and on lava withdrawal these will form a cave and channel complex.
LAYERING WITHIN LAVA FLOWS

Commonly associated with lava channels and lava caves is the presence of layered lava.
The layers (Plate 2) are generally horizontal. about half to one metre thick. and often
show evidence of flow bases and original sub-aerial surfaces. Clearly successive thin lava
flows may occur. and flows composed of such units have been termed "compound lava
flows" by Walker (1971). Nichols (1936) described "flow-units" in New Mexico as being
some "10 to 20 feet" thick but his illustrations also show further layering separated by
horizontal partings within these units.

Plate 2: Layered lava exposed in southwest wall of the northern collapse at
Church Cave, Byaduk, Victoria; three
to four flow-units are present, each
divided into several layered-lava units
about one metre thick.
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The presence of layers in lava flows in Victoria led Oilier and Brown (1965) to suggest
that shearing within a flow mass could also produce layering. They described layeredlava as consisting of layers:
"varying from several feet to a few inches in thickness and parallel to the surface. The
layers are of compact basalt separated by trains of vesicles or in some cases by definite
partings" (p.220) ...... we believe the layers are formed by differential movement within
one thick lava flow" (p.221). "Movement of the lava in general is by laminar flow. and
a layering is produced by partial congealing of the lava. Individual layers are separated
by partings of vesicles a_nd more liquid lava ... The rate of cooling of lava is usually too
low for the laminae to be preserved. But in the regions where lava tunnels are present
the flow layers invariably accompany them. and are well preserved" (p.228).
They suggested that layered lava could act as a control for the separation and concentration of liquid lava within the semi-cooled mass. leading to the development of lava
tube systems.
Direct evidence of shearing in flows is hard to find. An indication of horizontal shearing
may be the cracks and vesicle concentrations sometimes seen in cross-sections of flow
units (Figure 1).
Greeley (1971a) has pointed out that such layered-lava partings. as distinct from flowunit contacts. are also discontinuous (see Plate 4).
Apart from shearing associated with laminar flow. layered-lava of the type described
above could perhaps be formed under other conditions. e.g.
(a) arching and subsidence of a flow surface. as in the development of stony rise
surfaces in Victoria (Plate 4):
(b) cooling and shrinking of a flow:

(c) settling following degassing of a flow.
Following the work of Oilier and Brown (1965) the concept of layered-lava as a factor in
lava cave formation was used by many overseas workers e.g. Greeley (1971a). Hatheway
(1976). but more recently. has been criticised by Wood (1974) and Peterson and Swanson
(1974).
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Figure 1: Horizontal cracks and vesicle
concentrations, often discontinuous, in a
cross-section of a flow unit exposed in the
right bank of the Merri Creek, just upstream from the Coburg Lake Reserve.
(Sketched from a photograph).
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Plate 3: Lava channel on 1892 flow from
Mt. Silvestri cone on southern flank
of Mt. Etna, Sicily; levee layers are
present, and the cave further upslope
is roofed with thin material (compare with Gothic Cave at Mt. Eccles, Victoria).

Plate 4: Small cave formed by withdrawal
below arched layered-lava in a stony
rise lobe three kilometres sou th of
Red Rock, Western Victoria; note
dying-out of layered-lava parting in
massive unit below right-hand post.

A third type of layering in flows is provided by the levee layers formed when successive
thin swashes of lava along a channel edge build up a series of layers. each several
centimetres thick. a metre or two across. and accumulating to a height of several metres
in some cases (Plate 3).
To summarise. the first two types of lava layers discussed above are features of lava
flows which commonly have an appreciable width and cover extensive areas. The third
type. lava levees. are found along the margins of lava channels.

ORIGIN OF LAVA CAVES
Several methods of initiating a lava tube. which may later become a cave. are thus
possible.
Type 1: Crusting of an open channel (Wood 1974 p.27) can occur as the flow rate
decreases. and continued withdrawal of the lava below will provide a lava cave (Plate 1).
Detailed accounts of lava channel formation are given by Peterson and Swanson (1974).
and Greeley (1971b). and the concept has been applied to lava caves by Harter (1978).
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Type 2: Chilling of a shell around flow units or pahoehoe toes (Wood 1974 p.27) can
occur when a lobe of flow cools on the outside: if the still-liquid interior breaks out
a cave may be formed (Plate 4). Such caves would only be of short extent. and are
probably not of major importance by themselves. Shallow Cave at Byaduk. Victoria.
(Oilier and Joyce 1968. Plate 1) is an example. and the recently discovered small caves
at Warrion Hill. Victoria are probably of this type (Webb. Joyce and Stevens. in press).
Type 3: Liquid segregation in layered-lava (Oilier and Brown 1965: Oilier 1967: 1969)
is believed to occur when liquid elements in an otherwise largely cooled flow can select
a path related to layered-lava and then by erosion and melting develop a tube system
(Plate 5). Oilier and Brown (1965 p.225) describe a "two-stage theory" in which the
first stage refers to the separation of the liquid lava into tubes. and the second stage
to partial or complete drainage to leave caves. This would require the liquid lava to
emerge down flow: in most cases it probably also required an adequate supply of lava
at the upper end of the system to allow the erosion and melting necessary to develop
an integrated and therefore drainable tube system.

Plate 5: Largely-filled lava tube about
one metre in diameter developed in
layered-lava, exposed in a road cutting about two miles north-east of
Haalehu, Hawaii.

DISCUSSION
Interest in the origin of lava caves has rapidly increased in recent years because of their
use as terrestrial analogs for lunar and planetary features (e.g. Joyce 1976). Attempts
to explain the origin of lava caves has led t() controversy. and in particular the third
type of origin suggested above is in dispute (see reviews by Wood 1974. 1976. 1977a.
1977b). The argument hinges on whether layered-lava exists. and whether such layers
can concentrate flow and allow cave systems to form.
Wood's "chilling of a shell" (Type 2) is an elaboration of the original concept of lava
cave formation (see for example Nichols 1936). In his study of caves in Iceland, Wood
(1971) suggested that individual flow-units in a lava pile may form tubes by withdrawal
of their interiors. leading to the development of a complex cave system.
The controversy does not seem to concern the possibility of lava withdrawal at depth in
a lava pile. but whether the withdrawal is related to flow-units or layered-lava.
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If we accept that layered-lava exists (as does Greeley (1971a). Hatheway (1976). and
other workers) then how does movement of liquid lava take place in relation to the layers?
Oilier has not explored this problem in detail. He says (Oilier and Brown. 1965 p.228):
"When layered-lava is formed. the more congealed lava goes into the layers.
and the more liquid lava (accompanied by many volatiles) is concentrated
between the laminae. At this point something very unusual and unexpected
happens. The liquid lava becomes further segregated. and comes to occupy
tubes running through the layered-lava" (my emphasis).
Does the movement take place between the layers as he seems to be suggesting? It is
hard to see substantial movement of large amounts of liquid lava occurring in partings
only a few centimetres across. Or does it take place within the layered-lava units?
Greeley (1971a p.9) following Oilier and Brown. has suggested that in layered-lava "flow
apparently is confined to fluid conduits between shear planes". This statement is ambiguous but his general discussion suggests he means that the flow takes place within
the layered-lava units which are bounded by the shear planes or partings.
To summarize. if flow occurs between layered-lava units then it might be expected to
take place equally-well between flow-units. If it takes place within the layered-lava units
then it is very similar to. and perhaps in practice indistinguishable from. Wood's concept
of withdrawal from the interior of flow units.
Oilier (1977) has recently reviewed his earlier ideas. and suggested the term "sub-crustal
lava caves" for those formed in layered-lava in the way originally suggested by Oilier and
Brown (1965). He further comments:
..... since 1965 ... Victorian lava caves have revealed both shearing layeredlava and flow units. and the circular caves cut across both" (p.151: his
emphasis).
"Whether layered-lava is made by laminar flow and shearing. or is made
largely of flow units. is not sure. However. the general contention that the
layers are eroded by continued flow of hot lava through tubes is not affected
by details of earlier formed structures" (p.156).
Thus it appears the origins suggested for type 2 and type 3 lava caves have now converged. and can be considered as aspects of the same process. for which the term
"sub-crustal drainage" seems appropriate.
More detailed studies of the features of cave systems within lava piles (i.e. the subcrustal drainage type) are needed. Most studies have been made only where lava is
exposed in the collapses associated with caves. These generally show sections along
the flow direction. It is rare to find natural cross-sections across the direction of lava
flow. showing details of tubes and their surrounding lava: this is probably due to the
young age of most flows which contain lava caves. Suitable road cuttings can be valuable
sources of information (Plates 4 and 5).
The feature in Plate 5 shows no indication of being related to an earlier lava channel.
But is it an example of withdrawal from a flow unit. or is it the result of lava movement
related in some way to the layered-lava which surrounds it?
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FEATURES OF LAVA CAVES DEVELOPED IN DIFFERENT WAYS
Caves at depth within flows which have layered lava are common in Victoria. for example
Byaduk. Porndon. Skipton. Some workers might explain these caves as lava tubes of
type 1 (crusted-over channels) which have been buried under later flow units. Criteria
for distinguishing cave systems formed in each of the two main ways suggested (i.e.
type 1 in contrast to types 2 and 3) would be useful.
.- Most lava caves. as former conduits for flowing lava. have some features in common e.g.
wall linings. flow level marks. stalactites and a floor representing the surface of the final
flow through the system.
However. broader scale features of the entire cave system may give some indication of
its mode of origin. Such features would relate to the initial formation of the system.
either as a lava channel. or a sub-crustal drainage system. Figure 2 summarises some
of these features. and indicates some possible local examples.
The criteria given in Figure 2 have been deduced by a general consideration of the origin
of these two contrasting types of lava cave. and the figure incorporates observations
made on active lava channels in recent years (Greeley 1971b: Peterson and Swanson
1974) and details of published descriptions of lava caves.
Wood (1974 p.27) has distinguished simple or unitary lava tube caves as "unbranched.
sinuous. elongated and uni-Ievel in character": they form in single. thick. rapidly emplaced and cooled lava flows. His complex lava tube caves have "predominantly ingressive
tubes or more complicated anastamosing tube patterns". may be multi-level. and are
found considerable distances from the vent. This distinction bears some resemblance to
the division suggested in Figure 2.
As a cave system develops with time. it evolves by wall erosion and melting. so that it
may no longer show diagnostic features of the type suggested.
CONCLUSION
The origin of lava caves is still under discussion. Two contrasting origins are generally
proposed - the crusting of an open channel. and the development of a tube system
within a pre-existing. partly-cooled layered mass (the sub-crustal drainage cave).
When first formed. each of these two types can be distinguished. A cave formed from
a lava channel may on burial by a further flow begin to look like a tube formed at depth
in layered-lava. It is suggested that certain features of cave systems may be useful in
distinguishing their origin (Figure 1).
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AUSTRALIAN CAVES SINCE 1800
Elery Hamilton-Smith
P.O. Box 36 Carlton South,

Victoria 3053
INTROD UCTION
This paper examines the history of white Australian interest in caves. By way of introduction, it is important to note that Aboriginal Australians had a long and intimate
association with many caves as shelters, sacred sites, sources of flint and the like. This
aspect of cave history has been comprehensively summarised by Jennings (1979) and
does not need further review here.
Previous attention to the history of Australian caves has largely focused upon specific
caves or regions. Some important examples include Havard's work on Jenolan (1934), the
Lane & Richards (1963) monographic study of Wellington, the early history of Bungonia
Caves by the Whaites (1972), and Elliott's paper on Yanchep (1977). The Jenolan
Caves Historical and Preservation Society, established in 1972, has provided a locus
for continuing examination of the history of this one cave area, but no other organised
attempt to foster an interest in cave history has developed elsewhere in Australia. Only
Lane (1975) has attempted an historical examination which spans a number of areas,
and even this account is confined to Central New South Wales.
However, these studies, together with fragmentary information on other areas, enable
some overview to be attempted here. Hopefully, this will draw attention to the value of
an historical perspective on current issues, and also encourage further recording of the
history of our caves.
FIRST DISCOVERIES
There is little information about early cave discoveries. It is hard to believe that some
of the early maritime explorers of the coastline failed to notice, or perhaps even enter,
some of the larger sea caves around the Australian coast. Certainly, in 1803, Baudin's
expedition entered the Ravine des Casoars on the West Coast of Kangaroo Island and
visited at least some of the caves. It is even argued that some of the graffiti in these
caves is the work of his crew.
The first settlers at Sydney Cove found their problems and privations exacerbated by
the absence of any limestone from which mortar might be produced. This problem was
initially solved by Paterson's discovery of limestone in the vicinity of Port Dalrymple
at the mouth of the Tamar River in 1804. Lime was then shipped to the growing
settlement at Sydney, and a cynic might say that the pattern of Australian attitudes to
mineral resources was established at that point. However, the reality is not as simple
as that.
In 1815, the Walli limestone was reported by George William Evans and this seems to
be the first report of limestone on the mainland. Oxley discovered the Wellington valley
in 1817, and in 1818 reported upon its limestone deposits. The first report of a cave
appears to be an item in the Sydney Gazette of 1821. although the identity of the cave
Caveconvict -
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concerned is unclear. The Bungonia limestones were known shortly afterwards. and the
first documented account of cave entry appears to be Allan Cunningham' s visit to the
Drum at Bungonia in 1824. Thus. between 1815 and 1830. a number of New South
Wales caves and limestone areas were known (Lane 1975).
In 1830. George Ranken discovered fossil bones in the Wellington Caves. Following this.
Major Thomas Mitchell visited the caves and collected a number of specimens. These
were studied and reported upon by various European scientists. particularly Richard
Owen. and laid the foundation of Australian palaeontology (Lane and Richards 1963).
It is also reasonable to suggest that these caves provided the beginning of a scientific
interest in Australian caves.
CAVE TOURISM AND PROTECTION
In 1828 John Oxley reported the discovery of caves at Wombeyan. N.S.W. and in 1838.
James Whalen discovered what are now known as the Jenolan Caves. These two discoveries led over some years to the development of cave tourism. a major concern for cave
protection and an unprecedented governmental interest in cave exploration. Wombeyan
Caves Reserve was gazetted in 1865 and Jenolan (then known as Binda or Fish River
Caves) in 1866. These were among the first wildland reserves in Australia. and an indication of their historic place can be gained from the fact that the world's first national park
(Yellowstone. U.S.A.) was not proclaimed until 1872 and Australia's first national park
not until 1879. Further. this seems to have been the first instance in the world of cave
areas being formally reserved by government. Others rapidly followed in N.S.W.: Timor
in 1867. Bungonia in 1872. Yarrangobilly in 1879. Wellington in 1884. Abercrombie in
1889 and some others.
Oliver Trickett was engaged by the government of the colony to search for. survey and report upon caves. He succeeded in locating a relatively high proportion of the caves known
even to this day. mapped a considerable number at Jenolan. Wombeyan. Yarrangobilly.
Wellington. Bungonia and Abercrombie. Although a number of equivalent appointments
were made in other States. detailed below. none of the appointees demonstrated such
energy or left such thorough records of their work.
Although one can argue that this interest in caves was motivated solely by the embryonic development of tourism. there does appear to be some evidence of a beginning
appreciation of the intrinsic value of caves in themselves - an appreciation which no
government has demonstrated in the present century. More thorough research might
well seek to elucidate this issue. for instance. by perusing the records of the N.S.W.
Caves and Rivers Committee. Meanwhile. exploration continued. particularly by Wilson
and Wiburd at Jenolan. and thousands of tourists visited the caves each year. New
South Wales (particularly Jenolan) can probably claim a number of innovations during
this period. A Caves Protection Act was established in 1872; Jenolan was first lit (experimentally) by electricity in 1880 and permanent electric lighting installed in 1887;
Samuel Cook's book. 'Australian Wonderland' (1889) was not only a remarkably early
example of what we would now call a 'coffee table' book. but one of the first to use
cave photographs throughout. Shaw (1979) says "this was the very first time that
such photographs. taken underground. had been used as book illustrations. printed by
conventional means on ordinary paper". (Note: On presenting this paper. Dr Guy Cox
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reported that at least one cave photograph had been published in a book prior to this
date).
Meanwhile. similar developments were occurring in other States. In 1862. Rev. J.E.
Woods published his "Geological Observations in South Australia". in which he described. inter alia. many of the caves in the South-East of South Australia. Two
aspects of his work are of special interest. The first is that by the time of his book.
a number of the caves were well-known and frequently visited: secondly. his views on
such matters as cave genesis and hydrology. based upon his own observations. were
remarkably in advance of his contemporaries. and even of many more recent geologists.
Although the Naracoorte Caves were formally reserved some ten years later. it was not
until 1885 that a resident manager was appointed. actually as a district forester but with
explicit responsibility for the care and protection of the caves. The second incumbent of
this position. William Reddan. arrived in 1886 and gave particular attention to the caves.
In 1893. he was granted funds to employ six men to assist in the search for caves and
in their subsequent development. One of these. James Mason. was of particular energy
and his name or initials are found in many caves which are difficult of access. Both the
Victoria and Alexandra Caves were discovered by Reddan and his team during this era
and opened to the public. In 1915. management of the caves area was handed over to
the Tourist Bureau and Reddan relinquished his post with the Forests Department in
order to stay with the caves. resigning his position in 1919. Regrettably. the manuscript
records of his tenure at the caves have been lost. and little is now known of his extensive
exploration activities.
In Western Australia caves were known in the 1840s but it was late in the nineteenth
century when Tim Connelly and Edward Dawson. landowners in the South-West. discovered particularly attractive caves and opened these to public visits. In 1900. the
government sent surveyor Marmaduke Terry to investigate the caves of the region. A
caves committee (later Board) was established and Caves House. Yallingup was built.
At the peak of the Board's activities. they were able to offer a tour. lasting several days.
in which a total of 13 caves were visited.
Other States generally followed somewhat later. In Victoria. following a report by Kitson (1907). the Buchan Caves reserves were proclaimed in 1901-4. Frank Moon was
appointed and charged with the responsibility of searching for and developing caves.
Among those which he discovered were the present show caves - Royal Cave and Fairy
Cave. Tasmania has a complex and diverse history in the management and conservation
of its caves. well summarised by Kiernan (1974) and Middleton (1977). However. given
the State's generally cavalier attitude to natural resources. it is significant for present
purposes that a variety of cave reserves have been established since 1894. and that more
important new cave reserves have been proclaimed during the last 10 years than in any
other State. Queensland seems to have a somewhat different history - Chillagoe Caves
were discovered by the Atherton family and their employees in the 1880s (Robinson
1976) and although tourists were conducted through a number of the caves for many
years. this was abandoned. the caves almost forgotten by the outside world. and only
re-opened. largely as a result of the efforts and perseverance of Vince Kinnear. in the
1960s. At Rockhampton. John Olsen arrived from Norway in 1882. discovered the cave
which bears his name and in 1884 he obtained freehold ownership of the surrounding
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land and the cave has been managed by the family since that time. the present manager
being his great-grandson. Rod Olsen (Olsen 1979).
In summary. Australia in the later part of the 19th century and early 20th century
saw an immense interest in caves. coupled with a ready acceptance of governmental
responsibility for their protection. Australia at that time led the world in its recognition
of caves as a natural resource to be held in public trust. devoted more public funds to
cave exploration and study than any other nation. and held its own in the quality of both
cave studies and cave management.
THE GREAT FORGETTING
This position changed markedly following World War I. and caves commanded little
public attention or action for many years. Occasionally new discoveries of some note
occurred. and new show caves were in fact opened at Kelly Hill. South Australia (1926),
Tantanoola. South Australia (1930) and at Hastings and Gunns Plains. Tasmania (1939).
Perhaps the most important exploration was that commenced by Rev. George Woolf
and continued by Captain J. Maitland Thompson in the great caves of the Nullarbor
Plain. Regrettably, their work was not fully recorded. but Thompson passed on to
later generations of speleologists something of his immense knowledge and so laid the
foundation for modern exploration of the Nullarbor (Dunkley 1967).
Another important element was the exploitation of guano deposits in the caves of Western Australia and Queensland. Johannsen's Cave in Central Queensland was one which
was opened up by this mining and it was then used as a munitions store during World
War 11.
II. Associated with this. caves on the nearby Mt. Etna were then used as a secret
training area by the Z special unit of the Australian commando regiment. where troops
were trained. under the direction of Captain S.W. Carey. to fight underground. They
were being prepared for the campaign to drive the Japanese army from the Pacific area.
where they had developed underground bases in the caves which riddle most islands of
the region (Caffyn 1970).
It is probably no coincidence that in 1946 Carey. by then Professor of Geology at the University of Tasmania. convened a meeting in Hobart which resulted in the establishment
of Australia's first speleological society - the Tasmanian Caverneering Club. Gradually other groups, often inspired and informed by the Tasmanians. formed elsewhere in
Australia. but there was little contact between them and for a time. relatively little in
the way of new discovery. The groups in New South Wales. for instance. spent much
of their time re-tracing the steps of Trickett. However. new techniques were gradually
adopted - wire ladders in 1950 and the scaling pole in 1952. The latter was based
upon a report of a French expedition. and like much early equipment development in this
country. was designed and constructed by John Bonwick of the Sydney Speleological
Society. The same year saw the beginning of cave diving. using a war disposals gas
mask. a length of garden hose and a foot pump! Rather remarkably, the diver survived.
and more adequate equipment was gradually adopted. but then diving came to a virtual
halt in the early 1960s.
In December 1953. Brian O' Brien. then president of the Sydney University Speleological
Society. was lost in East Deep Creek Cave at Yarrangobilly in New South Wales for 74
hours but was found after a massive search. This incident. not surprisingly. impressed
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upon O'Brien the potential value of greater liaison and co-operation between cavers and
he began arguing the case for an Australian Speleological Federation. As a result. a
conference was convened in South Australia. the Federation was established. and then
Nullarbor expeditions. Although
62 people departed for the first of a new generation of Nullarbor
the Federation has since ebbed and flowed. and has enjoyed its share of critics. there can
be little doubt that it has greatly facilitated the development of speleology in Australia.
even if mainly through established Australia-wide liaison.
RENAISSANCE ??
The last 25 years have seen an immense boom in cave exploration and study. Extensive
books and reports have been published on many cave areas: many hundreds of new caves.
some of great beauty or great scientific interest. have been discovered: new techniques
have been developed. and Australians can lead or hold their own on a world level in such
specialisations as single rope techniques (Montgomery 1977) or cave diving (Lewis and
Stace 1980): one could continue in such a tone for quite a while.
There has certainly been a great increase of interest in cave management and protection.
at least in part aided and abetted by the Federation but also by many government officers
and especially by the Australian Heritage Commission. Again. in conceptualisation of
cave conservation and management issues. and in adequate management planning,
planning. we
can feel confident that we hold our own on a world level.
Regrett'!lbly.
Regrett~bly. this is not a cause for complacency. Although some very important and
often very beautiful new caves have been discovered. many remain unprotected and at
least a number have suffered marked despoliation. Some long-known caves have been
destroyed: others are likely to be. Bat populations are in rapid decline: some cave
invertebrates have suffered a similar fate. We are a very long way short of the level of
public and in particular governmental interest of the late 19th century. A renaissance in
caving will only be achieved when we regain an equivalent level of public acceptance of
responsibility for cave protection.
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EQUILIBRIUM VERSUS EVENTS IN
BLIND VALLEY ENLARGEMENT
J.N. Jennings. Bao Haosheng and A.P. Spate

The Australian National University,
Canberra, Australia

Reprinted from Proceedings 8th International Congress of Speleology, NSS, 1981,
pp 1-3
ABSTRACT
Seventeen blind valleys of the Yarrangobilly karst are described with particular reference
to shifting streamsink location and phases of downward incision. A series of measures
based partly on ground traverses and partly on contoured maps is presented and discussed. Standard morphometry of the basins ending in the blind valleys is also presented.
These truncated basins are shown to have normal morphometric relationships. Whether
a stream sinks or not in the limestone appears generally to relate to the length of limestone to be crossed in relation to full stream or basin length. though basin relief ratio
may intervene.
The hypothesis that there will be dynamic equilibrium between the dimensions of blind
valleys and sinking stream catchments finds only limited support in the data. This is
because underground stream capture represents an abnormal event in drainage basin
development which is liable to upset equilibrium relationships and its timing may be adventitious in that development. With a larger population of blind valleys to be analysed.
this factor of timing may become subordinate and a better predictive model of blind
valley volume could be derived.

In recent decades. geometric relationships established between morphometric characteristics of river basins and between them and river behaviour have been interpreted as
dynamic equilibria. The same theme has been carried into karst geomorphology. and
the idea has developed that karst landforms evolve in a manner akin to the modelling
of fluvial relief. Streamsinks and blind valleys have been investigated along these lines
(Williams. 1966: White and White. 1979). Consistent with this work is the hypothesis
will be achieved between the size of a blind valley and the
that dynamic equilibrium wi"
energy of the sinking stream which has produced it. At Yarrangobilly Caves in New
South Wales the incision which has taken place since certain streams went underground
can be identified and this hypothesis can be tested here.
This karst is a meridional strike belt. about 9km by 1km. of Silurian limestone. chemically
pure. mechanically strong and of low primary permeability. with a strong dip to the
west. The limestone forms a strath terrace between a ridge of underlying volcanics to
the east and one of overlying impermeable clastic sediments to the west (Figure 1). The
Yarrangobilly River occupies a V-Valley or gorge. about 30m deep where it encounters
the limestone and over 150m deep where it leaves it at the southern end. This lies
Caveconvict -
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mainly along the western margin of the limestone with only a narrow strip of limestone
on the west bank or none at all.
There are seventeen blind valleys in the sense that a perennial or intermittent stream
channel ends against a threshold and goes underground. None is large but the
~he range in
size is considerably; some are simply dolines with a stream running into them. They
are mainly found where streams run off the volcanics to the east onto the limestone
strath. Only one is found to the west of the gorge where the limestone is narrow. The
situation is more complex at the northern end of the strike belt where the Yarrangobilly
River crosses the strike belt down dip and the outcrop is broken.
Estimates of the volumes of these blind valleys have been made from either contoured
maps in a few larger cases or survey traverses and cross-sections for the majority. There
may be errors as great as 20% in these estimates but a case has been made for regarding
(Jennings, Bao and Spate,
Spate. 1980).
their use in the present context as valid (Jennings.
It is necessary to enquire whether the drainage basins truncated by underground capture
have themselves maintained equilibria such as characterise normal fluvial systems. Longterm discharge data are not available so only morphometric r.elationships
relationships can be tested.
Application of Strahler ordering gives the usual results from standard morphometry
(Jennings. Bao and Spate,
Spate. 1980). The regression of total stream lengths (L in km)
against basin area (A in km2) in these truncated catchments takes a form typical of
normal systems.
L = 2.24

A1.13

p

= 0.001
=

r2

= 0.95

The closed river basins from the Appalachians studied by White and White (1979) do
not correspond completely in definition to the Yarrangobilly ones. some being composite
nature; nevertheless they yield a basically similar regression.
in nature:

=

L = 2.29 A D.85

r2

=
= 0.88

Amongst other factors. stream erosion depends on discharge and velocity,
velocity. long term
measures of which are not available for the blind valley streams. Basin area has been
selected as a surrogate for stream discharge: close relationships have been established
elsewhere between that area on the one hand and mean annual flood and mean annual
runoff on the other. Schumm's relief ratio is a convenient basis for comparison of
gradients between catchments. Since withdrawal of material into caves at streamsinks
will also affect blind valley size,
size. underground hydraulic gradients were calculated on the
basis of altitudes of the streamsinks and their connecting springs and the straightline
distances between them.
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Surveying of the blind valleys for this enquiry brought to the fore complexities. the
existence of which was known but the significance not appreciated. One complexity is
that the point of sinking has shifted in some cases and another is that terraces and
breaks of slope reveal separate phases of incision which have succeeded one another in
the formation of the blind valley. Figure 2 is a sketch map of a blind valley affected in
both ways. Two blind valley volumes were calculated therefore:

1. present incision related to the present position of the streamsink and/or the last
phase of incision:
2. total incision defined by the saddle beyond which there is an overall downward
gradient in the abandoned dry valley continuing from the streamsink.

Terraces

gn
Y6

Deep Creek Cave

100m
lOOm

Figure 2: Shifting streamsink and phasing of incision, Deep Creek, Yarrangobilly.

Logarithmic plots of blind valley volumes for both present and total incision against both
basin relief ratio and underground hydraulic gradient show a wide scatter in all cases
with no prospect of significant regression. There is. however. no great range in these
two gradients in this set of catchments and any effects they may have will be readily
obscured by other factors.
There is a considerably greater range in basin area above streamsink. Even so when
blind valley volume for present incision is plotted against it. again on a log-log basis
(Figure 3a). the scatter remains as great and there is no significant relationship between
the two.
The implication of these results is taken to be that the times when the different streams
started to excavate these volumes of rock have varied so much as to prevent the dynamic
factors controlling erosion from expressing themselves in the morphology in the manner
hypothesised. Events have taken the upper hand and equilibrium not achieved.
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Figure 3: Scatter plots and regression of blind valley volume against basin area above
streamsink, Deep Creek, Yarrangobilly.

However. the periods of time for the whole formation of the blind valleys may have varied
less than the ages of the final events registered in the landforms. The more time there
has been for the influence of the overall relief and geological structure to operate the
more it could even out other effects. Figure 3b is a log-log plot of the total volume of
the blind valleys against the stream basin area and it gives better indication of a linear
relationship. Moreover. the four instances which depart most from this tendency are
special cases which warrant exclusion from the set.

(a) Northernmost Blind Valley (NBV) is hardly more than tangential to the short
northern boundary of the limestone. a disposition difference from that of the majority of the blind valleys. Moreover. there is a likelihood that this may be a
semi-blind valley where surface flow follows round the margin of the limestone on
occasIon.
(b) Wombat Creek (We)
(WC) is also distinctively located structurally. with much of its
headwater area being on limestone: its lower valley runs along the contact of the
limestone with the overlying impervious clastics.
(c) Mill Creek (MC) has cut a gorge across the limestone and its streamsink close to
the Yarrangobilly River has been triggered by a geologically recent rockfall. even
though there is a little incision associated with its underground route through the
bedrock.
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(d) Rules Creek (RC) has also cut a gorge across the limestone. It has terrace remnants witnessing a longer. more complex history than Mill Creek's but its blind
valley volume. is small because of a recent cut through a former higher threshold.

If these four cases are excluded. the remaining set of 133 blind valleys have a snmmon
common
arrangern<';nt with non-karst rocb
structural arrangement
rocks in the h«adwaters
headwaters and limestone in the
lower basin. For these a significant regression can be obtained

v = 46724 A1. 36

=

r2 = 0.40

p

= 0.025

=

where V
blind valley volume in m 3 and A
basin area above streamsink in km 2 . Thus
there is a tendency for a stream
«h:cam sinking underground here to producn
produce a blind valley of a
matching its erosive power.
size f«latching
Nevertheless. this tendency is largely obscur«d
deaertheless.
obscured by the ««riable
variable timing of the fznderground
underground
captures. The streama
streams have n{lt
not had equal opportunities to achieve dynamic egnilibrium
equilibrium
since their drainage system was dislocated in this way. Details of geological structure
are likely to have contributed to this but also the dynamic factors involved operate in
contradictory fashion. Thus the bigger the stream is the more it will prevent or delay
complete underground capture. although from the moment this happens the same factor
will foster a larger blind valley. At Yarrangobilly this is evident when the stream is
napture. Two
T we ratios were calculated ae
as measures of this
related to its opportunity for capture.
for all streams whind
which encounter the limeston¥';:
limestone:
(1)
(1)

(2)

length ____
of present
and/or former streamcourse
_Ie_n--=gc-t_h
-:--::-a_n,--d-'-I_or
atrenfTm:::urse over limestone
whole length of streamcourse

straight line length across limestone
basin length

The lower these rat
ratios
fen are the less the opportunity there is for a stream
strenrn to form a blind
valley.
The Yarrangobilly River itself. which crosses the limestone over three reaches. has low
values: it only loses parts of its flow underground. most strikingly at the Natural Bridge.
where however. high flows follow the meander bend bypassed by the baseflow.
Two tributaries with low ratios. Brownleys Back Creek and Traverse Creek. flow across
their limestone reaches. The latter does so only in flood flow but it has not formed even
gfnnn its name by speleologists because it alone crosses
cr:::cces the
a ssmi-blind
semi-blind valley. It was given
full midth
width of the limestone strath on the surface.
Of the blind valleya.
valleys. the lowest values are those of the Northernmost Blind Valley creek.
Mill Creek and Rules Creek. thus helping to explain why these blind valleys are anomalous. The last two are the largest streams to have blind valleys and their size enabled
them to evade underground capture till late and to cut gorges across the strath.
The factor of gradient. which failed to find expression in the analysis of the blind valley
contradictorily. Thus. although
al
steep gradiunt
gradient .is properly exvolumes. also operates cc:ntrcdictorily.
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pected to enhance blind valley growth once capture occurs. it also promotes runoff and
restrains engulfment of streams. Of six right bank tributaries in the Yarrangobilly gorge.
only one has a blind valley. Of the other five. two have low limestone total course ratios
which are unfavourable to engulfment. Of the other three which are not explicable on
that count. two have high basin relief ratios. which explain their behaviour. At the other
end of the scale. Iow gradients are also not conducive to underground capture and this
factor contributes to the failure of the Yarrangobilly River to sink completely along its
long course over the limestone: meander spur cutoffs offer the best opportunity here.
These several factors greatly vary the timing of captures so that only modest indications of dynamic equilibrium can be identified at Yarrangobilly. A capture represents an
intervention in a fluvial system which is likely to derange morphometric relationships.
Howard (1971) introduced capture simulation into computer modelling of surface river
networks and improved morphometric prediction compared with the use of completely
random walk models. Perhaps a larger population of blind valleys may provide a basis
for more positive conclusions than Yarrangobilly does for the kind of study presented
here.
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LIMESTONE OF THE
MITCHELL - PALMER REGION,
NORTH QUEENSLAND
Michael Moylan
Chillagoe Caving Club
LOCATION
ON

Some 125 km south-west of Cooktown on the North Queensland coastline is the site of
the old goldrush town of Palmerville. It is situated on the banks of the Palmer River
from where it drew its name. Apart from being the surviving settlement from the great
goldrusn days of the 19th century. Palmerville has given its name to a major geological
feature in the Cape York Peninsula area. the Palmerville Fault.
This fault has been active up to recent geological
yaological times.
timea It also rnarks
marks the weatc;:m
western
boundary of the Tasman
asman geosyndinn,
geosyncline. and the sedimentary rocks of the Chillago
Chillagoef'; formation which extends southwarYn
southwards to Almaden. These rocks. once laid down on the
since been uplifted and tightly folded. then subjectrrb
subjected to
floor of a Silurian sea.
nea. have sincc
erosion-deposition cycles leading to the present-day landscape.
Dominant in this landscape today is the line of limestone towers extending north of the
Palmer River at Palmerville and southward for some 80 km to the Mitchell and beyond
in the vicinity of Bellview Station homestead. where the exposed limestone disappears
below the overlying sandstone of the Red Plateau.
This limestone exposure
c;:aysnsure is known as the Mitchell-Palmer
fa1itchell-Palmer limestone belt. ContainnsJ
Contained on
eastam and western
its eastern
wc;:ctern sides by a series of ridges. the limestone outcrops in a series of
and occurring intermittently over the region.
parallel towers aligned roughly north-south cnd
varies but exposures of 150 metres in height have been recorded.
Tower height vanes
CLIMATE
The climate of the area is humid sub-tropical. The mean daily temperature exceeds
29.5°C for every rnonth
month of the ynnr
year with rfnrrember
November experiencing the highest mean daily
temperatura
h9. 7°C. The mean
temperature of 36.3°C.. while in July the daily mean temperature is 29.
annual rainfall is 1042 mm (41
f,jlling between
betweeu the
(41.68 ins) with 94% of the rainfall falling
months November through to April. Implications
wp iz:ations of thir
this climate wake
make access to the
area difficult and hazardous during the months December through to March because of
flood levels in the Mitchell and Palmer rivers and waterlogged black soil plains. In the
months of October and especially November. high temperatures make daytime outdoor
work arduous. Freshwater supplies other than from the Major Mitchell or Palmer rivers
become depleted in small creeks
creeks. Access to the area can onlt
only be made by four wheel
drive vehicles due to river crossinhr
\t,;rrhed-out gull
crossings and washed-out
gullies.
ins.
KARST
The limestone towers of the Mitchell-Palmer area. together with the exposed limestone
from Rookwood to Almaden. are a part of the Chillagoe formation. an exhumed reef
complex.
Some features of the karst in the Mitchell-Palmer are:
Caveconvict -
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1. The towers are considerably higher relative to the surrounding base level of erosion.
compared to the exposure of limestone in the Chillagoe. Rookwood Mungana area.
2. The bedding planes strongly control the cave development. The limestone has
been upturned and the dip of the bed is approximately 85° east with a north-south
strike. Strong jointing occurs at right-angles to the strike.
3. There is a phreatic origin of the caves. Some evidence of continuing (vadose) steam
enlargement of caves occurs in areas where drainage is controlled by topographical
relief.
4. The variation and exposure of the limestone towers are of two types. Firstly.
aligned towers surrounded by undulating to flat terrain with associated surface
erosion taking place from all sides. Secondly. partly exposed towers where the
tower forms an escarpment on one side of a steep ridge of either chert or greywacke
and the exposed limestone faces the drainage control.
5. The development to a lesser degree of secondary deposits within the caves as
compared to the Chillagoe area. However. some larger systems have extensive
decoration.
6. The evidence that the limestone towers were once considerably higher in that:
(a) bone breccia containing bat skeletons and other unidentified bones are found
on top of towers:
(b) the massive scree slopes derived from the collapse of towers;
(c) on top of the towers the surface is broken by the dense masses of closed
depressions and adjacent depressions are separated by jagged. almost razorsharp sheets of vertical bare limestone.
(d) secondarily-cemented blocks of limestone and boulder chokes near the tops
of limestone towers. These features have resulted from inward collapse of
limestone caverns.
7. The possible age of the karst is seen in the fossil evidence of plant material
below the present valley surface in certain localities within the Chillagoe formation.
indicating a lower erosion surface as early as the Triassic period 230-180 million
years ago.
8. The abundance of fauna in the Mitchell-Palmer caves ranging from colonies of
northern grey swiftlet and bats to a wide variety of invertebrate fauna.
The geology of the Mitchell-Palmer area is fossiliferous coralline sediments of SiluroDevonian age with interbedded basic volcanics. This has a northerly trend some 80 km
long and 10 km wide and is part of the Chillagoe Formation.
The main landforms in the Mitchell-Palmer area are limestone towers with associated
scree slopes resting at 15° to 30° and aligned north-south. Karren-type erosion is a
prominent feature on these towers. The undulating to steep hill country derives from
the erosion of cherts. greywackes and siltstone.
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Three Aboriginal tribes existed in the area. Little is known of the culture of these tribes
but limestone cave paintings have been located north and south of the Little Mitchell
River. Aboriginal art is very prominent. being found only in the entrances of caves or
rock overhangs. Paintings are of men. women. emus. dingoes and bats. with the most
unusual figures being inverted males and females thought to be associated with sorcery.
European settlement occurred in about the 1840s. Ludwig Leichhardt on an expedition
from the Darling Downs to Port Essington followed the Lynd River down to where it joins
the Mitchell which he named in 1845. Around 1873 James Venture Mulligan discovered
payable amounts of gold in the Palmer river which led to the Great Palmer River gold
rush. Around the time of the gold rush Mt. Mulgrave cattle station was established to
supply beef to the diggers on the gold fields.
The Mitchell-Palmer area is currently used for grazing under a pastoral lease. The
Chillagoe Caving Club is presently exploring the limestone towers. concentrating mainly
on the southern end and slowly moving north. Northern end reconnaissance has been
made to see what prospects exist for further discoveries.
The work by the Chillagoe Caving Club in the Mitchell-Palmer area has been carried out
over three years whenever access to the area was possible. Around 158 tower clusters
have been located from Bellview to the Palmer and out of 10 towers examined. over
100 caves have been tagged and explored. It is advised when visiting the area that the
various holdings should be contacted to obtain entry permission. These holdings are
Bellview to the south around the Mitchell River. Mt. Mulgrave in the main caving area
and Palmerville to the north around the Palmer River.
The area has been examined by Comalco and BH P but authority to prospect was surrendered. Currently there is no authority over the area. Recently. a proposal for a national
park over the area has been put forward. A detailed report on the Mitchell-Palmer
area will be available in the Chillagoe Caving Club's occasional-paper publication Tower

Karst.
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UNDERGROUND STREAMS ON ACID IGNEOUS
ROCKS IN VICTORIA
Brian Finlayson
Department of Geography,
University of Melbourne,
Parkville, Vie. Australia 3052
ABSTRACT
Underground streams occur in valley floors on acid igneous rocks over a wide area of
eastern Victoria. In some cases the underground passage is capable of accommodating
all streamflow levels so that there is no active surface channel. Three of them contain
passages accessible to cavers. The literature contains very few references to features of
this kind and there is some confusion as to whether they should be called ·pseudokarst".
Detailed descriptions and diagrams are presented for two of the sites. Labertouche and
Brittania Creek. At North Maroondah. sinking streams on dacite have caused complications for hydrological experiments.
Possible origins of these features are discussed and it is obvious that several mechanisms
are feasible. One of the difficulties in determining modes of formation is that a variety
of processes could lead to very similar end-products. Three main theories of the mode
of formation are suggested.
INTRODUCTION
Underground streams have been observed over a wide area of eastern Victoria on rocks
of granitic composition. In all cases they occur in the floors of valleys and consist of
a section of underground stream flowing through boulders. There are no known cases
where these streams deviate from the alignment of the surface valley. Some of the
underground passages are large enough to cope with all levels of discharge in the stream
so that there is now no active stream channel on the surface. In other cases only
low flows can be accommodated underground and flood runoff uses a surface channel
as well. These features are of particular interest because they are developed on acid
igneous rocks.
The literature contains very few references to river caves developed in acid igneous rocks.
Wood (1976) has reviewed the literature on caves in volcanic terrain and points out that
acid lavas are too viscous to form caves so that his 'vulcanospeleology' deals only with
caves in basaltic lavas. Feininger (1969). Oilier (1965. 1969). and Shannon (1975) are
the only papers known to the author which discuss river caves in acid igneous rocks. The
two works by Oilier deal briefly with one of the caves to be discussed here (Labertouche
Cave). Descriptions of the geology of the areas in which these caves are found in Victoria
contain no references to them.
Whether these features should be called pseudokarst is of course a matter of debate.
Following the usage of Wood (1976) they are pseudokarst because they are 'karst-like
landforms of non-solutional origin' (p. 127). Quinlan (1968) uses pseudokarst in the
same sense and has a sub-category 'clastokarst" into which these features would fit.
Sweeting (1972) on the other hand. excludes non-solutional features from pseudokarst
Caveconvict -
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and follows the usage of Corbel in calling them ·sub-karstic·. Regardless of the complexities of these semantic arguments. a number of these underground stream passages
are accessible to cavers and so fall within the legitimate scope of speleology.
SITE DESCRIPTIONS
The locations of all the known underground streams in acid igneous-rocks in Victoria are
shown in Figure 1. Not all of these sites have been visited by the author. Most of them
occur in heavily timbered and inaccessible country and it is possible that there are many
similar sites which have not been found yet. The caves at Labertouche and Brittania
Creek are the best known and most accessible and are discussed in some detail below.
The group of underground streams at North Maroondah include no known accessible
caves and are of interest because of their effect on hydrological experiments in the area.
The 'underground River' on Mt. Buffalo is marked on the National Parks maps and is
visited regularly by tourists. Little reliable information is available for the remainder of
the sites and they are referred to only briefly below.
LOCATION MAP
NEW
SOUTH

Figure 1: Locations of
underground streams on
acid igneous rocks in
Victoria.

Labertouche Cave
This cave is located on the headwaters of Labertouche Creek. a tributary of the Tarago
River about 100 km east of Melbourne via the Princes Highway (G.R. 989929 Warragul
1:100.000 sheet). Bedrock of the area is a late Devonian granite known as the Tynong
Granite (Baker. Gordon and Rowe. 1939). The major mineralogical composition of a
sample of this granite is shown in Table I.
The cave occurs in steeply dissected and heavily timbered country which is currently
being managed as a State Forest. Local relief is in the order of lOOm. The location of
the cave is shown in the sketch map in Figure 2. The cave stream sinks in a blind valley
and rises 175 m further downstream. A section along the valley axis is shown in Figure
3. The dimensions of the whole system can be judged from the sketch map and the
section.
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The col which terminates the blind valley is now completely covered with soil supporting
a forest cover. The crest of the col is 46m above the present stream level and is almost
certainly higher than the level of the yalley floor when the stream first went underground.
due to accretions of material from the valley slopes which normally would be transported
away by the stream.
The present stream enters the cave through a number of small distributaries flowing
between granite boulders. During flood flows the stream level rises and additional entrance passages are used. The cave is capable of accommodating all flow levels and it is
apparent that no flow has gone over the col for a considerable time. Above the present
stream sink there are remnants of former higher level sinks. one of which serves as an
entrance to the cave. It is not possible to enter the cave through the currently active
stream passages.

lABERTOUCHE CAVE
LOCATION MAP
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The cave itself is a pile of granite boulders (core stones) with, in places, exposures of in
situ granite. The orientations of the boulders indicate that many have been moved and
some have been fractured. In the higher levels of the cave there are exposures of what
appears to be in situ grus and there are also exposures of stream deposited sediments
well above the currently active level. At the stream level there are multiple stream
LABERTOUCHE CAVE
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Figure 3: Section along the stream alignment at Labertouche Cave.
courses, some occupied only during high flows. The present stream is transporting a
bed load with particles up to coarse gravel size through the cave, It is quite common
to find boulder surfaces which have been polished and scalloped by stream action at all
levels and in a variety of orientations. The stream leaves the cave at the base of a steep
bouldery slope.
As is the case on the entrance side, there is evidence of additional exits which are used
during high flow, and of higher and now abandoned exits. Access to the cave at the
downstream end is through a gap between the boulders and not through the stream
passage. There are a number of 'subsidence dolines' on the col where fines have fallen
in between the boulders.
A smaller version of Labertouche cave, 'Little Labertouche', (Figure 2), has been discovered recently on a tributary stream just to the east of the main cave. The access
track to Labertouche crosses the col of this small cave. In addition to the stream sink
and resurgence there are some small 'subsidence dolines' but no accessible cave passage
has yet been found. There is no evidence of surface stream action on the col. which is
covered by soil and forest. The only other similar feature known on the Tynong Granite
is a small section of underground stream on the headwaters of Hamilton Creek (see Figure 1). It is quite possible that there are many such features developed on the Tynong
Granite but the nature of the country makes it difficult and time consuming to explore.
Srittania Creek Cave
Srittania Creek is a tributary of the Little Yarra River near Launching Place in the upper
Yarra Valley 60 km east of Melbourne. The cave is at G. R. 829162 on the Healesville
1:100,000 sheet. This area is also steeply dissected and heavily timbered. The cave
occurs in the Warburton Granodiorite which is Late Devonian but slightly older than
the Tynong Granite which has intruded it. The proportions of the major minerals in
a specimen of the Warburton Granodiorite are shown in Table I. Descriptions of the
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geology of the area are given in Junner (1915) and Edwards (1932a. b. c).
Brittania Creek is a smaller feature than Labertouche but is more complex in detail. A
section along the valley axis is shown in Figure 4 and a sketch map of the area in Figure
5. Upstream of the main underground stream and the accessible cave. the stream goes
partly underground as shown on Figures 4 and 5. There is a major resurgence at the
point marked A on the figures where the surface and the subsurface flows combine to a
single stream which then sinks completely at point B. Between point B and point C there
is a section of former surface channel which now appears to be completely abandoned.
From point C to the low-flow resurgence at point D. the stream channel shows evidence
of occasional surface flows. During higher flows additional resurgences become active
as far upstream as point C. The sink at B appears to be capable of accommodating all
flows.
The accessible cave passage does not follow the through route of the stream but is in a
pile of boulders on the southern side of the stream channel. The boulders are covered
with soil and forest. The two entrances to the cave are shown in Figures 4 and 5. Part
of the stream flow passes through the cave which. like Labertouche. is simply-accessible
passageway between boulders. The cave contains both active and abandoned stream
sediments and weathering products and humus leached through from the overlying soil.
BRITTANIA CREEK CAVE
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Figure 4: Section along the stream alignment at Brittania Creek Cave.

The subsurface path followed by the water is as shown in Figure 5. The underground flow
is deflected to the north by a large exposure of fresh granodiorite without vertical joints
and reappears in the resurgence at D from among the boulders forming the northern
side of the valley. The underground stream does not follow exactly the surface channel
alignment. The stream can be seen through two small dolines shown on Figure 5 and
other subsidence dolines occur nearby.
There are no other similar features known on the Warburton Granodiorite.
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Figure 5: Sketch plan of the area around Brittania Creek Cave.

TABLE I. Percentages of major minerals in acid igneous rocks on which underground
streams have formed. (Source: lBaker et al.. 1939. 2Edwards 1932a)

quartz
orthoclase
plagioclase
biotite
accessories

Tynong
Granite l
32.0
34.7
25.6
5.7
2.0

Warburton
Granodiorite l
31.2
16.3
31.6
18.6
2.3

Quartz-hypersthene
biotite-dacite 2
quartz
13.18
feldspars
28.92
hypersthene
6.24
4.28
biotite
groundmass 48.00

Quartz-biotitedacite 2
11.46
27.04
1.63
13.95
45.65

North Maroondah
The catchment of the Maroondah Reservoir at Healesville in the Upper Yarra Valley is
managed by the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works as a closed water supply
catchment. The Board established 14 small experimental catchments in this area in
1970-71 (Figure 6). During the surveying and instrumentation of these catchments.
sections of underground stream were found in four of them and subsequent analysis
of the streamflow records has shown that two of these catchments with underground
sections of stream also have atypically low stream flow (Langford and O·Shaughnessy.
1977).
Bedrock in this area is Late Devonian acid volcanics. similar in composition to the
Warburton Granodiorite and contemporary with it. In the north of the area the bedrock is
quartz-hypersthene-biotite-dacite merging into quartz-biotite-dacite south of Mt. Monda
(Figure 6). Analyses of these two groups are shown in Table I. Edwards (1932a) points
out that the quartz-hypersthene-biotite-dacite is a chilled intrusive facies of the quartz-
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Figure 6: The experimental catchments at North Maroondah .. (After Langford and
O'Shaughnessy, 1977)

biotite-dacite. All the known underground streams in this area are on the quartz-biotitedacite side of the geological transition (see Figu"re 6).
The underground streams at North Maroondah are rarely more than 1m below the
surface. In all cases the surface channels are periodically active. During the construction
of the stream gauging sites on the Monda group of catchments a hole was uncovered
during excavations in the stream bed through which all of the streamflow disappeared.
The gauging site then had to be relocated further downstream.
Two of the catchments with underground streams (Black Spur 4 and Ettercon 3) also
have anomalous streamflow records. Annual means of rainfall. streamflow and catchment loss for the period 1972 to 1976 are shown In
in Table 11.
II. Note that Black Spur 4
and Ettercon 3 have high losses and low streamflows. indicating that part of the flow is
bypassing the gauging structure as either deep seepage or possible underground streamflow. Statistical analyses of these data by Langford and O'Shaughnessy (1977) have
shown the differences to be statistically significant. The streamflow for Monda 4 (see
Table 11) is significantly higher than the other Monda catchments. indicating either ac-
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cessions to the catchment by subsurface flow from outside the catchment boundary or
an incorrectly defined catchment boundary.
If this catchment is receiving subsurface water across the divide. it would be a unique
and remarkable occurrence on this bedrock. This is the only possible case of intercatchment water transfer in all of the sites being discussed here. All other cases are
streams which sink and reappear along the alignment of the surface channel.
In addition to these underground streams at North Maroondah there is also an underground stream in the MMBW Coranderrk Experimental Area. 12 km to the south east
of North Maroondah. on bedrock of hypersthene dacite.

TABLE 11. Annual means of rainfall. streamflow and catchment loss for experimental
catchments at North Maroondah for the period 1972 to 1976 (Source: Langford and
O·Shaughnessy. 1977. Table 8.2)

Rainfall (mm)
Streamflow (mm)
Catchment Loss (mm)

1
1652
504
1148

Rainfall (mm)
Streamflow (mm)
Catchment Loss (mm)

1
1876
702
1174

Black Spur
3
2
1634 1612
582
530
1052 1082
Monda
2
3
1813 1763
632
550
1263 1131

4
1606
276
1330
4
1730
854
876

1
1787
808
976

Ettercon
2
3
1784 1731
575
416
1209 1315
Myrtle

1
1622
678
944

4
1728
717
1011

2
1590
852
738

Mt. Buffalo
Mt. Buffalo is a large granite outcrop lying just to the south of the Ovens River in
northeastern Victoria. Most of the granite outcrop is contained within the Mt. Buffalo
National Park. The bedrock has been described as a 'typical granite' (Dunn. 1908)
and no mineralogical analyses are available. Dunn describes the mineral assemblage
as quartz. orthoclase. plagioclase. biotite. muscovite. with iron ores. zircon and rare
apatite as accessories. It is interesting to note that Dunn' s very descriptive account.
with numerous photographs and emphasis on the tourist potential of the area. makes
no mention of the caves.
One of the caves. marked on the National Parks Service maps as . Underground River'
occurs on the headwaters of Eurobin Creek at G.R. 836348. Mt. Buffalo 1:100.000 sheet
at an elevation of 1400m above sea level. The other underground stream is at G. R.
803307 and is 1500 m above sea level. These caves differ from those at lower elevations
by having no soil or vegetation coverage. The ground surface above the stream is
composed of large granite boulders with no interstitial fines at all. It seems likely that
the flow remains below the surface at all times. The author has visited only one of these
sites and no survey data are available.
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Ingegoodbe River
The Ingegoodbe River (Figure 1) is in southern New South Wales near the Victorian
border. This stream has an underground section approximately 100 m long and the
stream is never more than 5 m below the surface. During high flows the surface channel
also carries flow (Rowan Webb. pers. comm.). Bedrock is granite probably of the
'Murrumbidgee Type' as described by Valiance
Vallance (1969).
ORIGIN OF THE UNDERGROUND STREAMS
Oilier (1965) does not attempt a detailed analysis of the formation of Labertouche Cave
but says (p.291-2): 'A surface stream worked its way underground by washing out thoroughly weathered rock from between fresh corestones, and occupied lower and lower
positions ..... This most unusual landform is due to the association of widely different degrees of weathering in corestones and matrix,associated with favourable drainage
conditions' .
This explanation requires weathered granite to be present below the level of stream beds
in this area. There are three ways in which this could be achieved.

(a) The weathering front at the present time is progressing more rapidly than stream
. erosion.
(b) The granite mass has been previously weathered to great depth under perhaps
different climatic conditions and certainly under a topography of low relief (Oilier,
1960),
(c) Weathering at depth in the granite mass was produced by high temperature oxidation or hydrothermal alteration perhaps shortly after the original emplacement.
Given the likely rates of operation of weathering and stream erosion it would appear
unlikely that the weathering front would be progressing faster than river erosion in this
type of country under the present humid temperature climate. Oilier (1965) points
out that in the Labertouche area. weathering under a former peneplain surface would
have to have penetrated to over 150 m to explain the observed weathering pattern. The
weathering may be hydrothermal alteration but at present it is not possible to distinguish
between this and sub-aerial weathering (Oilier, 1965; Isherwood and Street, 1976). It
is therefore not possible to determine whether the caves are associated with an early
history of high temperature alteration or with a history of deep sub-aerial weathering
under a peneplain surface.
While it is not possible at present to adequately test Oilier's hypothesis of the formation
of these underground streams. it is possible to elaborate on the mechanism he proposes
and to suggest alternatives,
Isherwood and Street (1976) have shown that initial changes during the weathering
of rocks of granitic composition involve weathering of biotite which is converted to
hydrobiotite by the loss of potassium and the addition of water. The original biotite
grains expand and their density is reduced by up to 20%. This leads to a reduction
of bulk density in the grus as compared with fresh bedrock and core stones and a
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TABLE Ill. Physical properties of weathered and unweathered phases of the Boulder
Creek Granodiorite (Source: Isherwood and Street. 1976)

Void space

(%)
Bedrock
Surface boulders
Core Stones
Grus

1
5
5
12-26

Bulk density
(g/cm 3 )
2.67-2.63
2.57-2.53
2.57-2.53
2.34-1.98

Biotite

(%)
13-16
7-12
7-12
22-29

corresponding increase in void space (Table Ill). The weathering of most granitic rocks
consists of deep pockets of weathered grus containing core stones and sharp contacts
between gru and fresh rock. 'The question of why two adjacent masses of rock of the
same age. origin. and mineral assemblage should weather at such vastly different rates
may lie in comparison of the biotite percentages' [Isherwood and Street. 1976. p.369).
Table III shows their analyses of biotite content in bedrock. grus and corestones. Note
that the unweathered core stones in a grus matrix contain lower levels of biotite.
This process of 'biotite-induced grussification' and the resulting reduction in bulk density
provides a mechanism which allows seepage through otherwise relatively impermeable
material. and which could lead to sub-surface piping as described by Feininger (1969).
All of the rocks on which underground streams have been observed in Victoria have
abundant biotite (Table I). The weathered Tynong Granite is known to flow readily as
was discovered during the construction of the Tarago River aqueduct tunnel near Labertouche Cave. 'One extensive zone of decomposed material. into which the contractors
advanced too far without adequate support. flowed extensively. collapsed the timbering.
and eventually filled the tunnel for a distance of 120 feet.' (Green and Maver. 1959.
p.16). This was the largest of a number of flows of weathered material encountered
during tunnel construction.
The underground rivers described in this paper could owe their origin to this type of
process and this explanation is supported by the presence of apparently in-situ grus in
the higher levels of Labertouche Cave as observed by the author and also Oilier (1965).
This explanation would apply equally to material weathered by deep sub-aerial weathering
or by hydrothermal alteration.
An alternative theory for the formation of these features is the 'Iandslide theory'. Mass
failure on the valley sides would deposit in the stream bed below a mixture of unweathered core stones and fine-grained weathered material. Since the fines had been relocated
their bulk density would be substantially reduced allowing easy movement of water and
eventually complete removal of the fines leaving a stream flowing through a pile of core
stones. Vegetation litter and colluvial material from the valley side slopes could then
collect on top of the core stones and eventually develop a soil profile and a vegetation
cover. Once the underground stream passage had been established in this way normal
stream bed lowering could continue leaving the cave roof intact. Clearly not all landslides
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would be successful in establishing a cave in this way. One of the difficulties with this
theory is the lack of any recent examples of mass failure which show the initial stages
of the process.
Whatever the method by which the stream gets underground. the role of vegetation in
establishing the cover over the surface of the boulders is important. On Mt. Buffalo.
where the vegetation cover is sparse and less productive than at the lower altitude sites.
no soil and vegetation cover has become established across the surface of the boulders
covering the stream.
One of the major difficulties in discovering the origin of these underground streams is
that regardless of how the stream went underground. the end result would look the
same. For example. it has been suggested that the boulders in Labertouche Cave which
have been moved and in some cases fractured tend to settle when the weathered matrix
is washed out from between them.
At present nothing is known about the absolute ages of these caves or about their rates
of development. Labertouche Cave is apparently the oldest. and some indication of its
age can be had by considering that the floor of the valley has been lowered by perhaps
30 to 40 metres since the stream first went underground.
CONCLUSIONS
A number of underground streams occur on acid igneous rocks in eastern Victoria. Three
of them contain accessible cave passage. The precise mode of origin of the caves is not
known though there are three main theories put forward
(a) The surface stream has eroded weathered material from between corestones to
the point where the stream is substantially covered by the corestones. Vegetation
assists in trapping colluvial material on the corestones eventually developing a soil
on which the local forest becomes established.
(b) Sub-surface seepage through weathered material produces sub-surface pipes which
enlarge to eventually accommodate all the stream flow leaving an abandoned
stream bed in which colluvium accumulates.
(c) Rapid mass failure on the valley-side slopes deposits core stones and weathered
material in the stream bed. The stream transports the fine-grained. weathered
material away. leaving the large core stones. The stream is then flowing through
a pile of boulders on top of which vegetation and colluvium collect as described in
(a) above.
It is possible that more than one of these mechanisms has been operative since. Irrespective of mode of origin. the final result would look the same.
The caves formed in this way are quite robust since they do not contain any delicate cave
decoration. As such they are useful for introducing people to caving and for satisfying the
curiosity of those who simply wish to go underground and are not particularly interested
in the finer details of the science of speleology. The caves at Labertouche and Brittania
Creek. being close to Melbourne. are visited by large numbers of people who might
otherwise be attracted to less robust caves. Unfortunately. many who come bring their
paint cans with them.
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KARST AND PROBLEMATICAL FEATURES
IN THE NORTHERN TERRITORY
Henry Shannon
INTRODUCTION
The caving potential of the Northern Territory is relatively little known. with only the
Katherine area commonly known to contain limestone caves. This is largely because the
principal highway of the Territory passes through the area. but also because it is the
optimum area for rainfall and quantity of limestone. It may well remain the only area
where reasonably large caves will be found.
There is some published information on Cutta Cutta and Guy Caves (Spar) and Kintore
Cave (Helictite). representing results from expeditions in the last ten years. and the
brief period in the 1960s when there were resident caving groups. This paper will be
more concerned with the situation in the remainder of the "Top End". for which there
is virtually no published information. yet quite a number of caves.
THE PHYSICAL LIMITS ON CAVE DEVELOPMENT
The classic considerations for cave development are suitability of relief. climate and rock
type. It is essential to recognise that the rules applicable in temperate climates do not
apply directly to the Northern Territory.
CLIMATE
Central Australia is a low rainfall area in all seasons. The Top End is a desert for seven
months of the year and awash for about twp months. Evaporation rates are so high that
a rainfall of 750 mm (30 inches) is considered the effective equivalent of 250 mm (10
inches) in Southern Australia and can be taken as the arid zone boundary.
Yet the climate is not quite as severe as the precipitation minus potential evapotranspiration formula would indicate. The intensity of the storm rains and the concentration into the short wet season mean that the country is. in effect. wet enough for
cave development some of the time. Given a situation with optimum drainage concentration. karst caves exist in some areas with rainfall as low as 300 mm. Nevertheless.
except in an area near Darwin which is flat and without limestone. the Northern Territory
is rather too dry for cave development.
RELIEF
The Northern Territory can be divided into three main topographic regions.

1. South: Sandplains. with mountains up to 1500+ metres.
2. Central: Featureless low plateau extending to the coastal escarpment.
Caveconvict -
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3. North: Dissected country. isolated tablelands and coastal plains between the escarpment and the sea. This area is somewhat favourable for cave development.

ROCK TYPES
For conventional karst. limestone and dolomite are the necessary rocks. However. there
are some unconventional karst rocks to be taken into consideration. since silica can
undergo true solution in the Top End.
In part of the Cambrian period. there was a large area of carbonate sediment which
survives as limestone in some areas and dolomitic limestone in others. Most of the surviving area of these essentially flat-lying rocks is covered by Cretaceous non-carbonate
rocks. and also by dune sands further south.
The northern edge of the main area of Cretaceous cover occurs primarily as the coastal
escarpment. The Cambrian carbonates occasionally outcrop from below the Cretaceous
capping. These isolated carbonate exposures are given separate formation names. They
are the Camooweal Dolomite (Qld.-NT border) Thorntonia Limestone (Qld.-NT border).
Top Springs Limestone (McArthur River). Tindall Limestone (Katherine). Montiginnie
Limestone (Victoria River). and Headley's Limestone (NT -WA border). The Precambrian contains several carbonate rock formations and some sandstones suitable for silica
karst.
CAVES ETC. IN THE CAMBRIAN CARBONATES
Several caves have been documented for the Queensland section of the Camooweal
Dolomite and Thorntonia Limestone. Although Danes (1910) describes some caves in
the NT. no A.S.F. Societies have yet attempted to relocate them.
The Top Springs Limestone is dotted with dark patches obvious on air photos but these
are more likely to be gilgai than sinkholes. Even so. this limestone apparently is a karst
aquifer contributing to the Week Springs which in a good year keeps the McArthur River
running all the way to the coast.
The Tindall Limestone belt is widest near Katherine but can be traced ESE for 150 km
(mostly soil covered). NW for 150 km to Adelaide River and then SSE for another 200
km on the opposite side of the Daly River Basin. This belt is of mostly low relief and
hence is poor in cave prospects. despite good karst aquifer development. responsible for
a large permanent flow in the Daly River and some of its tributaries. There are almost
no sites on the west limb of the Daly River Basin. but near the head of the Moon Boon
Creek there is a major stream sink and two caves which are not fully explored.
Some water entering the Katherine River comes from open holes: for example. behind
the Katherine CSIRO Station there is a spring with a hole large enough for diving. The
spring at the Springvale resort. however. is not in the Tindall Limestone and nor is it
enterable.
At Daly Waters. there occurs a group of sinkholes which appear to be represent collapses
through the Cretaceous cover into cavities in the Tindall Limestone.
The Montiginnie Limestone is relatively thin. but there are sinkholes marked on geological
maps. usually in areas of Cretaceous cover.
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PRE-CAMBRIAN DOLOMITES
PRE-CArv1
LOMITES

(a) East from Katherine
Here there are cave-bearing Dolomites in the McArthur Group. Near the junction
of Karns Creek and the Calvert River there is a place called Djudji-mudgi in the
Gawrra language where there are gungula (= holes that go down. as opposed to
jahrboon = holes that go in). The gungula vary from shaft type entrances to vast
collapse sinks comparable
collav71e
wmparable with those on the NuilarboL
Nullarbor.
emerging from a slot in the rock
On the Calvert River is a waterhole and spring emerginh
71mall tributary creek called Cooginah.
called Gwalina. and a spring feeding a small
The Karns Dolomite formation is quite extensive in the area between Borroloola
and the Queensland border.
The biggest area of the McArthur Group rocks is in the McArthur River district.
I have been able to explore fifteen or so caves rated as substantial in local terms
and many other karst features.
features~ but only three would reach 100-160 metres total
tOt;c±f
passage length. and 20 metres the maximum depth.
passshe
Typically they sre
are hot and are
aw likely to contain dangerous wildlife. particularly
goan71a71 and snnkes.
goannas
snakes.
Some caves. usually the hottest. contain the bat Hipposiderus ater. Many entrances are resting grounds for a small fly which causes impairment of vision on
entering the zone most likely to contain reptiles.
The McArthur Group formations actually named as dolomites. notably the Reward
non~
Dolornitn,
71antain karst features. The mixed formations. which have nonDolomite. all contain
carbonate intnrhedding.
interbedding. genev71llll
generally do not.
Anotrl71v area of McArthur Group rocks which may have better erne
Another
cave potential lies
mainly within the Arnhem Land Reserve. in the headwater areas of the Wilten
Wilton
River. Mainoru River and Guyuyu Creek. The base map for exploration licence
tenure shows an abundance of .. meteorite craters" in this area which are actually
sinkholes. A problem with the area is that most of it is covered with sandplain
deposits.

(b) West from Katherine
The Tolmer Group contains a unit termed the Hinde Dolomite which may contain
cave71~ In the area
aV71a of the Moon Boon (Bamboo)
rlamboo) Creek there is another
nnnther formation
formation.
caves.
at present induhed
included in the Waterbag Formation.
hormation. which does
hoes contain at least two
substantial caves.

In the Victoria River Basin there are several dolomite formations which do not
seem to have caves in them. The Wickham Formation often has large sinkholes
even though it is not genera
generally
lib thought to contain carbonate rocks. The lower
portinn
V±"'CC
portion of the Wickham formation is eernprised
comprised of ,AlO"'
weathering
debris derived from
dolomites below it. The sinkholaa
sinkholes appear to be modern collapse features developed
developeh
over ancient caverns.
nnaerns.
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CAVES IN SANDSTONE
The Northern Territory has large areas of bare sandstone country. often with short
stream caves which are may have been initiated by solutional action. The Cambrian
Bukalara Sandstone in the McArthur River District covers a large area of this type of
country.
One relocatable cave is at Glyde (262643) near Amelia Spring. on the east bank of the
Glyde River. Others were found near the heads of Myrtle Creek and Amelia Creek. In
this dissected plateau. there may be as much as one short through-passage stream per
square kilometre.
(O.T.
T. Downs 414390) where
One fascinating example of this type is at Paradise Pools (0.
a short cave passage connects two parallel gorges and contains a stream which rises
inside the cave before cascading along a ledge into another pool. The pool is reached
by swimming across a large circular waterhole. along a gorge. then climbing through a
rubble cave. The red sandstone cliffs are sixty metres high at this point.
"CAVES" IN THE CRETACEOUS ROCKS
There is a small blowhole entrance in Cretaceous rock on the plateau above Paradise
Pools. At Yeuralba near Katherine. Cretaceous porcellanite is riddled with anastomosing
tubes very similar to those in the Nullarbor Limestone. The blowing holes rumoured to
exist in the northern part of the Barkly Tableland would appear to be in the Cretaceous
rocks.
SUBJACENT COLLAPSE SINKS
These features are typically large collapse sinks in non-carbonate rocks. Debate still
exists as to whether the original cavity into which the debris has deposited is of karst
origin or is a fault related cavity. The best-known example of this feature is the Big
Hole in New South Wales.
The best example in the McArthur district is Nhumbi Nhumbi. at Bing Bong (142333).
a two-hundred-metre diameter lake almost surrounded by cliffs twelve metres high. The
water is exceptionally clear. with a depth of fifty metres over most of the lake. except
in one area where the depth is one hundred and three metres (J. Shaw pers. comm.).
The Stretton Sandstone outcrops in the surrounding cliffs. This formation is above the
main dolomite formations of the McArthur Group. Another example is found adjacent
to a fault near the Glyde River at Glyde 426209. It does not extend down to the water
table.
Fossil equivalents of these features are a common and often confusing feature of the local
geology. Those that breached the Cretaceous land surface are preserved as isolated bluffs
of conglomerate.
One older example occurs In
in a shelter cave at RaUen
Batten 929841
929841. Insidf>
Inside thf>
the shf>lter
shelter thf>
the
margin of a breccia pipe is exposed. but on top of the bluff there is Cretaceous cover
with a slight basin over the breccia pipe. The cave was used as a camp by aboriginais
and there are some paintings. The breccia pipe is the end product of upward stoping
of the original cavity; pieces from the ceiling fall to the floor until the cavity is filled or
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it breaks through to the surface. Sometimes whole blocks have subsided inside a ring
fault.
CAVES AND TOPOGRAPHY
A striking difference between the dolomite caves in the Northern Territory and limestone
caves in the temperate regions is in the topographic situation. Except in the sandstone
country. there are no caves in which upland streams divert through caves to a major
stream. Instead. the carbonate rocks are lowlands with some residual hills which. when
of pure carbonate. form heaps of rubble rather than forming caves of the type found at
Mt. Etna (Central Queensland).
A hydraulic head difference sufficient to induce caves develops because of the gradient
difference between surface and underground routes for water moving towards the main
rivers. For this process to work. the karst area needs to be quite large.
The entrances must be several kilometres away and are most often near the upstream
ends of alluviated streams penetrating into the hills. though other entrances may occur
marginal to the alluvium down the more substantial valleys. The seasonal lowering of
the water table also helps to increase the head difference at the onset of each wet season.
Although all the caves show evidence of running water action. their entrances are not
usually situated where they would directly capture the main surface drainage in the
vicinity; creeks typically run past the entrance. not into it. It appears that the high
sediment load in storm runoff produces choking of any "ambitious" entrance.
The caves are scarce relative to the temperate norm. There is frequent evidence that
the cave is re-excavated out of old breccia fill.
This factor prompts the idea that conditions are unfavourable at present for the formation
of caves. and that it is only well-situated fossil systems that are currently kept open.
with few or no systems developing.
CAVE SUMMARY
McArthur River: Reward Dolomite
Greebly Hole (017835 Batten)
Located east of Berjaya Prospect. entrance in doline with native Bauhinia.
shaft with infestation of flying insects. Rope needed for short free pitch
from the shelf at the foot of the shaft. and also for steep slot leading to the
bottom. where foul air may be encountered. Some shelves in the walls of
the bottom chamber are useful in keeping the head higher. but the passage
leading on has a pool of even worse foul air with a distinct layer below which a
match will not light and an acetylene flame is extinguished. Vegetable debris
hanging from muddy walls indicates a sump. Snakes have been observed in
this cave.
Explored H. Shannon. R. St. George
Grade 3 sketch

.

T.P.L.: 35 metres. Depth: 20 metres
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Trap Hole (025835 Batten)

Sharp edged doli ne and 3m crawlway with foul air. Approximately 500m
west of Greebly Hole.
Reward Mine Complex (038839 Batten)

This is the largest group of caves known in the area. related to capture of
floodwaters from the edge of an alluvial flat which lacks a surface channel.
All caves show evidence of excavation from old cave fill. It includes the
following four caves:
Slot Tomo
The entrance lies just outside a doline with a conspicuous fig tree visible
from the Reward Mine road. not to be confused with a small doline with
overhanging sides used by dingoes. or the unenterable hole under another fig
tree about 500 m west. A narrow. vertical slot gives access to a rudimentary
maze of cool passages.
T.P.L.: 25 metres. Depth: 10 metres
Overflow Cave
This is situated two hundred metres away from Slot Tomo. under a large
clump of figs not visible from the road. A short rocky gorge leads to a
sheltered entrance. On the left is an open side passage. Ahead. a smallish
hole (possibly blocked by fuel drum) gives access to two chambers. In 1977
there was a shallow pool at the outlet. which had disappeared by 1978.
Crawlway to left becomes too tight. The cave is cool for this area.
Explored H. Shannon. R. Curtis. R. Playle et al.
Grade 3.4 traverse and sketch R. Curtis. H. Shannon.
T.P.L.: 100 metres" Depth: 10 metres
U Tube Cave
Two shafts and a short connection.
T.P.L.: 15 metres. Depth: 6 metres
Dull Cave
Winding cave with smooth arched ceiling. excavated in old fill. rubble floor.
T.P.L.: 10 metres. Depth: 4 metres
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Teena Complex (064815 Batten)

This is similar to the Reward Complex. located about three kilometres further
down the same dry valley. and also in the Reward Dolomite. It includes the
following two caves plus minor holes:

Gollum Cave
Perhaps the most interesting cave in the area. At the high water level seen
in the original exploration. the water is barely six metres below the surface.
The accessible cave is then sixty metres long. consisting mostly of lake.
At the low level seen three years later (1980). the water was three metres
lower and a further sixty metres of cave was accessible beyond the former
upstream sump.

At this level the downstream lake continues round a corner. but was not
explored. Most of the cave is developed along the crest of a sharp anticline.
The new section includes a, U tube squeeze and ends in a rockpile probably
quite near the surface water inlet.
Map: 1977 by H. Shannon and R. Curtis.

Fright Cave

Three metre entrance climb. then earth floored chamber fifteen metres long.
Isolated Caves

Gasworks Cave (022784 Batten)
This occurs in Teena Dolomite. It is a short gully sink going to water about
twelve metres down. The entrance is often blocked by flood debris. A
terminal lake generates methane bubbles.

Ripplemark Cave (022822 Batten)
This occurs in the Mara Dolomite. There is a fifteen metre pitch leading
to a substantial chamber. Ripplemarks are conspicuous in a slab half way
down. When visited. the cave contained a large goanna.
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Berjaya Caves (002822 Batten)
Two nearby entrances on top of a creek bank in Mara Dolomite. with good
draught in winter. The lower cave is perhaps fifteen metres long. a knobbly.
stooping. crawling cave with muddy flood debris in it. The upper cave starts
as a dusty rock shelter with a floor hole towards the back. Snakes have been
observed in this location.

Pink Slabs Cave (920668 Mallapunyah)
In the topmost Teena Dolomite. this cave is the most decorated in the area.
Much of the hanging wall above the lower level is excavated in coarsely
crystalline travertine. The entrance area is sometimes occupied by goannas.
The lower level is a very hot maze. Access is through a flattener and over a
cliff. Passages total about thirty metres.

Hat Hole (128630 Glyde)
This is in Reward Dolomite. near the base of a hill in a complex saddle area.
There is a ten-metre shaft to a bone-strewn chamber. exiting through a
canyon to a talus-filled chamber. A hot. dry side passage with bats occurs
at this level. with big fallen slabs. A squeeze at the base of the talus gives
access to a round chamber. The main stream bed follows the wall of this
chamber to a sump with its water covered by grass trash. while across the
sump is another streamway passage. Passages total about one hundred
metres. depth about eighteen metres.

Bauhinia Turnoff Cave (765954 Batten)
Visible from the Bauhinia Road. one kilometre from the old Borroloola Road.
on the right. A typical doline with vine scrub gives access to a daylight
chamber.
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GEOMORPHOLOGY AND PAST ENVIRONMENTS
AT NOMBE CAVE,
SIMBU PROVINCE, PAPUA NEW GUINEA
David S. Gillieson 1 and Mary-Jane Mountain 2
1 Australian Defence Force Academy, University of New South Wales
2 Research School of Pacific Studies, Australian National University
ABSTRACT

The full text of this paper is presented in Helictite 19(2), 1981
Nombe is a large rockshelter located at an altitude of 1660m on the NE side of Mt.
Elimbari. a faulted limestone massif which overlooks the junction of the Wahgi and
Asaro Rivers. The rockshelter was formed at the end of a strike ridge bounded by steeply
dipping faults. and is on the rim of the Lombila doline. which is one of a series on the
floor of a valley descending from Mt. Elimbari to the Mai River at Chuave. Nombe
has acted as a karst spring whose level is accordant with the inter-doline thresholds
of the valley. The spring has been infilled with fine textured sediments. probably the
result of surficial sediment transport through a strike-oriented cave system in the ridge.
The sediments have subsequently been consolidated by calcareous roof drips. and later
covered by flowstone deposition and anthropogenic sedimentation.
The basal sediment exposed in archaeological excavations is a fine red-brown clay in
which bones of extinct fauna such as Protemnodon sp. and Thylacinus sp. occur.
The presence of these two genera would indicate that at the time of formation of the
deposit. the inhabitants were within reach of the grassland fauna of the late Pleistocene
period. Stone tools found in this unit include waisted blades. pebble tools. large scrapers
and rectangular blades with edge polish. Dense lenses and scattered deposits of land
snail shells occur in the basal clay and provide an opportunity for dating and possible
environmental evidence. Flowstone samples from the basal deposits have been dated by
the radiocarbon and uranium-thorium methods.
Above the basal clay is a sequence of flowstones. cemented earths and ash deposits.
There is cultural material amongst this sequence. but the density of artifacts increases
in the uppermost sequence of loose. deep-brown organic loams. The coarse fraction
of the sediment is composed of bone and stone fragments. burnt soil nodules. charcoal
and limestone fragments. As well as providing biogenic sediments. human activities have
probably promoted spalling and increased fall of the insoluble residue that fills fine cracks
in the limestone. Some of the uppermost material has intruded lower strata along cracks
in the flowstone or cemented ash. This intrusion may be the consequence of several
inter-related processes. namely:

1. slumping of the deposits following truncation by water erosion at the dripline.
2. seismic activity causing slumping and cracking of the deposits.
3. solutional enlargement of joints in the underlying limestone and settling of materials into the joints. resulting in loss of support for overlying deposits.
Caveconvict -
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WATER QUALITY IN THE CAVES OF
THE NULLARBOR PLAIN
A.P. Spate and J.K. Ward
Canberra Speleological Society
18 Arabana St, Aranda, ACT, 2614
As part of the great international expedition to the Nullarbor in 1980, water samples
were collected from all the "deep" caves, nine of which have lakes, although not all
lakes were sampled (Table 1). Samples were also collected from Nurina Cave (N-46) on
the Roe Plains. Previous sampling within the Eucla Basin had been restricted to bores
(Lockhart Jack, 1930; Ward, 1946), to "one-off" samples in caves (King 1959), to more
intensive efforts in one or more caves (Jennings 1961. Anderson 1964, Hill and Rouse
1966) and to the efforts of Lowry (1970) in both bores and caves. None of the studies
cited above allowed any inferences to be drawn about the cave lakes themselves or their
relationships to the regional aquifer they expose, although some suggestions are raised
by Lowry's paper.
Samples were taken at the surface and at depth using sampling apparatus developed
on the Nullarbor utilising the resources of a number of rubbish tips. Temperatures
and pH were taken for most samples at the time of sampling. Samples were stored in
"Whirlpaks" at ambient temperatures until analysis in Canberra. The following analyses
were carried out in the laboratory:
pH
Electrolytic
conductivity

'Radiometer' meter as part of HC03" determination
'Philips' conductivity bridge

Total dissolved
solids

Evaporation and weighing

(1-

'EEL' chloride meter
H2 S0 4 titration to pH 4.2 endpoint
'H ach' kit colorimetric determination
Atomic absorption spectrometer
Atomic absorption spectrometer
Atomic absorption spectrometer
Atomic absorption spectrometer

HCO-3

+

C0 2 3

SO~-

Na+
K+
Ca H
MgH

There was some replication of samples and analyses including some replication for Ca H
and MgH by EDTA titration.
The results followed closely the results of the authors cited above where comparison
is possible. Disappointingly the cations Ca H . MgH and especially Na+. but not K+.
were overestimated and (1- was underestimated for reasons currently (1983) being
investigated. The ionic balances are thus very poor and ionic ratios cannot usefully be
calculated. For this reason only a very general discussion of the results can be attempted
until further samples and analyses are available. Full results are not presented here but
are available from A. P. Spate on request.
Caveconvict -
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Stratified sampling with depth was carried out to more fully investigate the many reports
of fresh water "creams" floating on the more saline water beneath. In spite of the good
rains over much of the Nullarbor prior to our visit. ev.idence for increase in total dissolved
solids or individual ions with depth was only evident in Moonera Tank Cave (N-53.
ephemeral lake) and in Koonalda Cave (N-4. both lakes). This latter cave had not been
subject to the rains and was in fact in light drought. Some decrease in HC03" with depth
was noted in White and South Lakes in Mullamullang Cave (N-37). in Winbirra Cave
(N-45) and in both the lakes sampled in Koonalda Cave. This ion increased with depth
in other caves. quite markedly in the case of Murra-el-elevyn (N-47) and Moonera Tank
Cave. Lewis (pers. comm.) reports that divers commonly encounter very abrupt density
changes in the lakes within Nullarbor caves.
In spite of the problems with ionic balances referred to above it would appear that there
are differences between groups of deep caves. The Murra-el-elevyn. Pannikin Plain
(N-49). Tommy Grahams (N-56) and Cocklebiddy (N-48) group are high in dissolved
solids as is Koonalda compared to Weebubbie (N-2). Winbirra and Warbla (N-1) which
are higher than Mullamullang. This lends support to the view that the deep caves
are conduits draining the Bunda Plateau and the Eucla Basin as a whole. Different
catchment sizes and makeup of incoming waters around the margins might explain the
differences in the water chemistries of the cave system.
Interestingly. the water temperature data. and to a lesser extent pH. provides contrary
evidence to the concentration data with. for example. wide variations noticeable between

Table 1. Location of samples.
._._-

Cave
Murra-el-elevyn
Panni kin Plain
Tom my Grahams
Cocklebiddy
Moonera Tank
Mullamullang
White Lake
South Lake
Weebubbie
Winbirra
Warbla
Koonalda
3rd Lake
N. Passage
2nd Lake
W. Passage
Nurina

No. of
Samples

Sampled to
depth (m)

3
3
3
3
2

2.0
2.0
2.0
1.5
1.0

7.48
7.70
7.63
7.60
7.65

17.0
21.0
22.0
16.5
18.0

smallish lake
smallish lake
small lake
very large lake
ephemeral lake

4
3
7
2
1

4.2
2.0
10.0
1.2
0.05

7.20
7.30
7.48
7.48
7.08

18.0
16.0
19.5
24.0
nd

small lake
very small lake
large lake
small lake
small lake

3

2.0

7.28

16.9

large lake

3
1

2.0
0.05

7.63
7.78

14.6
17.5

moderate lake
very small lake.
not a "deep" cave

Surface
TempoC
pH
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caves (Cocklebiddy. Pannikin Plain. Tommy Grahams and Murra-el-elevyn: see Table
1) and within caves (Mullamullang and Koonalda: two lakes in each cave. see Anderson. 1964). The fascinating. and unfortunately unpublished. velocity determinations of
Rauleigh Webb seem to add a third dimension to this paradox.
One might expect that the groundwaters beneath such a uniform lithology and topography might themselves be relatively uniform. The differences reported here in chemistry
and temperature plus the density changes and thermoclines reported by Lewis make
further investigation of the Nullarbor Tertiary limestone aquifer of more than academic
interest. Lowry (1970) reports that in his Region 3 of the Eucla Basin bore water data
indicates higher total dissolved solids between caves than in them or nearby; is this
"contamination" from surface runoff diluting total dissolved solids in cave waters or is
the more slowly moving groundwater within the rock mass more concentrated? Clearly
there are many more questions to be answered in this most enigmatic of karsts.
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CAPE SCHANCK SEA CAVES
lIoyd Mill
lloyd

Victorian Speleological Association
INTRODUCTION

The cape was named after Captain John Schanck, a Commissioner of the Transport
Board, and first appears on a sketch made by Governor King showing the track of the
Lady Nelson (Keble, 1968). The caves themselves would probably have been visible to
any of the early navigators who came close enough to the coast. The first mention of
the caves is by Baker and Frostick (1947), who described some of the Pisoliths and
Ooliths found in Angel Cave, According to Keble (1968), Angel Cave was known to the
early settlers, some of whom vandalised the caves.
Speleologists have been visiting the caves since the late 1950s, but it is only recently
that any systematic work has been done on the caves. The Victorian National Parks
Service have taken over most of the Peninsula coastline in recent years but have not, as
yet, drawn up any specific management plans for the caves.

50
I

km.

Figure 1: Location map

CAPE SCHANCK

TOPOGRAPHY
The immediate hinterland of Cape Schanck is predominantly gently rolling vegetated
dunes approximately 100 metres above sea level. This terminates in cliffs which range
up to 60 metres in height and drop to shore platforms or small beaches. The only
deviation from this is where Main and Burrabong Creeks have cut valleys down to
Bushranger Bay (Mill. 1977).
The character of the coast on either side of the cape appears to be quite different. On
the west (Portsea) side the cliffs are quite decomposed and much more degraded than
those on the east (Flinders) side (Keble, 1968). Also, the shore platform on the west
side can be up to 60 metres wide whereas the east side has shore platforms only about
10 metres wide. Tufa deposition on the east side is much more profuse than on the
west side. This is probably due to two factors:

(i) the west side is more exposed to the prevailing westerly winds and rough seas of
Bass Strait and receives more of a battering than the east side.
Caveconvict -
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(ii) the profuse tufa deposition on the west side has probably helped protect and
cement the cliffs. These deposits are virtually absent on the east side.
There are two rock types present in the area. both undeformed and present in the cliff
faces. The bottom unit is a series of Eocene basalt flows which cover a large area of
the south-western Mornington Peninsula. Between the flows are at least two old soil
profiles. one of which is just about at the top of all the sea-caves. The older flows
are intruded by basaltic dykes which probably fed the younger flows. Above this is a
layer of Pleistocene aeolian deposits. high level irregular dunes composed of calcareous
and siliceous sand. These dunes cover the southern part of the Peninsula from Point
Nepean to Cape Schanck. The average calcium carbonate content of this limestone is
75% (Keble. 1968).

POINT NEPEAN

PORT PHILLlP BAY

g
2

BASS STRAIT

z
o

MORNINGTON
PENINSULA

'"

N

012345~7

km.

1
CAPE SQtANCK AREA

Figure 2: Cape Schanck area map
GROUNDWATER
The overlying limestone. being very porous. forms quite a good aquifer. Groundwater
continually seeps out along the limestone-basalt contact and forms tufa deposits on the
cliffs and shore platforms. Groundwater also moves down joints in the basalt to some of
the caves where speleothems are deposited. The amount of groundwater flowing out of
the aquifer is quite large. Angel Cave is probably the drippiest cave in Victoria. Standing
in Angel Cave is like standing in a forest just after a rainstorm. Everything drips. Table
1.shows that the groundwater contains a certain amount of saltwater. probably from
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sea spray. If the chemistry is adjusted to take this into account, dripwater from Angel
Cave is very similar to the water coming from Duke's Cave at Buchan. This probably
indicates that the Cape Schanck groundwater is in the aquifer long enough to become
fairly saturated with Ca2+ and Mg2+ and then gains sea spray just before leaving the
aquifer.
Table 1. The Chemistry Comparisons
~---~-~

Place
Buchan
Dukes Cave (B-4)
Moons Cave (B-2)
Buchan River
Angel Cave
dripwater

Salinity
(% 0 )

Conductivity
(mhos)

Ca2+

Mg2+

(ppm)

(ppm)

20/9/80
20/9/80
18/9/80

0
0
0

1290
510
10

111.0
60.0
16.0

34.5
18.0
1.16

4/10/80

2

120

95

120

20.71

Date

3.00

Adjusted
dripwater

THE CAVES
The caves seem to fall into three basic types (Mill. 1978):
(i) Amphitheatres
(ii) Angel type
(iii) Active channel caves
Amphitheatre caves are found on the west side of the cape. They are basically large
recesses in the cliff with a pile of rubble in the front. Their floor level is about 5 metres
above the shore platform. These features would appear to be the remains of ancient
caves whose roofs have collapsed. They were probably formed by a higher sea level
than at present. The extensive collapse is likely, to be due to the harsher climate on
this side of the cape. The Angel type is best represented by Angel Cave itself (Fig.
4). Other examples are Barragunda Cave, and possibly Penguin Parade. (See Fig. 5).
The entrances of these caves are 2 to 3 metres above the shore platform and are rarely
entered by the sea, even at high tide. This type of cave is no longer being eroded by
the sea, and in some cases they are being rapidly filled by speleothem deposits. There
are two possible explanations for the origins of these caves. The first is that they were
simply formed when the sea level was slightly higher than at present and they have been
abandoned when the sea level dropped. The second, most bizarre, explanation is that
some old lava tubes have been slightly modified by wave action. The features which
point toward this explanation are:
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(a) All of the caves are just below a fossil soil horizon indicating that they could have
been below ground level after one of the early eruptions.
(b) The shape of one of them (GP-4) is more like the rounded shape of a lava tube
rather than the square shape of a sea cave. (See Fig. 6).
(c) Barragunda cave is tucked in behind a point in a spot very protected from wave
action. For the full force of the wave action to have developed this cave. the waves
would need to make a 90° turn from their usual direction.

KEY

c.,
CAVE
........ WALKING TRACK
- - ROAD
....... CAR PARK AREA

:"n'::

LIGHT HOUSE

BASS STRAIi

0.5 km.

BUSH RANGER BAY

N

1
Figure 3: Cape Schanck
Active channel caves, even at low tide. are connected by a channel which cuts through
the above platforms. The channels vary in size and depth but all seem to have rounded
cobbles and pebbles on their floors and are being actively enlarged by the sea.
SPELEOTHEMS
A number of the caves have profuse calcite speleothems. even though the host rock is
basalt. The two best examples are Angel Cave and Barragunda Cave. The source of
the calcite is the Quaternary dune limestone which overlies the basalt. The amount
of groundwater coming through the roof ensures that the speleothems are very active.
Angel Cave is notable for the many pisoliths and ooliths found on some ledges (Baker
and Frostick 1947).
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CONCLUSION

Victorian
ictorian coastline,
coastli leo
The sea caves of the Cape Schanck area are some of the best on the C
both because of the large numbers which occur along a short stretch of the coast and
the profuse calcite decorations
k<~corations inside them.
The following points warrant further investigation. Firstly.
Firstly, what is the reason for the
difference hetween
between the west and east sihes
sides of the cape? As discussed.
discussed, this is more likely
to be due to climatic rather than lithological reasons.
Secondly, whether the grouping of the caves is due to variations in sea level.
Secondly.
Finally, the lava tube origin of some of the caves. Although this is a very unlikely
explanation (and will not be vigorously defended by this author)
author), it is still worthy of
investigation.
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Appendix: Chemistry
Chemistrk Adjustments to Angel Cave Dripwater
Dripwater Salinity
Seawater Salinity

= 2%0
= 350/00

Therefore: Dripwater is probably 2/35 or 5.7% seawater. In seawater there is negligible
Call
Ca H . so this figure remains unchanged.
However there is 1300 ppm of MgClz in seawater so. by proportions. the ??mount
amount of
seawater
sesu::±?:sy MgH in the dripwater sample is:

5.7% of 1300
it lO ppm
ppm
= 74.28 pPVtri
So therefore the remainder can be attributed to groundwater.

= 95.0 - 74.28 ppm
= 20.71 ppm
ppm.
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THE SELECTION AND ASSESSMENT OF
SITES OF GEOLOGICAL AND
GEOMORPHOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE IN
KARST TERRAIN.
Williams
Neville Rosengren and Michael McHaeMcRae-Williams
Department of Geography,
University of Melbourne

During 1979-80, the authors undertook a research programme for the Victorian Ministry
for Conservation to identify sites of geological and geomorphological significance in East
Gippsland. These sites are considered to be of importance in defining the characteristics
of the region, and ars
are therefore of particular or broad interest in research and teaching acetrategies
tivities in earth sciences. The purpose of the study was to allow management strategies
to be developed for
fow each site that are compatible with the preservation of its scientific
ndentific
properties.. The data
dat,r was required in a form that could be utilised by planning agencies
nhencles
and local government authorities and a high reliance was placed on the presentation of
maps, diagrams and photographs (including vertical and oblique aerial photographs).
In writing the report a balance had therefore to be maintained between scientific accuracy
and the need to make the data readily interpretable by the above bodies. Justification of
site selection was on scientific,
scientific~ not scenic qualities,
qualities and qualitative landscane
landscape evaluation
was not attempted
attempted.
The study area (Fig.
(
1) extended from the Latrobe Valley eastwards to the New South
Wales border, and from the coast
noast to the alpine areas of North Eastern Victoria.. It
included a wide variety of geology
genlogy and terrem
terrain types end
and because of this diversity, a
number of problems were manifest in the early part of the study. The size of the area
prevented detailed analysis of little-known localities and this problem was compounded
by the uneven quality of existing geological mapping - very little of the area had been
geologically mapped at scales larger than 1:250,000 - and geomorphological analysis
of any
nny substance was confined almost entirely to the coastal zone
zone. Difficulties were
eeasonal
presented by the steep and rugged
rnhged nature of the highland zone, the presence of seasonal
snow cover and thn
the need to nngotiate
negotiate accesn
access to private property.
The starting
ctarting point for the study was a file maintained by the Victorkm
Victorian Branch of the
Geological Society of Australia, which recorded sites of geological and geomorphological significance in this State nominated by geologists and others, as of conservation
significance. This list was supplemented by extensive consultation with individuals and
organisations (such as the V.S.A.) and by thorough literature review. Stereoscopic study
of vertical aerial photographs of the entire region
rehion (at scales usually 1:30,000)
1:30~OOO) was made
to detect unusual patterns or unrecorded features that were subsequentlu
subsequently checked in the
field. With the exception of most of the underground sites, localities were visited so that
exact location data
dattB could be given and the principal features
feetures recorded by photography.
Extensive aerial reconnaissance surveys were made to obtain oblique aerial ghr}tographs
photographs
where these could best illustrate the characteristics of the site (Plates 1. 2). The basis of site identification was the 1:100,000 National Topographic Map Series sheets each site was defined by one or more six figure grid references and the site boundaries
Caveconvict -
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delineated at that scale or at a scale photographically enlarged from those maps.
Site descriptions ranged from a minimum of half a pape
page for minor or unknown sites_
sites. to
four or five pages for better documented or very important sites. An example of a site
description is included as Appendix 1.
The concept of significvYtcc
significance of a site is difficult to quantify satisfactorily,
satisfactorily. as the tcrm
term
'significance' can be assigned various meanings. The authors' view is that the purpose of
this task is to select sites that will display the array of materials. land form. and landforming processes that comprise the present landscape. Sites may be of interest in that
they contain features which are relict from geological processes that are no longer active
at that site. while others may be subject to change at a rate that may be measured and
analysed over short periods. The specific criterIa
criteria that wcre
were used to select sites (with
with
fron-v limestone areas) are outlined below.
reference examples from
LOGICAL CRITERIA
C
GEOLOGICAL
(a) An outcrop or exposure which has been used as the type locality of a geological
formation. e.g. Buchan Caves Reserve: type site for Buchan Caves Limestone.
(b) A site which displays a contact between geological formations. e.g. Pyramids area:
contact
con?:aa?: between Snowy River Volcanics and Buchan Caves fiim*aslone.
Limestone.
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(c) An area with extensive outcrop that displays the lithology or distinctive structures of a geological formation. e g. Buchan-Gelantipy Road 1 kilometre south of
Murrindal: Coates Property area.
(d) A site that displays clearly an example of a geological structure. e.g. Anticline
Cave: East Buchan Thrust Fault.
Cave:

(e) Beds containing fossil deposits. e.g. A.P.M. Quarry. Rocky Camp.
(f) Outcrops with mineral deposits from which collectors specimens may be obtained.
e.g. W.
W . Tree Opal deposits.

Plate 1: Limestone outcrop -

Murrindal (N. Rosengren)
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GEOMORPHOLOGICAL CRITERIA
(a) Sites which show the relationship between lithology. structure and landform. e.g.
Anticline Cave. Exponential Pot.
(b) Sites which display the action of geomorphological processes. e.g. weathering.
erosion. deposition. In some cases the landform may be due to an active and
observable process. e.g. tufa terraces on Scrubby Creek Cave Stream. but in others
the process may be representative of climatic conditions in previous geological
times. e.g. the travertine formations at the Pyramids.
(c) Sites were chosen to be representative of the landforms that occur in East Gippsland. The limestone areas. though small in extent. represent the best example
of surface karst and cave development in Victoria. and the Devonian limestone at
Buchan is the largest outcrop of karst-forming carbonate rocks in Eastern Australia south of Chillagoe in Queensland.

Plate 2: The Potholes karst area (N. Rosengren)
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Sites have been assigned a significance rating as either National. State. Regional. Local
or Unknown. The latter category is used when there is insufficient detailed information
about the site to allow a significance assessment to be made.
determining the sIgnificance
significance rating of a site were:
Factors considered in determinmg
replication. i.e. the sIte
site is unique. rare or an unusual examgln
example of a
(a) Frequency of replication
geological formation or of surface IT%orphology.
morphology.

(b) Degree of disturbance and/or quality of outcrop. structure or landform.
(c) Value as a reference and research site which displays classic characteristics of a
geological formation and/or a relict or active geomorphological process.
(d) Need for further investigation - where there is doubt as to the nature or origin
of the feature. or where little detailed investigation has been undertaken.
(e) Where landforms and/or outcrops grovide
provide spectaaulsr
spectacular landscape.

The actual rating assigned to a site is determined
daturmined by evaluating the degree to whIch
which the
five criteria outlined above are fulfilled. For example. a site rated as being of National
significance such as Anticline Cave is unique in Victoria. and possibly in Australia as
an example of cave form determined by a geological structure. The nature of the site
can be readily appreciated by field inspection. and although other aspects of the cave
visitnr pressure. the essential structure of the cave remains
have deteriorated due to visitor
undamaged. A site
significance is simply a clear example of a more
cite rated as of local sIgaificance
Butterworthc, or
common feature. e.g. the outcrop of Buchan Caves Limestones at Butterworths.
comnwn
South Buchan.
MANAGEMENT

The scientific value of the cave areas will be diminished if:
collapse of caecs
caves or blocking of cave entrances cccurs;
occurs;
(a) Infilling or eollapse
is destroyed through ground vibration. overuse or vandalisnm
vandalism;
(b) Cave decoration IS

\i'\ister entering the
th4:~ cave
are made to the hydrological regime or quality of water
(c) Changes cre
systems;

(d) The function of the caves as habitats for unique and important species of plants
and animals is destroyed by changes in the above-mentioned factors;
(e) The important archaeological and palaeontological deposits are destroyed by changes
in the above factors.
Therc
There has been little scientific investigation of the geomorphology of the East Gippsland
limestones and in particular. insufficient work has been completed to establish thc
the extent
and quality of caves and the hydrological associations of
ul the cave
cClve systems.
Our investigations are not of sufficient detail to allow complete management prescriptions
to be formulated for each cave locality. We emphasise that any development that will
cause surface or subsurface ground vibrations. or interfere with the air or water flow
through caverns or passages. may degrade the cave resource.
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APPENDIX. Site 8523-23

8523 (8522) -

23 THE BUCHAN CAVES AREA
LOCALITY:

026497. One kilometre south-west of Buchan township.
ABSTRACT:
Type site for Buchan Caves Limestone. Best known and well decorated passage caves.

ACCESS:
Caves Reserve Road.

OWNERSHIP:
HIP:
Crown Land Reserve and some private land.

GEOLOGY:
The limestone outcrop which includes the Buchan Caves exhibits the full range of sediment typt't'
types in the Buchan Caves Limestone. a formation which in this area reaches
a thicknet't'
thickness of 370 metres. The limestone in general conformably onorlies
overlies the Snomy
Snowy
It'tter by transition beds consisting of sandsarlY~
River Volcanics. and is separated from the latter
stone. gritc
grits and limt'ctones
limestones interbedded with tuffaceous layers. These transition beds
(the Spring Creek Mt2mber)
Member) are exposed in Spring
gpring Creek and Eighty Acre Creek. The
Spring Creek Member is followed by 30-40 metres of dolomite and dolomitic limestone
which are generally poorly fossiliferous. The dolomitic beds are followed by mid-grey
to black. fine to medium grained calcarenite. with a high proportion of black calciru. dite in the upper part of the formation. Above the dolomitised sediments the limestone
becomes increasingly fossiliferous. Acrospirifer yassensis occurs lowest down in the sequence ang
and is often found
fziund concentrntt'd
concentrated in mt'll-defined
well-defined limestone beds. Slightly higher
highnr
up the sellnc::ncc.
sequence. Campophyllum
C:ampophyllum recessum appears
nppears and occmc
occurs in alternating beds with
Acrospirift'n
nYnrccteristic of the middle part of the Buchan
Acrospirifer. These two fossil spemt'n
species are characteristic
Caves Limestone. Within this middle zone some 3 metres above the lowest Acrospirifer horizon is a bed unusually rich in ostracod outcrops in Fairy Creek. just south of
the Caves Reserve boundary. This bed contains Aparchites regularis. A. buchanensis.
Schmidtella subfabiformis. Sulcella australis and Kloedenalla indistincta. Ostracods
nt'puence where they
generally more chcracteristic
characteristic of the upper part of the limestone sequence
are generalill
in association mith
with pelecypodc
pelecypods and nautiloids. The uppermost 30-40 metres of the
occur In
limestone sequence is richly fossiliferous with over 30 species of brachiopods. molluacc
molluscs
and coralc.
corals.
The Buchan Caves Limestone
himestone is conformably overlain by the Taravale formation. The
latter is well exposed in a road cutting at the entrance to the Caves Reserve. At this
locality. the Taravale Formation consists of interbedded mudstones containing various
amounts of impure limestone nodules. This formation is particularly susceptible to mass
wasting which is well exhibited in the cutting.
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GEOMORPHOLOGY:
Well-developed surface karst features do not occur within this area. However. this area
is of great significance for its cave development. with seventy-five known caves. It
includes the most extensive cave system in Victoria. consisting of Dukes Cave. (B-4).
Fairy Cave. (B-5). Royal Cave (B-6). Federal Cave (B-7) and caves B-64 and B-65.
This cave system contains between four and five kilometres of stream passage cut at
several levels. including areas where it is widened into caverns by block collapse. Some
of the best cave decoration known in Victoria is found in these caves. It includes welldeveloped stalactital and stalagmital forms. pillars. shawls. speleothems. rimpools and
helictites together with cave sediments and a permanent flowing stream. Other caves
of importance in this area are Moons Cave (B-2). Spring Creek Cave (B-1). Kitsons
Cave (B-8 and B-16). Whale Cave (B-20 and B-57). Scrooges Vault and system (B-56.
B-67. B-39. B-40 and B-41) and Archivault Cave (unnumbered)
Moons Cave (B-2) was previously used as a tourist cave and consists of a stream
passage which is well-decorated in parts and which contains a permanent stream. The
water source of the stream is unknown although it is thought that B-32 cave feeds into
Moons Cave. It is postulated that additional water enters the system from the Buchan
River. Moons Cave is polluted by sewage effluent from the Caravan Park toilet block.
Spring Creek Cave (B-1) consists of a horizontal maze system developed along joint
planes. and represents an early phase of cave development. This cave is currently dry
and contains bats and vertebrate bone deposits. Kitson Cave (B-8) varies from those
described above as its form is controlled by bedding and has developed partially down
dip. A similar cave is Whale Cave (B-20 and B-57) which has developed on several
levels and contains extensive areas of mudslope and ends in a stream passage. The
Scrooges Vault system includes five caves all of which are watercourse-connected. This
is a complex system and the lower levels act as a water reservoir collecting water from
sources to the south. It is thought that water from this system feeds the Reserve caves.
In addition. Scrooges Vault is noteworthy for its excellent cave decoration which includes
speleothems and calcite rafts.
REFERENCES:
Stirling (1889). Kitson (1907). Dunn (1907). Swift (1950). Teichert and Talent (1958).
Sweeting (1960). Matthews (1968). Nicoll and Brush (1976). White and Davey (1976).
O'Shea (1980)
SIGNIFICANCE:
National. Best developed cave system in Victoria. Type area for Buchan Caves Limestone.
MANAGEMENT:
Land use allocation without knowledge of the hydrology of the cave systems has already
degraded parts of this important resource. Hydrological studies are in progress on
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this system and until these are completed it is not appropriate to recommend detaiied
rnnnrgement
recommen<:I;:%tlons outlined earlier
management prescriptions for the arnn
area. The general recommendations
apply to thir
this locality.
The scientific value of the caves is dependent on the maintenance of a stable hydrological
system and a high level of water quality. The present Caves Reserve includes only a
consz'quently excludes several important
irnportanr
part of the lirnnetone
limestone outcrop in this area and consequently
caves. and probably the major part of the catchment of the Reserve'ss cane
cave system.
rqrtem. It
is thus recommended that the Caves Reserve be extended to include the headwaters of
Fairy Creek.
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CAVES OF THE NULLARBOR A REVIEW OF THEIR TYPES AND ORIGINS
Susan White and A P. Spate
INTRODUCTION
There seems to be a basic human urge to classify the natural world into discrete and
easily recognisable entities. i.e. pigeonholes. These entities are often seen to be significant in terms of the relationships of one entity to another and are delineated by
quantitative boundaries which may not have any valid existence in the cQntinuum of
natural phenomena.
Thomson (1949) classified the Nullarbor caves into two groups based on depth; this
classification has coloured the perceptions of many more recent visitors to the Plains.
We believe that this perception has hindered the study of the Nullarbor caves. It appears
almost certain that depth has little to do with modes of cave formation or of cave type
and to some extent has focused attention on the deep caves. whereas there may be a
great deal to be learnt from caves of intermediate depth in relation to both 'shallow' and
'deep' caves.
This paper discusses the evolution of the classifications proposed for the Nullarbor caves
by various authors and presents a view that depth is not an attribute by which Nullarbor
caves should be classified as it hides similarities and invites unrealistic pigeonholing. To
achieve this. we follow through the evidence available in the literature and re-'examine a
series of caves of intermediate depth both on Mundrabilla Station and elsewhere. Several
broad-scale. short-term visits to a wide range of caves has strengthened our view that
there is a spectrum of caves rather than the two or three distinct types recognised in
the past.
Discussion is restricted to the karst developed on the Sunda Plateau; the two or three
caves known on the Roe Plain are excluded by virtue of their topographic position which
has resulted in their development in the Roe Calcarenite and Abrakurrie Limestone only
(Lowry and Jennings. 1974). The intense perforation of the near-surface zone. found
right across the Bunda Plateau (Jennings. 1961.1970). is absent from the Roe Plain
caves and they show more evidence of joint control than do the caves developed in the
Nullarbor. Abrakurrie and Wilson Bluff Limestone sequence found on the Plateau (Lowry
and Jennings. 1974).
BACKGROUND -

THE PHYSICAL SETTING

The geology of the Nullarbor Plains has been extensively described by Lowry (1970) and
by Lowry and Jennings (1974). A general stratigraphic sequence is shown in Table 1.
The almost horizontally-bedded limestones are of high porosity and have been weathered
and indurated as a kankar layer at the surface. The kankar overlies either a patchily
indurated limestone or variably weathered limestone with cavities; these pass through
into the more uniform. chalky Wilson Bluff Limestone.
The present climate is warm and semi-arid near the coast. grading north to hot desert.
Most of the area receives less than 250mm of rainfall per annum with a pronounced
Caveconvict -
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winter maximum. Mean daily temperatures vary from minima around 4°C in July to
maxima about 18°C in January. Evaporation rates are high. around 1500mm per annum.
There is a pronounced climatic gradient northwards from the coast which is reflected
in vegetation patterns: the wetter coastal areas have a low woodland or forest (Specht
1970). which grades northward to a treeless chenopod shrubland (the Nullarbor proper.
Delisser. 1867). Pollen studies by Martin (1973) have shown that climatic variation has
occurred over the last 20.000 years in this area. On this relatively flat terrain distance
from the coast determines rainfall and the changes in coastline position over the last
20.000 years in concordance with world eustatic adjustments are important. Between
18.000 and 15.000 years before present the sea level was at its lowest. with the coastline
at least 160 km south of its present position (Wright. 1971). The treeless plain then
extended south to at least Eucla (Martin. 1978). Despite such variations there is little
evidence to suggest that the Nullarbor experienced a significantly wetter climate than
the present at any time since the Tertiary. It has never been more humid since its
emergence from a Miocene sea (Jennings. 1967). However some fluctuations in effective
wetness are needed to produce the dripstones found in caves on Mundrabilla Station
and elsewhere. which are composed of halite. gypsum and calcite minerals with their
substantially different mobilities. The higher sea level proposed by Lowry (1970). which
cut the Hampton Range around one million years ago. may have increased rainfall and
pushed the treeline northwards in the Madura to Eucla region. This may account for
the increased mobilisation of the cave minerals.
CAVE CLASSIFICATIONS
As Jennings (1961. 1975) and Lowry and Jennings (1974) point out there are very
few caves (250) known to be developed within the approximately 200.000km2 Nullarbor
karst. although Lowry (1968) estimates that there are 104-105 blowholes in 52.000 km 2
of the Western Australian portion of the Eucla Basin (two thirds of the Basin is in
W.A.). However. the great differences in size. shape. depth. speleothem development.
presence or absence of lakes and draughts amongst other characteristics led to the very
early recognition of blowholes and caverns as two cave types extant on the Nullarbor.
Tate (1879) considered that the blowholes were the precursors of caverns and noted the
upward stoping domes. These were considered by Lowry (1968) to be the forerunners
of blowholes. Bolam (1926) again recognised the two forms but felt that the domes
were blocked blowholes which in turn developed from rockholes. Undoubtedly Lowry is
correct in many. if not most. instances but the increasing numbers of domes observed to
be choked with red 'sandy' fills with angular c1asts deserve further consideration. More
exploration makes the division between caves and blowholes increasingly indistinct.
Thomson (1949) and King (1949) were the first to formally discuss the two distinct
ends of the spectrum - 'shallow' and 'deep', The shallow caves were further divided
into four classes according to entrance type (Table 2). King felt that the shallow caves
were of vadose origin and cites the presence of dripstone as evidence of vadose action.
He considered these caves were developed in a period of higher rainfall. possibly in the
Pleistocene. The deep caves were considered to have been produced by phreatic activity
just below the watertable which was presumed to be falling slowly. King argues that the
change from "the pluvial Pleistocene to the arid present" would be sufficient to produce
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a much lower watertable today. Given the porosity and permeability of the limestones
the level of increased pluviality required to raise the watertable would seem extreme.
Jennings (1958) reaffirmed Thomson's classification but refuted the importance of vadose action in the shallow caves, instead emphasising the importance of a zone of 'intense
small scale phreatic preparation' lying below the kankar layer of the Nullarbor Limestone.
The zone can extend deeper than the 20-30m implied by Lowry and Jennings (1974) as
can be seen in the entrance to Winbirra Cave (N-45). This zone of phreatic preparation
carries with it an assumption of a watertable some 60-90 m higher than today. Evidence. other than the preparation. is lacking. Considering the low gradient and chemical
uniformity of the present aquifer (Lockhart Jack. 1930, Spate and Ward, this vol.) the
raising of the watertable by this amount by increased pluvial activity is hard to conceive.
Jennings (1961) continues the bipartite classification although he points out that there
may be caves at intermediate levels and cites the eastern gallery of Weebubbie (N-2)
as a possibility. Jennings at that time presented an entrance classification of five types
although he points out that the entrance type does not necessarily reflect the cave type
below. He also indicates that the evidence of vadose activity in Nullarbor caves is limited
to constructional forms such as water-lain silt and sand floors. Thampanna Cave (N206), and Mottled Cave (N-27) amongst others now provide spectacular examples of
destructional vadose features such as channels cut in bedrock floors.
Anderson (1964) provides a refreshing new classification of Nullarbor caves under three
heads:

1. those previously visited and mapped by speleological expeditions;
2. those visited but not seriously studied;
3. those not previously visited.
This classification was only possible because of the availability of a thorough examination
of aerial photographs carried out by J.N. Jennings and made available to the 1963-64
expedition; a number of new and highly significant discoveries resulted. Unfortunately,
and to the shame of Australian speleology, many of the features listed by Jennings were
not visited until 1982; these features are largely on the South Australian part of the
Nullarbor.
Many of these recently-explored features further blur the distinction between deep and
shallow caves as there are many 'deep' caves which do not reach to the watertable but
have characteristics previously reserved for' shallow' caves. Anderson discusses some of
the deep caves in detail and mentions intermediate levels in some of them (e.g. Firestick
Cave, N-70). Little mention is made of the shallower caves, reflecting the preoccupation
of Nullarbor cavers with the larger and perhaps more spectacular (on a size basis, at
least) deep caves at the expense of the unifying intermediate caves.
In an unpublished note Jennings (1965) reviews his earlier publications and the discoveries of the 1963-64 expedition. His review further discounts the importance of entrance
type, especially of the deep caves, believing them to be adventitious, and a result from or
as an adjunct to cave formation. We do not know of a blowhole-type entrance (pavement
surrounding a near circular hole less than two metres diameter) leading to a deep cave
(reaching to or near the watertable) although Tommy Grahams (N56) is a small fissure
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entrance leading to collapse, but not related to the collapse doline,
doline. We are confident
that such an entrance might exist or might have existed.
Lowry and Jennings (1974) describe three types of caves as follows:

1. blowholes and near-surface caves of the Bunda Plateau:
2. Roe Plain caves: and
3. deeper caves of the Bunda Plateau.

Earlier Lowry (1970) erected a classification of four types: two of these were very general
(shallow
'Thylacine', deep
'Cocklebiddy'), although fairly rigid criteria were used
to define the types, as shown in Table 3. The two other types are very specific: 'Nurina'
and 'Gecko' caves are restricted to the Roe and Mardabilla Plains respectively and have
specific lithologic associations. However, the similarities of Gecko types to caves all over
the Bunda Plateau recently led one of the present authors (APS) into the error of using
Gecko as a type for a morphologically similar cave at the opposite end of the basin emphasising the danger of using mixed specific and general criteria.
The Thylacine type caves were seen as deeper than the lithologically defined Gecko type
shallow caves but not as deep as the Cocklebiddy type (Table 3). The Thylacine type
caves have generated considerable interest in the last few years, chiefly because of their
abundant speleothems of various mineralogies. The caves have a wide variety of entrance
types ranging from the largest (and quite deep) collapse dolines to blowholes to fissures
to holes in pavements. Collapse type entrances are also common in pavements and there
are a number of blowholes without pavements. The Thylacine caves tend to possess
the following characteristics:

=

=

• lack of lithological control and restricted distribution
• stable collapse with evidence of fracture parallel to bedding planes
• abundant 'normal' speleothems, often of black calcite
• abundant black calcite infill of anastomoses and other cavities
• large-scale destruction of calcite speleothems and bedrock by halite wedgmg
• abundant halite (and to a lesser extent gypsum) speleothems
These caves seem to be largely found in the eastern half of the Eucla Basin.
DISCUSSION
We feel that the categories used to categorise Nullarbor caves in the past are inadequate
to describe caves such as Kelly (N-165) and Webbs (N-132) on Mundrabilla Station
and a large number of others, chiefly on Koonalda and Nullarbor Stations and to the
north of the latter property. These caves are not as deep as the Cocklebiddy type but
are obviously stable elements in the environment. The dripstones provide evidence of a
complex or longer history than we might have suspected in the past. Creating another
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category for these caves merely avoids the issues of genesis and the possible relationships
between caves.
The restricted distribution ofThylacine' caves and the absence of Cocklebiddy type in the
same area, with some overlap in the central part of the Basin, leads us to the hypothesis
that these caves may be proto-deep caves which have not developed fully. This may be
because insufficient time has elapsed for the slow processes of solution to operate fully
at or below the watertable, or that the cave systems are related to the establishment of
conduit drainage for the Basin. Jennings has discussed from his earliest publications the
possible role of higher sea levels in the development of cave systems on the Nullarbor.
His zone of 'intense phreatic preparation' which preceded the caves requires a sea level
about 75m higher than the present day or, alternatively. much wetter conditions for
this development. The occurrence of more effective rainfall intervals since the Miocene
regression seems unlikely (Martin, 1978): the abundant calcite speleothem development
of the Thylacine type caves may in fact have required a very small increase in infiltration.
Analysis of drips during and following rainfall events might well resolve the issue.
There is no evidence of sea levels as high as 75 m above present levels since the Miocene
regression, but Lowry (1970) believes that the Roe Plains and Hampton Range developed
during a Pleistocene sea level about 40m above present. Of course evidence of higher
sea levels may well have been destroyed in cliff retreat, since the Pleistocene removed
earlier wave-cut features: this is quite likely. We believe that the 40m higher level may
have been responsible for the initiation of phreatic passages that were the precursors
of Cocklebiddy type caves. The subsequent fall in sea level would have led to a series
of relatively rapid collapses as hydrostatic support was withdrawn. A rapid fall in sea
level may also have contributed to the development of a series of conduits rather than
dispersed phreatic circulation. Phreatic preparation below the present watertable has
been reported by Lewis (pers. comm.) from most of the dived caves and abandoned
upper level phreatic passages exist at approximately the right altitudes for the higher
sea levels of Lowry in a number of deep caves (e.g. Koonalda (N-4). Mullamullang (N37). Firestick (N-70)). We would suggest that caves such as Old Homestead (N-83).
Knowles (N-22). N-215 and N-182 amongst others are caves further developed from
the Thylacine type toward the Cocklebiddy type in the middle of a shallow to deep cave
spectrum.
However, concrete evidence for such an hypothesis is limited and this paper shows that
speleologists have much to learn about Nullarbor caves and their relationships to one
another. There is still a great deal of observational data to be gathered and evaluated:
evidence of higher sea levels and cave passages and on climatic change must be sought
after. Clear thinking about the rates and processes of collapse and its removal is also
required. as well as investigation of the zone of intense phreatic preparation.
The effects of hindsight are extremely noticeable in this paper. Since the trip that generated the initial concerns about classification, one of the authors has had the opportunity
to re-examine some caves and to discover others - breaking down earlier ideas about
restricted distributions. This is a reflection of the much greater ease of today's travel
on the Nullarbor and the lifting of real or imagined restrictions on access. However. this
re-examination has reinforced the need to regard the Eucla Basin karst systems as a
complete entity.
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Table 1
Stratigraphy of the Eucla basin in the Madura area
(after Lowry. 1970)
Quaternary /Tertiary

kankar

Lower Miocene

Nullarbor limestone
Mullamullang limestone member
Abrakurrie limestone

Middle/Upper Eocene

Wilson Bluff limestone

Middle Eocene

Hampton sandstone

Cretaceous

Madura Formation
Loongana sandstone

Proterozoic/ Archaean

Granite

Table 2
Entrance types
According to Thomson (1949)

(a) "Those having a narrow cleft or fissure-type opening. These are usually only
as deep as the upper hard crust, 60 to 70 feet, and consist for the most part of
various short passages, never more than a few feet wide. They nearly always
contain some dead stalagmites and stalactites". (The caves Thomson cites in
this category do not seem to fit well with his descriptors).
(b) "Bottleneck Cave (blow-hole entrance) ..... found in stony outcrops ..... have
several quandong trees around the entrance ..... in the interior is found a heap
of mullock ..... never found at the base of normal blowholes. I have never found
..... caves to contain stalactites ..... They mostly consist of one chamber only
and rarely have passages leading off but often have many small pipes a few
inches in diameter leading into them at varying heights. They are generally
about 40 feet deep".
(c) Omitted
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(d) "Small sink-hole entrances, i.e. with sink-holes 60 to 70 feet across and 10 to
30 feet deep, and generally having long passages leading down from the bottom
of the sink-hole and usually deepening to between 50 to 60 feet".
According to Jennings (1961)

(a) "Vertical solution wells or shafts . ..... circular in cross-section, about 2-4 feet
in diameter and up to 15-30 feet in depth before changing character ..... "
(b) "Narrow cleft or fissure-like openings". (See Thomson above, none known to
Jennings).

(c) "Small oblique entries in the sides of dolines. These are usually in collapsed
rock masses and do not show active solutional sculpturing". (= Thomson (b)).
(d) "Roof collapse windows. As chambers below enlarge, solution shafts may also
be enlarged by collapse until their usual character is lost and angular, jointcontrolled windows develop". (tending towards Thomson (d)).

(e) "Large lateral entries in collapse dolines. When roof fall has proceeded so far
as to produce a walled collapse doline, wide entries at the foot of portions of
the rim lead sideways into the remainder of the cave system", (logical extension
of Jennings' type (d)).

Table 3
Summary of Lowry's cave types (after Lowry 1970)
COCKLEBIDDY TYPE

THYLAClNE TYPE

NURINA TYPE

GECKO TYPE

Former classification

'deep'

'shallow'

Depth

100 to 380 feet

Mostly 10 to 90 feet

10 to 70 feet

10 to 20 feet

~ength

Mostly several
hWldred to a few
thousand feet

Mostly a few tens to
a few hWldred feet

The longer cave is
more than 1000 feet
long

A few tens of feet

Cross section

Usually spacious; 20
to 50 feet high and
50 to 100 feet wide

Usually less than 5
feet, sometimes
laterally extensive

5 to 10 feet wide;
up to 10 feet high

Less than 5 feet
hlgh and 5 feet ',nde

Sixteen known in

Probably several
hWldred

Only two known

?robably several tens

Collapse doline;
commonly large

Mostly a blow hole

Collapse doline

Collapse dollne

Comments

Some reach below the
water table

None known to reach
the water table

Restricted to
Roe Plains

Restricted to
Mardabilla Plain

:3tratigraphy

Kankar
Nullarbor Lst.
(Mullamullang Lst.
member)
(Abrakurrie Lst.)
Wilson Bluff Lst.

Kankar
Nullarbor Lst.

Roe Calcarenite
Abrakurrie Lst.

Kankar
Nullarbor Lst.
Toolina Lst.

Abundance

Western Australia
~ype

of entrance
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(:ATIONS TO GIBBS ASCENDERS
ASCENDJI:()S
MODIFICATIONS
Tom Porritt
ABSTRACT
ABST
From the selection of mechanical prusiking devices available, the Gibbs ascender is about
the cheapest and strongest, but also awkward and difficult to use,
The failure of the Gibbs to grip the rope at the top of each step has often been a
problem. A small variation of the angle of the Gibbs cam relative to its shell can cause
the ascender to grip the rope as desired, or slip.
ccntrolling the Gibbs to give smooth
Described and illustrated are a few methods of controlling
Sescribed
operation
opcration without slipping, and some other methods such as the'
the Gibbs flick'. Part of
the discussion is a non-mathematical analysis of the forces on the Gibbs in each case.
A collection of Gibbs modifications to improve the handling or to suit specific applications
is presented, derived from the published works of various authors.

GIBBS 0
OPERATION
The Gibbs ascender differs in a number of ways from the Jumar type. The standard
Gibbs has no spring and there is only one obvious sttachment
attachment point - the cam aye
eye [Fig.
1 J. The Gibbs ascender grips the rope by squeezing it between the U-shaped shell and
the blunt teeth on the cam [Fig. 2]. The cam is aEl lever, providing a squeezing force that
is slightly greater than the force applied to the cam eye by the load. Once the Gibbs
is supporting a small load (even its own weight), increasing the load on the cam eye
increases the gripping force on the rope. This is advantageous on slippery ropes where
Jumar-style
urnar-style ascE'THkrs
ascenders may require a helping thumb on
en the cam to prevent sligpage
slippage as
the ascender takas
takes the load.

2J.

shell

teeth

Figure 1:
1 Parts of the Gibbs.
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Figure 2: Gibbs supporting a load.
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At the start of each step with a standard Gibbs there can be a problem. When it is
lifted by the cam eye, the Gibbs trails freely up the rope. However, it can also freely
slide down the rope when it is required to support a load. For the Gibbs to grip the
rope the cam must be rotated relative to the shell so that the teeth press the rope into
the shell. The rigging of the standard Gibbs with no spring can be arranged to provide
the torque to cause the cam to grip the rope when required. as well as allowing a low
resistance run up the rope to the next step when required. Some examples are included
in the following.
METHODS
Gibbs Flick
The 'Gibbs Flick' is a term used to describe the quick jiggling, kicking motions used to
make a loosely-rigged Gibbs grip the rope. The Gibbs flick applies a downwards force
on the cam eye while the whole ascender maintains some momentum up the rope. The
result is a force couple which acts to rotate the cam to grip the rope [Fig. 3(a)]. When
there is moderate tension in the rope, pulling sideways and then downwards quickly can
produce sufficient frictional drag on the shell to provide a similar force couple [fig. 3(b)].
Inverted Gibbs
A Gibbs hanging inverted in a hauling system has gravity providing the forces necessary
for trouble-free operation [Fig, 4].

upwards

cam rotation

(a)

restraint
by rope

weight

(b)

Figure 3: 'Gibbs Flick' forces acting on
the cam

Figure 4: Inverted Gibbs (hauling system).

Spring Gibbs
The manufacturer offers a Gibbs with a strong spring. The spring can continuously
apply the torque needed to start the cam teeth gripping the rope. Alternatively, the
spring can be unhooked and then the ascender operates as a standard Gibbs [Fig. 5].
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(b) released

(a) acth>o
active
Figure 5: Spring Gibbs with spring

The strong spnsg
spring causss
causes the cam teeth to rest heavily on the rope, causing sIpnifican
significant
drag when the spring Gibbs is moved up the rope"
rope, The spring can be replaced by shocd
shock
cord (Hall 1979), and this allows the setting of any desired tension. The shock cord can
also recover from overstretching abuse better than the spring.
Foot Gibbs
A Gibbs can be attached to the foot [Fig. 6( a)] and controlled to grip or run free as
desired.. If the Gibbs cam is attached to the caver's boot with sufficient friction (see
~ """Istlng the foot whilu
while the shell remains
rernnine aligned
below),, then the cam can be rotated by twisting
with the rope. To grip the rope, twist the boot sole towards the rope [Fig. 6(b)]. This
rotates the cam, causing the teeth to lightly press the rope into the shell and grip the
rope. Then body weight can be applied. which will increase
Increase the gripping
hnpplng force. When

plrscement
(a) placement

(b) gripping

Figure 6: Foot Gibbs.
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there is room to take a moderate step. this apparently awkward boot twisting movement
partially occurs just trying to get one's foot up high. (Go on. stand up and try it. moving
the knee a little sideways). With a few metres of rope weight below. this foot Gibbs
usually operates without any special attention: just step up.
To release (to step down). or to offer minimum resistance for the first few steps up.
twist the boot sole away from the rope when the body weight is taken off that foot [Fig.

6(c)].
The cam must be attached to the boot with sufficient friction to prevent the cam from
falling to rest on the boot. The author has used a knotted tape loop to stand in. with
a tape chicken loop [Fig. 7]. It is a short struggle to fit. but without the she" and pin
attached it is comfortable enough to wear throughout a caving trip.

cam lifted
by pin

resultant

cord
weight

Figure 7: Cam attachment to boot.

Figure 8: Forces on floating Gibbs.

Floating Gibbs
A reliable method of making the Gibbs grip the rope every time is to pull the she" up
the rope. This lifts the cam by the pin [Fig. 8]. As the eye side is heavier. the teeth
rest lightly on the rope. Any additional weight on the cam eye increases the Gibbs' grip
on the rope.
Shock cord is generally used to provide the upwards pull. A simple method of attaching
it to the Gibbs is to pass it through a hole drilled in the side of the shell. This hole
should ideally be placed above the centre of gravity of the complete ascender and sling.
so that the she" hangs in line with the main rope. Placing the hole approximately 35mm
above the pin and close to the edge of the shell on the same side as the pin head gives
satisfactory operation [Fig. 9(a)].
An alternative method of attaching the shock cord is to use a small plate under the head
of the pin [Fig. 9(b)] (Montgomery 1977).
A third possibility is to attach the shock cord to the top of the cam. This allows
operation as a spelean shunt as well as limited operation as a floating ascender (see
spelean shunt section).
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(b)

(a)

Figure 9: Shock cord attachment to (a) shell, and (b) pin.

Shock cord tension and length
In ropewalking rigs shock cord tension is a compromise. The shock cord should be
• tight enough to lift the floating ascender as high as the attached foot requires;
• tight enough to overcome minor snagging of the floating ascender on the caver's body
or rock face; but
• not so tight that it pulls uncomfortably on the caver's shoulder or chest harness; and
• not so tight that the floating cam teeth drag and wear excessively against the main'
rope
A short length of shock cord is too tight for comfort at the bottom of the step, and too
weak at the top of the step to pull the floating ascender as high as is desirable. If the
change in shock cord length is small compared with the total length, then the change
in tension is small. Therefore make the shock cord as long as one can tolerate. For
large-stepping ropewalking rigs, the added complication of running the shock cord over
a small pulley on the shoulder and down to the other foot may be justifiable. The shock
cord could be run through a carabiner on the chest harness, instead of a pulley, but wear
on the shock cord is significant in this case.
Shoulder-level Gibbs
In ropewalking systems with a shoulder Gibbs, the force keeping the caver upright causes
much friction and drag on the shoulder Gibbs [Fig. 10]. Small rollers can be added to
the Gibbs to reduce friction [Fig. 11] (Isenhart 1974, Storrick 1979).
The author's solution is to use a separate open-sided pulley on the shoulder to hold the
caver upright, with a Gibbs resting above the pulley. A cord connects the cam eye to
the sit harness [Fig. 12(a) and (b)].
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large load
on Gibbs

Figure 11: Gibbs with rollers added.

ibbs holds ca'
Figure 10: Shoulder Gibbs
caver~. upright.

(b) Detail of pulley

Figure 12
The pulley assembly pushes the shell of the Gibbs up the rope whenever the caver"
caver' s
body is raised. The Gibbs is always gripping the rope. but only weakly. When the caver
sits down the Gibbs grips tightly and supports the caver by the sit harness. while the
pulley runs down the main rope as the caver relaxes.
On inclined pitches or edges the pulley can be disengaged from the main rope. instead
of slipping the body out
Gut of the shoulder
sho¥f
strap of conventional three-Gibbs rigs.
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Body ascender: For sit-stand prusik systems
The Gibbs is connected directly to the sit harness by a carabiner through the cam eye.
The shock cord from the Gibbs shell is tied in a neck loop. or to a shoulder or chest
harness [Fig. 13(a)]. The shock cord length is adjusted carefully so that at the beginning
of the standing movement the Gibbs is hanging loosely on the carabiner [Fig. 13(b)].
Near the top of the stand movement the caver's back straightens, the distance from
shoulder to seat carabiner increases, and the shock cord tightens. The cam teeth, which
were clear of the main rope, contact and grip the rope when the cam is rotated by the
tightening shock cord pulling the shell up [Fig. 13(c)].
If the sit harness is worn loosely, it may be necessary to connect a second, shorter.
shock cord to the seat carabiner to prevent it sagging and causing the Gibbs to drag
unnecessarily on the main rope.

(c) top of stand movement.
(b) beginning of stand movement

(a) sitting
Figure 13: Body ascender:

Shoulder harness
The author's shoulder harness is a tape from the shock cord near the collar bone, round
bone. under the armpit, across the back and
the back of the neck, over the other collar bone,
return to the shock cord.
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Self belay
rope The Gibbs can be
A Gibbs ascender can be used as a belay device on a fixed rope.
SOITTITe positional freedom by connecting it to the sit harness with a short cord or
allowed some
tape loop. A length of shock cord (or even tape or normal cord) from the Gibbs' shell is
connected to the caver near the shoulder [Fig. 14]. Care must be taken that the shock
cord is not so long that the cord between the cam eye and sit harness holds the cam
open.
The Gibbs is easily pulled up the belay rope by the cord to the shoulder,
shoulder. while always
weakly gripping the rope. If the caver drops,
drops. the Gibbs remains stationary on the rope
caver' s weight is transferred onto the cam eye,
eye.
with its grip increasing as the caver's
ehunt
Spelean shunt

A standard Gibbs can be used as a trailing ascender
sscender belay on descents., as shown by
Toomer and Welsh (1977). Replacing the tape connecting the cam eye to the chest
harness with a shock cord from the top of the cam to a chest or shoulder harness allows
greater freedom of movement to the caver attached to the shunt. In addition. a shock
cord-modified spelean shunt Gibbs can function as a body ascender in sit-stand prusik
systems or
Of as a self belay on a laddef
ladder or free climb.
Assembly

The Gibbs is assembled on the rope with a ssrabiner
carabiner passinp,
passing through the cam eye and
encircling the shell with the solid (ungated) side of the carabiner resting on the head of
the quick-release pin. A cord or tape loop connects the sit harness to the cam eye [Fig.
15]. This connecting loop must be slack when descending to allow the weight of the
carabiner to hold the cam .in the open position. The shock cord from the top of the cam

Figure 14: Gibbs as self belay.
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to the shoulder or chest harness must be slack while descending normally. This allows
the shunt to rest on the abseiling device without
gripping the main rope.
wi
Triggering
When the caver leans back. the shock cord pulls on the top of the cam. The shell is
restrained horizontally by the loaded abseil rope. The resultant force couple rotates the
cam onto the rope,
rope. While the triggered shunt remains stationary on the rOde,
rope. the caver
sostinues
continues to abssil
abseil a short distance until the cord between the sit harness and Gibbs
(cam eye) supports the caver.
The shunt can also be triggered without th::,
the use of a trigger cord. The caver descends
with a gloved hand loosely clutching the main rope hstween
between the descending device and
the shunt [fig. 16]. When the average caver fears a quick descent or panics. the gloved
hand tightens on the main rope. and holds up the shunt. The caver continues down until
the cord from the sit harness to the Gibbs (eye) tightens and rotates the cam against
the weight of the
thecarabiner.
carabiner. which was holding the Gibbs open. The Gibbs grips and
supports the caver (J. Webb. pers. comm
comm.).
Release
shunt. pull down on the carabiner (much like doind
doing a one-handed chin
To release the shun
up). which levers the cam eye upwards. releasing the Gibbs grip on the rope [Fig. 17].
If it is too difficult by hand. attach a cord or tape loop to the carabiner and stand in the
loop.

Figure 16: A panic grip triggers the shunt.

Figure 17: Releasing the shunt.
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Spelean Shunt modifications
The basic shunt modification is to attach shock cord to the screw on top of the cam,
along with the small tape connecting it to the shell [Fig. 18].
For reliable operation as a free-running self belay on ascents, it is important that the
shock cord is free to move at the connection to the cam. The author used one link of the
Gibbs chain under a longer self-tapping screw, with a wire ring about 10mm diameter
attached. The shock cord passes through this ring, is doubled back. and is bound with
whipping cord [Fig. 19]. The shock cord is connected to the body near the shoulder.
The length is critical for good operation as a body ascender. For use as a self belay
device. 300-400mm is satisfactory.
Note - Due to the poor reliability of this self belay in service. the author now (1985)
prefers the shock cord connected to the shell of the Gibbs. which gives excellent self
belay reliability at the expense of decreased shunt triggering sensitivity.

shock cord

Figure 18

Figure 19: Dual purpose modincation:
spelean shunt/self belay.

The cam eye can be enlarged to accept both a carabiner and an 8mm cord simultaneously.
The standard size eye only has enough room for a tape sling to the sit harness when
the spelean shunt carabiner is in position. To use 8mm cord for this main safety sling.
enlarge the cam eye to an egg shape [Fig. 20]. Although a Gibbs with this enlarged cam
eye has not been tested to failure. if the original thin part around the eye is not reduced.
the author does not expect any significant weakening of the cam.
Hang the quick release pin on a cord connected to the cam so that the pin can be inserted
from either side. and the carabiner used for the spelean shunt can be removed from the
Gibbs without removing the Gibbs from the rope (if there is little or no load in the main
rope). Prise the chain otT the rivet and flatten the rivet against the shell (it still secures
the red tape to the cam). Whip a 3mm cord to the quick release pin and attach the
other end to the shock cord connection on the cam [Fig. 18].
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Figure 20: Enlarged cam eye.
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Figure 21: Bent shell.

Handling modification

The sharp edges left from the manufacture of the Gibbs need to be smoothed to prevent
damage to the ascender cords and tapes. Even the laziest caver should smooth the
inside of the cam eye.
Check that the cam moves freely in the shell. If the shell is bent. the cam could bind
[Fig. 21].
The frustrations of assembling the three-piece Gibbs on the rope can be eased with
experience. but also these minor modifications (below) can help.
Bevel the pin hole in the cam a little to make assembly a little easier [Fig. 22] (Storrick
1979). Some of the later Gibbs have this done in manufacture.

Figure 22: Bevel pin hole in cam.
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Replace the chain with 3mm cord (Hall 1979). The chain is awkward. One twist and it
is too short. About 100mm of 3mm cord allows the pin to be inserted from either side.
Cut the chain. leaving the first link riveted to the shell. Smooth the retaining hole in the
pin. Whip the ends of the doubled-over cord [Fig. 23].
A different solution to the assembly fumbling is the homemade swing-open cam of
Delbert Province (Davison 1974) [Fig. 24].

Figure 23: Replace the chain with 3mm cord.
Figure 24: Swing-open cam.

Figure 25: Channelling.
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Channelling (Davison. 1974)
T74)

This is the removal of a portion of the cam teeth which hinders the release of the Gibbs
in the transition from being loaded to being pulled up the rope. When the Gibbs is
gripping. the rope is compressed between the shell and the cam teeth. When the load is
removed the rope springs back to almost its original round shape and pushes against the
cam teeth. As the Gibbs releases. the cam
carn rotates. The one or two teeth irnrrtediately
immediately
above
rTove the load-bearing teeth meet the rebounding rope and oppose
opposn the cam's rotation.
hindering
Itindering release.
On the lowest Gibbs. it is helpful to file a groove in the one or two teeth above
bove the
load-bearing
Inrd-bearing teeth so that the rebounding rope does not push on tTn
the upper teeth.. Then
less force is needed to release the Gibbs and start it moving up the rope.
The groove to file is the same as that which eventually wears in a floating Gibbs.
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